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observers interacted in 4 spirit of friendshh, dering'formal.
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in ways,which are antithetical to S. foreigeloolicy: (Author/RM)
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Statement of secretary himskie

on Tranimittal of

The Final 'Report of the. World,Confereno6. on the U.N. Decade for Women
-* W

Januals116, 1981

am transmitting to the Presiderit today the 'Final Report of
The World Conference on the U.NO Decade for Women. The rhport is
a lasting testament to the hard work, expertise, and commitment-of
the U.S. delegation and all of those who" so ably .supported. it.

The U.N. pscade for Women.'represen4 one of the Major veiforts
of this country to bring woRen intotthe maitstream
development worldwide. The Plid- Decade CoriftEence in Cppenhagen rp-
vided an' excellent opportunity to view pros to date and to a secs
problems'and opportunitie's for the, future...4z.

. -
Although the United States was unable to'Vote for the Program

of Action emerging 'from the Copenhagen Conference because of state-,

merits and recommendations within the document that-are contrato
our basic foreign policy precepts, thee are many excellent recom-
mendhtions within the Program and sever al positive results from-the
Conference as a whole.

'

One of these:was:tte spirit of cooperation in t U.S. delega-
tion that bdiand its members into a strong and effecti e unit. This
country now. has a cadre of women with firsthand,experien4e a
knowledge of the UnitedNations system and its special parliament ry_.
procedures. The,group which worked,so hard and so-%effectively it
Copenhagen has my personal thanks and the appreciate N of the .

Department of,State.

Another major outcome of Copenhagep was'the_kigning of the
Convention of the Eliminatiori of All Forms of DiAcrimination Against
Women by,73 countries during the course of the Conference, focussing
the world's attention positively on women. The U.S. was a-signatory
of that Convention and the Convention hasbeen forwarded by President
Carter to the U.S. Senate where we hope it. will- receive early con-

,sideration. The United States was also successful in initiating and
'co- sponsoring several resolutions that are now embodied in the United,
Nations system: -These.inOlude resolutions concerning .elderly women,
disabled,women, women as 'refugees, the integration of women into the
"Wilted Nations system, rat-al women, awd access-to safe drinking water
for women.. 'It is' our hdpe that in the second half the Dec 'e

these resolutions are trintlated into on- going, pr ts'.

4
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FORWARD

4

The Report of the United States Delegationto the World
Conference of the UN Decade for Women: Equality, Development
and t'eace, presents an overview of the preparation for and

. iperticipation in that event. It pis the intention of the
iautheits that the report bp factual'and analytical. Where
dppropriate, -recommendations are made.

The Report covers five years,. beginning with U.S. par-
ticipation in the International Women's YearSonference, Mexico
City, 1975, and continuing through to the present. In many
sections'only the highlights of certain activities or events
are cited. However, many documents, are referenced for those
who wish more information.

The World Conference for Women vas a'difficult meeting pd.'
the United States. It presented hard choices with important
consequences. Btcause the U.S. ultimately voted against the
Program of Action for the second half of the UN Decade for .

Women, many Americans are unclear about U.S.future Commitment
to the Decade. This report does not answer all,those ques-
tions, but it does attempt to put tile issues in perspective,
explain the choices and hopefully outline the consequences.

mi-

Regardless of the actual vote on the Program of Action,
. the preparation for and participation in the World Conference

.

for Women represented a unique and important opportunity for
all American women to become more actively involved in U.S.
'foreign policy. More American women understand the intricacies
of the Middle East, the New International Economic.Order, the i

situa4ion of women refugees. Women, as never before, have ben.
exposed to -the world of multi-lateral diplomacy;'and many have
seen, first hand, the difficulties and tensions'facing the
world today.

bne of the lessons learned from the Copenhagen experience
is that women must be encouraged to actively participate in the
foreign policy decibion-making process. Such inclusion will
benefit American women, and the United States. Women have

M formed international networks that share information across
.... economic, political and social lines. Women have found areas

of commonality that can'be used as bridges to furthering,
discussion of other. more delicate probl ms. Women have major
,contributions to ma to the process' o world peace, and mug
n'ot become the forg ten voice in fore gn policy discussions.

R.
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Th'e first five years of-the UN Decade for Women: Equa-
lity, Development and Peace, show some progress towards the
attainment of these Decade goals; but the assessment also
points to the need to Reriltinue workin4'towards major societal
changes. 'It may be impossible tol achieve in a 'short ten-years
what'haktaken sodiety centuries to create; but women worldwide
awe inctlasingly . participating in their country's government
an'd committing themselves to change. In thk.United States, the
Women's Movement has a long and vibrant histdry, the World
Conference only one event on the continuum. The nex,t. five Years
of the UN Decade for Women will be a time of further change and
increased activity as women move towards equality and the
full integration-Into"soclety.

V
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I. INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION

TITLE OF CONFERENCE:

The World Conference ofthe UN Decade far Women, 1980;

' also referred to as ,the World Conference fot Women,, the
Copenhagen Conference and the Mid-Tecade ConTerence.

.

B. DATE,: July. 14 -30, 1980.

C. LOCATION:

Bella Centet, Copenhagen, Denmark

NOTE': Originally, the. site of the World Conference'
for WoMen was Tehran, 'Iran. However/ after the
`Iranian Revolution,. in January 1979 the Government
of Iran withdrew its offer to host the COnference.
Subsequently, both India add the Dothinicaq Republic
offered to. -host the Conferdice, however, neither
site had-the necessary facilities.' Finally, Denmark
offered.antt was accepted.

D. COPENHAGEN,CONFERENCE. OBJECTIVES:

The mandate of the Copenhagen Conference was.to review
and appraise the progress, or lack of it, wometlitive-
made\in the first five years of the UN Decade fdr.

Women, and to deeld6 action strategies that coul0 be
implemented on either the-national, regiohal or inter-
'natio'nal level to strengthen 'efforts begun during the
fi t five years of the Decade. To this end, the major

a ivity of'the World Cimference for Women was develop-,'

meet of atPragram of Action for_the second half of the

UN Decade for Women. This Program of ACtion would
carefully examine the situation of women throughout the -

wprld and set forth various possibilities for change
'14hich individual nations, regions and international
bodies could refer to and follow in their efforts,to
advance the status of women. -

The Program of Action developed at the Copenhagen
Conference was never 4ntended,to replace or,supersede
the World Plan'of Action adopted in ,Mexico City, 1975.
'The goals and ideas set forth in the World Plan of .0

Action are still valid today and will remain so until
the end of the UN Decade for Women in 1985.E Raper,,
the Program of Action was to bUild on the principl s
and goals of the World Plan of Actibn and set fort
specific recommendations to help facilitate their' lti-

mate attainment by 1985.

1



"II. BACKGROUND

2

A. REVIEW OF UN ACTIVITIES DURING THE FIRST HALF OFTHE DECADE:

1. International. Women's Year Confeence, Mexico
City, 1975:

The Official Conference

The World Conference of the International Women'sYear was held in Mexico City, Mexico, .Tune 19 to July.2,1975. This first United Nations Cobference devoted 2;specifically to the interests of women was also the first
UN ipnference where a majority of delegates were women:
In attendance were: ],,300 delbgateserepresenting 133-nations, 7 intergovernmental organizations, 2L UN bodiesand specialized agencies, 8 liberation movements, and 114
nongovernmental organizations with consultative status,with. the UN. The.U.S. Delegation had '43 members including
10 Congressional Advisors.

The Work of the ConferenCe
./

The Plenary, Committee I and Committee I constdtuted#the working groups of the offidIal Conference. The FirstCommittee dealt with amendments to the World44an of
Action, a draft of which had been prepared by the UN
Secretariat and.relfiewed by a Consultative Committee of 23 ,nations. The Second Committee was. concerned with currenttrends and changes in the status and roles of women and' ;men as well as equity considertions in the integration ofwomen in development: In the Plenary,, which ran, con- .currently with Committee I and Committee,II, each repre-sentative from the 133 countries was given the floor for ashort Speech. Then, in the concluding days q the,Con-
ferenger the work of the "Committees was diScussed, theWorld Plan of Action approved by consensus, and', after
liberation, the Declaration o'f Mexico and 35 Resolutionswere passed.

The World Plan of Action

The World Plan of,.Action, the most important doc,ument
and greatest achievement of the_Conference, provides
guidelines for action to improve the status of women,

regionally, and international. The U.S.
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.4-delegatAon was successful in strengthening the World Plan
by1 ;Adding *le concept of equal pay foLt work of equal .

value. 'However., its effort to add - "sexism" to the official

list,of5to s pf opprOsion failed, with several delega=

'did -not.,,kia slat0 into their lapwage.
1. tiond.givip p their reason for rejectiOn'that the word .

..

. --/.
.. f

the WGilq40116.an of-NCtion still stands as the most
-viable international' document on the status of cbomen

worldwide.
N.-

.

Resolutiqns , -\,

A .

.

, *'s .
.e.''

- The Confer adopted 35 Resolutions with the United '''

States initiati4 r co-sponsoring the following: (1)

Measures for the derte§ration of Women in Develbpment, (2)
Education andCIraining, (3) The Situation of Women in the

Employ of the United NationsedndiSpIlialized "Agencies (4)
Women's.Contributiop-tto the World P ce through Particl-
patron in International ConferenCep, (5)' Popular Partici-A

patloxi(Self-Hblp), (qInternational'Research and fraining
. Institute for the Promo i n of Women, (7) Family Planning,

/ and the Full Integration f Women in Development.

. The Declaration of Mexico ,

.

:

,

The Declaration of.Mexico,adopted by a vote of..89-3,

(U.S,)718,saffirms support of the objectives of Interna
tional Women's Year. However, the Gr of 77 (Third
World Nations) who drafted the Dec1 link 'these

I

,goala with the New International Eco rder and the
Charter of EconomiC Rights and Duties aces. The i ,

G-77's ratibnafe,in this respect was that a reordering of
the economic order to correct.thetimbalances between
rich -and poor countries must be ulltdertaken be fore equality

can be considered. Otherwise, full partnership will mehn
only shared.praverty. . r

- *

411 I
r

.

. ' In this Declaration, zionism, was in luded in the

. -litany of UN "isms." Condemnation of zAo ;ism is an

attemP to challenge the legitmacy of th Imodern.State of
Israel as 11t is thb ideology'upon which Srael is based.
The U.S. yoked against adoption of this Declaration. e.

-.,

The Tribune

Tribune, the unoffi megtif4 organized by'

nongovernmental arganization0n consul tive 'status with

the UN and held concurrently, attracted' 6,,000 particlpants,'

, over the two-week pViod of the Conference; TWo high-
lights of the Tribune wererthe pdpular daily newspaper,

r

12

r
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Xabnen, with a U.S. 'woman edit6r, and the\establishment.of a'Sterring Committee of 15 women to.draft changes
to strengthen the World Plan of Action. In regard,t6 the
latter,'t-he'revisions of this Committee were discussed andendorsed by a meetingof.2,000 Tribune attendees. The,sgroOp then requested the Secretary-General of the Con-
ference to allow them ten minutes of Pleri-ary time in the

- official Conference to -present their document but they
were denied this pFivilecige beCause they were not .

accredited to the onference. The United States dele9at4on
supported the request of the Tribune participants and also'arranged for the U.S. Embassy to priht copies of the
Tribune documents in_English.and in Spanish.

On three'special occasions, the U:S. delegation was
in'attendance at the Tribune.

Major AccompIishmente

*The World Plan of Action called upbn the United
Nations to proclaip thl.decade-1976-1985 as the United
Nations Decade for Women, Equality, DevelopMent, and MP
Peace.
.f.

*The Conference set a mid-decade target date of 1980
for a Second World Conference The World Confefence Of.
the Uhl Decade for Women, 1980.

*The Voluntary Fund for theNUN Decade for Women was
created by the United Nations General Assembly followihi
the International Womenli Year,1975.

-*Resolution 26,esubsequently endorsed by UN
General 'Assembly, called for.the estaplishmen of an
International Research and Training Institute for the
Prpmotion of WoMen, now entitled the International Re-.
search end Training Institute for the Advancement of
Women.

2. The UN Voluntary Fund for. Women

The Voluntary Fund was created to -implement the
programs of the Internatignal Women's Year and'subse-
cuently the Wor d Plan of Action. Thg Fund w mandated

- by,the United Nations to provide assiAtance p rticularly
to the leastdev loped countries with limited financial
resources for c rrying out their national plans and
programs for th advancement'of women. The emphasis.is on
-projects that a ist rural women and poor women in urban
areas. This emp asis is,entirely consistent'with-the U.S.

.polfty on develop n assistance as directed by the r/
. Congress. -\

r
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Until the majorbfunds within and outside the United-
N,Nattions.system havg 4rade support for women a regular part

. of their development assistance, a gp-ecial'fun-O, for-women
has aVital role to play by demonttrating how' to maximize
..the benefits of women's contributions to their families

. and their coUntries.
P6 0

The objectives of the Fund are:
V

too create innovative or experimental activities
that bay, if successful, later funded from other ,*

sources;
ti

-- to small projects that might not be A
acceptable `o la er funds; and

supplement other work without waiting for the
negotiations which would precede an additional phase of an
ongoing project.

The Voluntary Fund is currently capitalized at $11.6
million. The United States is thus far the largest single
contributor to this Fund, having contributed $5.7 million
of the total budget, with an additional $1 million pledge
for FY.1981.

.
The major problem which faces the Voluntary Fund is

simply that` d mends on the Fund are not commensurate with
its ZinanOi resources. This is partly as a result of
the Fund'S owing range of ,activity. It is also due to
procedural changes which no(4 permit the' Fund to accept
country-16.ml prof cts.directly rather than through the
United Natio4s0ev l.opment Programs (UNDP) regional
commissions.

The-Fund is administered by.a Consultaticre Committee
composedof representatives of five regions of the world.
At the present timey,these include: German Democratic
.Republic, India, JantdiFa, Nigeria, and the United Kingdom.
The members of the committee advise the Secretary General
who must report on the use of the Fund.annually to the
'Seneral Assembly. k

The Consultative' Committee rejected all project
.applications submitted at its first meetings as either
duplicative of other UN agency projectS or inadequately
prepared. to avoid repetition of this problem, all
pboject proposals are now-carefully coordinated through
the U, regional commissions if they involve several
countries, and with the UNDP if they concern a single

.14
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country. Certain country -level projects may be submitted
directly to the Voluntary Fund, but Supervision and
disbursement of funds is still coordinated through the
UNDP country office. Project proposals may,§e 'formulated
by governments, intergovernmental, nongovernmental or
United Nations' organizations. Projects initiated by
'individuals must be- submitted through a recognized insti-
tution or organiiation.

The Fund,is expected.4

Ito exist con.currently with the
UN Decade tor Women. At the end of the Decade it is 'kw

expected that the Voluntary Fund will be abolished and
that an effort will be made, to integrate .the programs

.Supported'by it into the larger developkental fund of the
,UN, the UNDP. For purposes of comparison, the U.S.
contribution to UNDP for FY 1981 was $126,100 million:

The Voluntary Fund, has proved essential to the-
programs of the UN Decade tor Women and stands as a clear

, and positive example of UN .member states' commitment to
advancing the status of women worldwide.

3. .Internatioa Research,and`Training Ihsti ute for the

JAdvancement of Women

T4e Ihternational Research and Training Institute for
the'Advancement of Women (INSTRAW) undertakes research
designed to provide the basis for the formulation of
policies and programs concerning the participatio of

/women in development. It also assists in the desi n of
research for the monitoring of changes in the sit tion of
women'bnd the impadt on daily lives; The Institut
is to develop and undertake training programs closely
linked to its research program% The type of training to
be offered includes symposia, seminars, in-service
training, and courses of various duration.

. The Institute is governed by a,Board of Trustees,
composed of a President, appointed by the Secretary 4

General, and ten members serving in their individual
capacities, appointed by the Economic and Social Council
on the nomination of the Secretary-General with due regard
to geograph-ic distribution. The term of membership is
three years with a maximum of two terms. The United
States is represented on the ,Board by Irene'Tinker. The
Board has overall responsibility for the approval, super-
visibn and evaluation of the Institute's work program.

Arm
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The ,Institute, a United Nations body, is"financed
thrdugh Voluntary contributions to a United Nations trust
fund. It enjoys the degree of autonomy granted to it by
thrS'ectetary general in order to ensure its effic4ent
operatIon,,taking into account the fact that it works in

. close c011aeOratiop and coordination with institutes
within and 104eide the United Nations system.

The WoAProgram of the institute will be developed
in three main areas: research, training, and information',
docUmentation.and communication.

Research

The-long-tere.objectives of INSTRAW's research prograin
have been defined as follows;

, A

(a) to Collect, classify and analyie on a continuous
basis, infprmation on research programs and make-it
available"to professionals within and outside the United
Nations system, as well as to the. general public;

mit ,

(b) to ponsor Or Uhdertake research where there is
. need for comparative interregional and. intersectional
studies;

(c) to 'improve .the sp cificity, comparability and , )7
reliabilit pf.pertinent a fitistical data so that a proper
diagnosis f t e real situation .of women can be made as a

1,ibasis for (5 ies and planning;
4......

/

.

(d) to develop social and economic indicators'that
will Ta state the assessment or measurement of the
progress

ci
Made .as it regards women's income 41d status, and

their participation in development;

(e) tq develop research methodologies regnired to
meastrie. the,economic values and returns of women's inputs
and the woris.performed by them in agriculture,,othet

-' sectors of the economy and the household;

.(f) 4o evolve methodologies and guidelines designed
to facilitate tile conduct of research projects pertaining

"to the aervancennt of women;

(g) to promote such strategies as community self -sur-
ve' methods, aking advantage Wherever possible of the
national kid regional centers in these efforts; and

(h) 'to-prep are Cross-cultural and other specific
studies regarding the most vulnerable women, and the
causes Of .dispriminatory practices, customs and attitudes
affecting women's status in the community. ti

4
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At preseilt,,the research progrn:fobusesi,on obtaining
and 'puhAishing .information concerning ongoing research
aotivites Within. and outside the United Nations System,- in,
order t6,identify.areas where further'research is needed
withili the overall-research framework indicated above.

Training

e The training activities of-the Institute will be carried
out through sympOsia,'seminars,-in-service training,
couries of 4arying duration and internships and fellow-
ships at the Instittte.

The permane'nt objectiVes of the training activities
of the Insti,tutek.as set up by the Board of Trustees, are

'the lollowin§:

'(a) to collect, classify"and.disseminate information,
on training programs related to the situation%of women .

and.make it available.to profesSionals within and outside
the United 'Nations system

(b) to develop knowledge and consciousness about the
position of women in society and its impact 'on develop
ment, and to promote awareness' in both men and women of_
the political, legal; economic and'social structures-and'
attitudes that condition their dives;

A

'(c)-to generate innovative techniques and new beha.L" .

vioral patterns and to-disseminate information on effec-
tive -training programs carried out at the Institute and 'at
the region911 and national levels;

(d) ,'to provide, a forum for intellectual stimulation
for scholars and.researchers and to generate concepts, new
ideas and strategies for the advancement of women;

(e) impart techniques for planning, decision-mak-
ing, 1 dership and group organizationy--

. -

(f) tal,4r6mote literacy programs and training in
scientific andotec olog,ical skills for women in agricul-
tural-and indu rial production, trade, management and-
other sectors of the economy;

, (g) to develop Winiag by means of'fellowshiis,
courses, visiting profdssors, exchange of positions, and
so on;
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(h) to sponsor various types of participatory activi-
ties, such as seminars and wotkshOps, on vital questions
related to the integration of women in national and
international development strategies; and

' -

'(1) to assist in training'trainers soas to able
them to carry out similar training programs'in their -own
regions and countries.

The current INSTRA training activities ai.m at .

. 1

co lecting and publishing information on the.ongoing
acNvities within and outside the .United Nations system,
with a view to identifying areas where further efforts'ate
needed in the general perspectives laid out 'above.

Information, Documentatlion,and Communication

AccOrding to its mandate, INSTRAW will place special
emphasis onwthe following issues in its information,
documentation and communication programs:

(a) enhancement, of women's access to information for
policy Wction at the national, regional and international
levels;

(b) collection and dissemination of information on
,!-----women's roles in society, on the ratans available for

improving the position of 'women and the steps being taken
at' the ,national, regional and international levels to this
end, aswell,as on the institutions providing such infor-
mation, in order to facilitate wider circulation and

- national and international comparisons and

(c) development--of information techniques that would
be useful.at'every level through tyre identification of
,target groups, special attention being given totthe
edonqmrcally and socially most disadvantaged women.

In the near future, INSTRAW plans to establish an
apprOpri5te information collection retrieval kocessing
and dissemination syStem. A news bulletin highnghting
some of this information and also reporting on the activi-.
ties of the Institute on a tegular basis will alto be
published.

Four specific activities have been developed for the
work program for 1980.' These are:

18
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(a) a qmprehensive survey of existing data and
research activities on women, 'Carried out within the '

United Nations systemand.in international, regional and
national iratitutions, to )dentify.gaps in knowledge
requiring further researgb publication of the preliminary
results of the survey anelpding suggestions for further
action in the field .of research;

.1

women within and Outside the United Nations system, in\
(b) inventory of-ongo-ing training activities.fo

'order to identify areas where further effort is needed;
publication of the preliminary, results of this inventory
including suggestions for fprEher action in the field of
training.;

(e) publication of one booklet on selected-successful
national machineries for the advancement of women and four
,posters.on selected 'activities achieved by women; and

(d) publication of an information broChure on the
Institute. ' fa ;

Originally, the site of the Institu was to be
Tehran, Iran. However, in Januar 1979, t e Iranian
Government withdrew its invitatia to host the Institute.
In late 1979, the, UN General Assembly accep ed the offer
of the Dominican Republid to'act as host c ntry. During
the interim, while facilities'are being es ab.1isbed in the
Dominican Republic, the work of the to is being
carried out in NewYork.

The United States supports the work of the Institute
:and contributed $400,00b in 1977 for its establishMent.
Because the work 9f the Institute is really just begyin-
ing, it is impossible to' assess any of its, programs.
HoOever, it isiexpectedth0 (in the next five. -years of the
Decade, '-the Institute .will become an active arm of the UN
system.

B. REVIEW OF UNITED,STATES ACTIVITIES DURING THE FIRST
UALF OF THE DECADE:

The UN Decade for Womenigenerated much interest and
excitement in the United Stites. The American Women's(
,Movementialready strong and viable, looked upon this I

speclally desigpated 'Decade as a time for worldwide
recognigion of the contribution women make tp society and).
as a tie for determined, effots by4Overnments to advance
and promote the status of women. Three major initiatives
took.place in the United States as a result of the .ON
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Decade for Women. The first_mas the calling of.the
"National WoMbn's Conference, Houston 1977, the second
was the'eXpansion-of U.S. activity ab.road in the area of
`Women arid Development, and the third was the i§suance
of the roreign Policy Directive on the Worldwide Status.

,

Od, Rights of Women.

1. The Spirit of Houston, The National Women's
Conference, November 19-21, 1977:

On November 19, 1977, 20,000 wOinen and some men came
to the'opening of the first government sponsored and
funded National Women'S COnference in Houston, Texas. Of
that numbe'r, 1,403 were official delegates from the 50
states'ana territories; 186 were alternates; and 370 were,
deleg,ates-at-large. ate remainder included observers,
advisors, volunteers,-staff, representatives from every
major women's organizations, women from government, apd
members of the general public. Those_ who came were from
every gocial, economic, ethnic and racial group: home-
makers And career women, women and men fromigovernment and
priVate,industry. The diversity truly was representative
of the population of the United States. But thought,
diverse in background, those who attended the National'
Conference were united with resgett to their concern \for
women's fights and.the'goal of equality of opportunity for
al)l

1

Americans.regardless statue.
,

The National Conference, a three -day meeting from
November 19 through November 21, was an outgrowth of
Executive and Congressional action and support was gene-
rated in Large part by a proclamation by the ,General.
Assembly of the United Nation's setting 1974 as Inter-..
national Women's Year. On January 30, 1974, President
Nixon issued a proclamation that called for national
observation of the International Women's Yeae (IWY) by
government (local, state, regional,and federal) and thee
public sector. This was followed by Executive Order No.,
11832 issued by President Ford on January 9, 19,75, which
created the-gational,COmmission-on the Observance of IWY
to promote equality between the`sexes. He named 35
persons to the National Commission,..and'directed there to
deal with the inequities that bar women from full equality
and full partleipation."in our Nation's life." Subse-
quently, the National Commission. set up a series of
'events and began.operatips,to'respond to this direc-
tive. Thirteen committees were created to ipVestigate
special aspects of discrimination against'wOilen. The 1

NatiOnal Commission also held hearings,-conducted research
and made surveys on woman's status in the United States

4
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and, held meetings throughout the U.S. to inform' women at
every level about the problems of discrimination on.the
basil of sex. In its report, ".:41o.Form a More Perfect.
Commission set forth 115 recommendAtions for remedial
action.

.President Ford also established an Interdepartmental
*ask Force for IWY made up of at least two- represeptatives
(a woman and amaR) from each Federal' department.dnd
agency to examine the treatment arid status of women in the

. Federal sector.

fn June 1975, the United' Nations held its IWY Conference
) in Mexico City attended by delegates-from the United
' States and more thaA 130 other natIOns. A World Plan of

Action to improve the condition of-women worldwide and a
prbclamation setting 1976-1985 as the United Nations
Decade for Women were voted for unanimously by the govern-
ment-to-government meeting. Each member state attending.
the Meixico City meeting was to work for its own program'of
action for women. r -

The United States' response was the enactment Of
legislation propoSing a national women's .ponference.

- Public Law 94-167 was passed by the House and Senate in
December 1975 and signed into law. The National Commis-
sion was directed to convene a national women's conference
to be preceded by State and regional meetings. The objec-
tives were several: to give recognitiion to the contribu-
tibns by women to national progress and development; to
assess the status of women in all aspects of national
life; to identify barriers to full equality for women; and`
to make recommendations for elimination of those barriers
and for actions to achieve equal status. To accomplish
this the Congress appropriated $5 million, estimated at a
nic0-1 for every female in the United States.

By,an Executive Order issued on March 28, 1977,
President Carter increased thd members-of the.National
Commission to 42 and named former Congresswoman` Bella
Abzug as presidingiofficer.

Democratic diversity -was the goal and heart of the
National Conference planning. Indeed, the pegislation
calling, for the Cqnference required diverse\representa-
tion, including.tHbse from the wide vat iety of groups'
that work for women's concerns, with special emphasis
on the inclusion of low-income women and "members of
diverse racial, ethhic'and religious groups, and women
of all ages."

1
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The Natio al &mission allocated the funds to, insure
full participa by all women regardless of their
status. Fbr example,, scholarships and free or low-cost
transportation and lodging were made available to those'
who otherwis.e could not have attended the meetings/pre-
liminary to the National:Conference. Day care facilities
were provided for mothers. More than 1150,000persons
'came to the State and territory meetings and electede4
delegates to the Conference.

The main work of the delegates to the National
Women's Conference was to develoP and to vote on a pro-
posed yational Plan of Action. Working with committees
from the various Stites, the,Commission,prepared an ag9nda
that would in substance reflect the 115 recommendations in
"..-.To form a More Perfect Union..." but would be vastly
reduced in number. The offiCial working group ofeach
State and territory also was encouraged to offer recommen-
dations. Those which had the substantive concurrence of
12 or-more States or territoriesr were included in the
proposed plan of action, as ?ere recommendations from the

Tional Commission.

Final).y, there were 26 proposals or planks encom-
passed in the proposed National Plan of Actibn. All were
open- to debate. Only one' came through the State meetings
any, finally, the National meeting unchanged) it stated:
"The Equal Rights Amendment -should be ratified." Of the
26 planks, only one ya8 rejected. That was the plank to
establish a Cabinet post for. woman's concerns. The almost
unanimous and spontaneous feeking of the delegates was
that such a position ran counter to the goal of equality
because the Cabinet position would be special treatment
under the law and not ejual treatment, the ultimate goal
of the women!s movement.

Subsequently, the National Commission concentrated
largely on preparing a report to the President and the
Congress. This report was presented "to the President, the
:Congress and the People of the United States," in March
1978, entitled The Spirit of Houston.

'With the adoption of the Nitional .Plan of Action, the
objective of the First Natietal Women's Conference had
been achieved; now thee.wOrk to implement the National Plan
of Action had,to begin. Though there were no longer
Federal Tundato maintain the contacts between delegates
and others involved, the National Commission held several
meetings and the Continiing Committee of the National
,Women's Cenference was established.
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The Continuing Committee(is made up of representa-
.

ti.Ves of women's organizations and feminist activists. It
is an independent, non-prof-it organizational and has perhaps

4 the best network of women's rights activists in the United
Stites. In 1979, President Carter re- establishes the
National.Advrsory Committee for Women, renaming it the
President Advisory Committee for Women (PACW); Lynda 4

Johnson Robb was-named as Chairperson and Judy Langford
Carter, Honorari Chairperson. The Contiriuing,Committee
(monitors progress within the United States in achiekring
the goals of the National Plan of Action and the PAW.
performs a similar tksk reporting and adviSing their

. findings to the President.

2. Womei in Development:

In'the late jtixties, development s'pecialistvbecame
aware that the almost exclusive focus on economic develop-s
ment and large scale technology was'not helping poorer
countrifis catch up with the richer and that within deve-
loping/countries the gap between rich and poor was in-
creasing. To remedy this, 'specialists in development
formulated an approach with:a wider=ind more diverse focus
which included concern.for social and political develop- .

ment and for basic huban needs. For the first time,
consideration was given to'the welfare of women in their
traditional roles in health, nutritiOn_a_and_education for
their families; and later tbe importance of women's
productive roles algo was recognized. Women in develop-,
ment this becam a relatively new area of'consideration.

As the app oach gradually changed, so did some of the
earlfier accepted formulations. For example, it had'been
assumed that womenwould benefit automaticalfy from
development assistance-programs, just as it also was
assumed that everyone inta country benefittedwhen the GNP
rose. Neither assumption is accepted now. Rather,
development planners are'encouraged to examine the' poss-
ible effect/0f proposed programs 0n-women's double burden
in the home and to determine whether a project can succeed
without an adequate understanding of women's contribution
to it.

The Foreign Assistance 'Act of 1971 was amended'in* ,

1973 to require that paFticular attention be given to the
integni0op of women in national economies. The Agency
for InternM4e*,Development (AID) responded in 1974 with
Policy Determination j60, making "women in development" an
Agency policy and establithing the Office of Women-in
Development. (wig), The next Irear,.1975, was proclaimed by
the United Nations as Internationtil Women's Year. At the
IWY Conference in Mexico City that year, women and men
from 'ail over _tie world agreed on e-World Plan of Action
to involOe women's economic and social position-.

23
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Iti 1978, Secti on 113 of the 41-.S.- ForeIgn Assistance
Act was modified to provide up to $10 million-a year "be
used, in adtition to funds otherwise available for such

10 purposes, for assistance.. rimarily to support ac-
tivities which will imcre se the economic prdductivity4anq
income-earning capacity o women." Congress mandated in
1979 'that the Agency report on its support orthe'Mid-
Decade'Conference-and assess the'recommemdationa/Srising
from the Conferenrte dn termq7of their implications for
U.S. poliCy. From 1973 to tide. present the issue,of women
in development has gone from, at best, a .peripheral
concern of development planners td anAngoing, legitimate
park Df development thinking.

A major probhm for the women in this development
effort Was, and continues to be, finding a way to assess
accurately the impact of projects on women. To do this,
baseline data on women is required. Several AID missions
have produced'women's profiles for their countries:
Detailed datO on women for most countries, however, is
very difficult to obtain.,A project has been developed
by All in conjunction with the:Bdreau-df.the Census to
produce an internationally comparable data base,and the

. role df sex-differentiated data in evaluation has been 9
examined carefully and is increasingly part of- Agency
evaluation efforts.

To assist in the analytical task, a Resource Center
was set tip in the WID'office 'to 'collect and disseminate
materials. A number of the WID fUnded studies have had an
impact on international thinking as well -as on AID effotts.
These include studies on female-headed hoUseholds,'migta-
tion,'Jemale employment; women and iwater and women in
forestry. A major conclusion isAthat,success is more
likely if women participate in the planning of a project
and when technology is involved, if they are trained in
its use and maintenance. Also, the WID office has spon-
sored seminars and conferences on various aspects of women
in development.

The increasing concern with integrating women into
the development process also requires that there be people
available who not only can identify the issues, but have
the skill and experience to provide appropriate technical
assistance. Rosters of experienced consultants on women
in develepment have been collected for AID use.

The WID office also works with U.S. and international
-women's organizations, such as the'Qverseas Education Fund
of the League of Women Voters and the National Council of
Negro Woten, which have ongoing contacts with women's F4

organizations in developing, countries and are in a posi-
tion to develop'prograte for leadership Ancl.manage-
ment training, agricultrual production, education, end

24
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more recently, legal rights,: Sinde women are under-
represente&in the bureaucracies of-developing countries,
as they are\all over the worlds local( women's associations
are 'Considered to be the best vehicle.fsA identifying and
grappling with women's problems locally. The importance
Of these nongovernmental women'sassociations has been
fally nacOgnized in the Program of Action of the Mid-

'edade Confe#ence.

The ongoplg- work of the Agency is represented by
projects dAreloped at the country missions and the re-
gional bureaut% To promote women in deyelopment.efforts
at this level,\ two types of projects have been identified:
the specified project which is set -up -for the benefit of
women and the component projects which integrates a
women's compon, nt in a larger project. ,The ideal,
of course, is '(:) integrate women into all projects. Short
of that wal, the specific piojects for women may be used
as the "cottin13 edge" for model) projects which may be
replicated later' in large integrated projects. Specific
projects for women also are appropriate at present in

. .societies where males and females, by custom, are segre-
gated .from,one anotEer. As of FY 1979, over 300 WID
specific and omponent projects fort' women!have been
'identified. he WID Office has responsibility for deter-
mining whether the results of these projects effectively
benefit women. All projects are required to address the

,' issue of their impact %n women, and WID representatives
take part in the formulation and review of projects.

The Agency also cooperates with other donors in
efforts to bring as many resources at possible to bear on
women in development programs,. Since 1975, WID 'represen-
tatives of the Organization for Econo is Cooperation and
Development/Development Assistance Com ittee have met

formally to discuss issues. In 1978, a WID'sponsored
p udy on.the extent to which female hea of households
have been ignored in .most development as 'stance programs
was presented to this grobp. Such studies have shad
animpact on international conferences and have been
widely disseminated. In preparation*for th- World Con-
ference for Women, the Agency contributed s bstantively by
means of background papers and preliminary conferences,.
and it funded the attendance of 57 Third Wo r d
pantt at the Non-Governmental Organizations ( GO) Forum.

3. Foreign Policy Directive:

In May 1979, Secretary of State, Mr. Cyru Vance,
issued an importaneiforeign policy directive o the
Worldwide Status and Rights of Women. Mr. Vanc ' s suc-

cessor, Edmund Muskier recommitted the U.S. to his
directive shortly after his appointment. The fallowing _

is the substantive text of the\



"A key objective of U.S. foreign policy is to advance
'worldwide the status-and conditions of women. I believe
that special attention shouldxbe given this issue, as we

.approach the mid-way point. in the ObitedNations Decade
for Women, and as we prepare for the second Women's WOrld
Conference, scheduled to be held in Copenhagen, July
1980..

Despite the many comendtbie instruments anti resolu-
tions on this subject, agreed to by virtuallyAall.nations,
and despite some encouraging developMents in recent years,
the fact remains that progress has been too slow. Women
Continue often to be victimized, their' interests and
viewpoints overlooked; their educational and job oppor-
tunities limited., PhysiCal abuse of'women persists' to a.
shocking degree.

Mindful of the vital contribution which women can
make to national development, the Congress in 1973 adopted
the "Percy Amendment" to the Foreign Assistance Act, Which,

'require That out aid programs encourage and promote the
participation, of women in the national economieS of
developing couhtries. Yet, the world community, to a
distressing degree, continues to be deprived of the full
participation and talents of the most-overlooked asset of
nations: Wfmen. Meanwhile, 'urbanization and new tech-
nologies setm to create more problems lor women than for
men.,

'Most effective -in dealing with these problems will be
the efforts of women themselves;, working together na-
tionally and internationally, i?ut they need more active
support of leader*, governments, and organizations, if the
spirit of internationally approved resolutions is to be
translated into effective practice."

J

The Directive has already proven significant. Not
only areAmerican diplomats abroad encouraged to be more
sensitive to women's concerns'in their host countries, but
als are instruct to reassess policies relating to female
embassy, person n61 and to pub more women Foreign Service
Officers (FS0s) in visible,responsible positions; thus,'
demonstrating the U.S. co mitment to equality. For furhter
informaliop relating to th s Directive, see "Department
NcAde"-June 14, 1979 and aril 16,, 1980.
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The United Nationd began preparations for the.
World Conference in 1977. Six major activities made
up the preparation process:* (1) circulation of an
extknsivq questionnaire to all member states requesting
information on the status of national implementation 'of
the World Plan of Action,. (2) establishment of the UN
Secretariat and the namingiof the Conference Sedretary
General, (3);creation of the23 member nation 'Preparatory
Committee) review of Conference preparations and
documentation by the 28th Session of the Commissibn on the
Status 6f Women, (5) convening of regional economic
commission meetings, and (6) examination of particular
issues and programs by UN spetialized.agencies.

A: The Questionnaire:
De

In 1978 the Unitedkations circulated a questionnaire
requeSting information from, member governments in ateas of
(1) National Policies, Planning and Monitoring, (2)

%Legislation, (3') Political Part*cipation, InternatiOnal
Cooperation and the StiTgthening of Inte a eace;
(4) -Education-and-Training, (5) EmpIoyme t and Relat-e
Economic Roles, and'i) Health. Ninety-eight governments
responded. The inforniation gathered through this,question-
nAire was used in preparation of conference documentation.

One of th< biggest problems encountered in 1975 was ,

, the lack of a real data base. Although there is still the
need for further refinement, the information gathered
through the questionnaire, is the basis for beginning a
world wide statisticalyprofile on women. (See U.S.
Que tiOnnaire Response, Tab 1.)

Establishment of Conference Secretariat:

In 46Qnary 1979, thgeneral Asiembly-called upon the
Secretary General of the United Nations to appoint a

,

Conference SecretAry.GeneraT. In February.1979, Ms.
`Lucille Mair was named to. this post; she began here duties
on April 1, 1979. The Conference Secretariat was tasked
with overseeing all preparations for the' World Conference.

C. PreparatorY Committee:

In December 1977g7t4e General Assembly called fof the I,

establishment of a Preparatory Committee (PrapCom).
Twenty-thrie nations were appointed to sit on the Commit-

27 ti
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tee; other nations participated"` as observers; UN bodies
and specialized agencies as well as Mlberation movements
and non=governmental organizations attended.

The PrepCom met three times; Juner19-30, 1978
(Vienna), August 27-September.8, 1979, (New-York), and
April 7-18, 1980, (New York). Discussions included:
orgailization of work,'provisional agenda, Conference
documentation, rules of procedure, and overall conference
preparations.

t11)

The officers elected at the first meeting of the
PtepCom were:

Chairman:

Vice-Chairman:

Ms. Lene-Gueye (Senegal)

Professor Helga &Irk (German
Democratic Republic) -.lg.

Mr. F. L. Schlingemann (Netherlands)

Ms. Veronica Penaleyer de Lepage
{Venezuela)

Rapportuer: Ms. Soheyla Shahkar (Iran)

At the second meeting of theArepCom, the following were
elected,as officers:

4

Chairman:

Vice-Chairman:

* Ms. MaimOuna Kane (Senegal)

Professbr flej4k Horz (German
. Democratic Republic)

Ms. Laetitia van den Assum
(Netherlands)

Ms. Sylvia Albo (Venezuela)

iRapportuet: Ms. Nirmala Buch (India)

At, the third meeting of the. PrepCom, the officers
.remained the -same as the second. Note that the Rap-
oportuer'd-n'ationality changed between the first and second
PrepCom meeting. This is due to the change in the govern-,
ment of ranrand the withdrawal of Iran's invitation\to

.host the- World Conference.
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For the United States, the most contentious issue
Whicb emerged during the three PrebCom meetings was the
introduction of the'Economid Commissionsfor Western Asia
-(ECWA) repo ;t on the'Palestinian women's agenda item.
This document, A/CONF. 94/21 was. considered by the U.S. to'
be rhetorical and polemical, and very anti-Israel. After
extensive debate,. the document was accepted as an official
Conference document. However,, contrary to earlier
expectations, the document did not receive a great deal of
attention during the actual Copenhagen Conference.

D. The Commission on the Status of Women (CSW):

The CSW; vet in Vienna, February 25-March 5, 1980".
At its regular biennial' meeting, the agenda consisted
almost primarily of discussion of World Conference pre-
parations. Most of the disCussions were routine; however,
one agenda,iteT concerned possible recotmendations.tb the
Economic,and Social Council to Add to the World Conference
agenda the question oll'elaborating, a draft deClaration on
the participation of women in the struggle for,tbe
'strengthening of international peace and security against
colorapfism, racism, -racial discrimination,'aggression,
occupation and all forms of foreign domination. After
prolonged discussion, the CSW delegates recommended that
this issue not appear` on the Copenhagen Conference Agenda,
instead that it be referred to the General Assembly 'fox
discussion in the-35th Session.

E. Regional Economic Commission Meetings:

The five IA economic commissions met in prepara-
tion for the World Conference.

gonomic Commission of D6rope*(ECE)1 July 9-12, 1979,
Paris, France

Economic and Social4rdmAssion'for Asis and the Pacific
.(ESCAP), November 5-9, 1979/ New Delhi, India

Economic Commission for Latin American (ECLA), Noveibler
12-16, 1979, Macuto, Venezuela.

Economic Commission for Africa (ECA), December 3-7,
1979, Lusaka, Zambia y

Economic Commission for Western Asia O, December
10-13, 1979, Damascus, Syria

1

The United State's sent delegations to the ECE, ESCAP,
ECLA, and ECA meetings,

29
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SpecialAzed Agencies

Many,of the UN Specialized Agencies examined their '

programa for their impact on women. Special documentatiOn
was prepared for the Conference and manys.of these agencies
presented bpeeches in the Plenary Sessions outlining the
scope of their work and the progress they see relating to
Women.
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IV. fJNITED STATES PREPARKT/ONS

The;United States began preparing for the Mid-Detade
Conference inJuly 1979 when the Department of State and
the White House formulated plans for. the 4reation of the
Office of the U.S. Secretariat for the World Conference of
the UN Decade for Women, 1980. This office was estab-
lished in November 1979 at the Department of State;_its
specific, purpose'to coordinate preparation%forqI.S...
participation in the World Conference. Ms-. Vivian Lowery
Derryck was named.as-its Director, Ms. Maureen Whalen,'
Deputy Director.

Previously, on SepteMber 12, 197911i,a lar eeting
- was held at the Department of State-f4Wiepre atives of
women's organizations. This meeting, sponsored by'the ,

International Women!s Program Office-Bureau of Inter $

national Organizations, attracted over 800 participst.s.
At this time, attendees discussed and suggested possible
activities to be held in preparation for the Copenhagen

_Conference, guidelines for delegate selection and the
substance,of expected Conference agenda items.

A4hough the Department of-State became the focal:
point for U.S. preparations, it was a government=mide
activity. The folloWing Federal departments and agencies
contributed money, staff or services', and substantive
information: the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce,
Defense, Education, Health and Human Services, Housing and
Urban Development, Labor,-ACTION, the Agency for Ihtet-
natioAl Development, the Environmental Piotection Agency,
the International Communications Agency, the National
Aerbnautics and Space Agency, the Office of Personnel
Management,' and the United States Mission to the United
Nation6.

At the.request of the United Nations, the United
Stateth prepared three extensive national papers on the.
Copenhagen Conference subtheme, Education, Employment and
Health: These papers were'ptepared by the Department of
Education, the Department of Labor, and the Department of
Health and Human Services. Copies are attached,, Tab
2.

Furthermore, the United States participated in UN
preparatory even sse including, submi,t,ting,a detailed,

'response to the questionnaire, and attending the three
Preparatory Committee meetings, the Commission on the
Status of Women meeting, 28th Sesd'ion; and the Oonomic
commissions regional meetings. For further disclussion of
these activities see Section III Of this report.



The three tajor.activitie 1 coordinated by the U.S.
Secretariat in preparation for ttke Conference were: (1)
'conducting a'mal'or national ou reach program, (2) select-
ing the delegation and _(3) prep ring position_ papers and
contingency papers. During the ost-Copenhagen period, the
U.S. Secretariat held a large d briefing at the DepartmentA
of St4e for representatives of omen's organizations
and other mon-governmental organizations, participated in
various meetings on the.0 n Conference and prepared
this final report. The U.S. Secretariat was 'dissolved in
,December ,19'80 after coMpleting its work.

0
A. The National Outreach Program:

The national outreach program Coordinated by.the'U.S;
Secretariat consisted of five two-day regional conferences
cd-sponsored by the Depirtment of State and the Environ-
mental Protection Agency, the Departments of Education,
Labot"and Health and Human Servicesl.four 9ne-day meetings
,co-sponsored by women's organizations or coalitions .

Of women's organizations, and a national conference held
at the Department of State. Confeencestpnd meetings were-
held in:

ti

Dallas, Texas (March 14-15)
'Denver, Colorado"(March 27-28)
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (May 9-10)
Boston, Massachusetts May 17)
Minneapolis, Minn9sota (May 17)
New York,'New York (June 2)
San FranciSco, California (June 6-7)
Washington,.D. C. (June 12-1)'
,Kansas Gity, Kansas (June 21) !
Atfanta, Georgia (June'28)

Over 20,000 individuals were invited ,to participate;
4,000' actially attended. Conferences followed a workshop

a format, particular aspects of health, education and
employment were discussed as well as the other internatio-
nal issues on the Copenhagen Conference agenda. For a
detailed explanation of the national,outreach program
see Tab 3, a report entitled, UNITED STATES WOMEN:
Issue's and Progress i the UN Decade for Women, 1976-1985.

The presentations hnd discussions at the regional
conferences provided new insirghts into the problems facing
women today, and suggested future actions which the
Federal government,,..as well as other policy making bodieS,
Can take to advance the status of women. However,"since no
report"of this,type can identify all of the appropriate
Federal actions, for solving even one problem, a more
generic process. is followed. A checklist is presented
elaborating some actions which can routinely be under-
taken. This will,enable each agency to systematically
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and careftfllyipsess4kts programs, and actions in terlms of
women's concerns. Furthermore, recommendations included
in this report are, not exhaustive., but rather are used as
examples of specifi4 types of possible Federal. actions.-

It is understood that,the federal government'cannot
solve-all the problems caused by. the unequal treatmentof
women. Rather, the solutions must com -fom changesoin
All institutions witkin society. Fot this reason, there

, are included a'number of suggestions and recommendations
for actions to be taken on tile local and.state government
level as well as within the-private sector. In these
kftstances,:the Federal role is one of encouragement and
moral leadership.

4
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1\Checklist for Federal Departments and Agencies

The Federal government departments and agencies
should-be required'as part of their ongoing responsibil"-.
ties to systemically and routinely consider the.effect
their actions on women. An agency's resioonsiveness, to
women's needs cannot be measured solell by Speial women's
events; ,instead review must'be given to the overall
incorporation of women's needs into. policies and pro-
gralps. This checklist provides some suggedtibns for

/inAlitutionalizing this process Although. this-list ins
targeted to Federal departments and gencies, the points

,.,;braised are certainly applicable to other-institutions.

I

Appoint Wometi to Policy - Making' Positions

1. Include affirmative action for women and
minorities,as part of the evaluation criteria for all
supervisory positions. This will encourage the
hiring of women for mid-level positions where they
can become available for future promotion and where
they can be utilizied on an ad hoc basis for repre-
senting an,office atpolicy-making meetings where
otherwise no women would be participating.

2. Insure that women are represented propor-
tionate to their numbers in the population, or at
least, -to their number in the particular profession
or group affected, on all policy- making boards or
advisory committees of any aggncy. For example,
women are underrepresented on Health Systems Agency
boards which make decisions that affect women and
their children.

3. Require that women be represented on all,
panels which merit staff positions, select contrac-
tors, award scholarships, research grants and/pr
professional awards.

Review Boards

1. On August 26, 1977, President Carter issued
a memorandum to the heads of all Executive Branch
dppartments and agencies calli9g upon them to review
all statutes, regulations, programs and policies
which result in the unequal treatment of persons

--"Yrrattrapasis of sex., The Task Force on Sex Discri-
mination, Department of Justice, was created to
coordinatp the review. Sixty-fOur department and
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e

agencies participated in this extensive and methodi-
cal self-examination. Hundreds of regulations,
policies and practices as well as some statute's have,
been identified As discriminatory and, as a result,

' the Task Force staff has accomplished modifications'
or deletions to a substantial number of them. Tur-
.ther, the Task Force" has urged all agencies to
insti utionalize an ongoing process to insure a
conti uing review of policies and, issuances to'guard
against sex discrimination. Many of the agencies
have established such a system. .,

I .Agencies 'which havegnot completed such corrective
action are urged to do so aid the President should request
all agencies to institutionalize a system and should
require annual reports on effects and progress.

2. The Offide of Management and Budget (OMB) and
each individ ual department and agency should be required.
to examine budget allocations for programs and activities
related to women and aff rmative action. 'It is ,important
that budget priorities r neat the strong commitment to
advancing the status of women in the United States.

3. When allocating funds tor research and demonstra-
tion projects, special attention must be paid to.the neeas
of women, the effect ,ot the research or demonstrati.dh

/ project on'women and the role women will playin the
project.

4. Each Federal department and agency should incor-
porate into its annual program review A separate women's
_component, which would not:only examine women's role in
the agency, but also the impact of programs on women:
Such information should be transmitted to the President.

4

Data

1. The- Federal government shoved undertake efforts
to increase' the collection and dissemination of data
relating to women. Although much progress has been
achieved in this area, there,ore still many indicators and

. that eke not cross-referenced on the basis-of sex. .

v
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Enforcement\of Legal Rights

1. -department and agency with jurisdiction to
enfo articular legal guarantees against sex ,crimi-
nation must be .given adequatte staff and resourceqto do
so. In addition, a more concerted effort must be made to
insure that citizens are aware of their rights and various
enforcement mechanisms.

Constitutency Input

1. Federal departments and agencies must be actively
encouraged to solicit from non-governmental organiza-
tions and interested individuals, views, ideas, opinions
and, assessments of programs and policies which 'address the
prOblems of sex disCriminatiopt These efforts towards
Ucreased communication should include formal hearihgs,
and, perhaps more important, informal.discussions and
working group sessions. They should be held'routinely
throughout the United States to afford persons who cannot
travel to Washington, D. an opportunity to participate.
The Department of L4bor's Women's Bureau Constitutency
Meetings are a very good'example of this type of activity.

National. Machineries

1. Adequate money, staff and resources should be
made available in each department and agency t9 produc-
tively use existing mechanisms for reviewing women's
programs, developing better policies for eliminating sex
discrimination and increasing the input orwomen's organi-

e'zations.

,36
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I
The issues

A cross-section of issues are presented below for
examination of the prOblems, at is being done about
them, and what can be done. TheWh(issues are, as mentioned 4

-earlier, pot the only issues women are concerned with, nor
are they the only areas which can or should be targeted
fOr government action. However, they are issues which --

generated much discussion at all the regional conferences
and each emerged as importantat the Cdpenhagen Conference'

N.

Furthermore, as will be seen, the issues are interre-
latedf changing the situation of one, alters the status of
another. Most of the iss center around economic secu-
rity, or lack of it, affil women. Finally, the issues
are'not new, nor are the proposed.solutions. In many
cases, what isreally needed is immediate Federal action
to. implement long-standing recommendations.

EMPLOYMENT:

Emp/dygent issues and/or economic security issues 410.

are of tantamount importance to American women and women
throughout the world. Thle growing dependence placed
on women's abilities to earn an income to support their.
families was clearly shown at both the U.S. national
outrach conferences and at the World Conference: Women
have traditionally made up the unskilled, low paid labor
force and the unpaid work force in the home. The atten-
tion paid employment issues generally shows that this
trend is changing as women change their work patterns and
life-styles.

Dual Role/Dual Burden

Women work in the home caring for the famil and the
maintaining the household, and many women have r pon-
sibilities outside the.hote. This situation is Terred
to as the dual role, and places a dual burden on many
women: It was identified as an important problem in
workshopg dealing with educatiOn, health and employ-

F ,ment at the regional confefence.

For employment,it means that women who are employed.
outside their homes have two jobs: their-paid employment
and the unpaid job as homemaker and mother. For educe-
ion, it means that women too frequently drop outof

school for child-rearing' responsibilities and, when it is
possible to return and resume,education, the educational
systets..,are geared to young,. full -time students without
home respoptibilities. For health it means the mental
stress caused by juggling home and outside responsibilities.
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In the United States therehas been sdme progress .in
dealing with this situation, but it is primarily progress
of recognition. The.increasing rrecognition of the dual,
role and dual burden is bringing about a better under-
standing of the need for more accessible childcare facil-
ities and increased utilization of part-time and flex -time
working hour schedules. But, there has been no serious
discussion of changing attitudes towards family roles and
responsibilities, and so any remedy is still very remote.

Federal Action Recommended

1. The government must take'Sction to increase
the number of quality child care ,opportunities
including requiring the General Services Administra-
tion to provide such facilities in every.newly
constructed or newly-leased f cility. Further, the
government should attempt to increase tax deductions
and credit relating to.childc re for'both the'user
and the provider.

2. The government must continue to provide some
leadership in creating opportunities for part -time
employment and flexible hours. All efforts-must be
strengthened and analysis of the it benefits should be
provided to private employers; a tax incentive for
employert should be examined: In considering any
changes in houts, however, all agencies should be,
'required to carefully assess the effect on parents.

3. The Department o Education should examine
apd make recommendations t correct the admissiond
and access problems cause by lack of_sCholarthips for
part-time students, lack of child clie facilities-
on campuses, and inflekible Curriculum sequences.

4. Research on stress related problems caused
by the dual role is needed as well at demonstration
programs on potent41 corrective measures and dis-
semination of ideas for lessening it.

5, Discriminktion against children in housing
must be lelally abolished. In certain cities, over
70 percent of the moderate-inicome rental housing will
not accept children. This forces families to live
in homes which may not meet their needs, may be
too expensive, and maybe located inconveniently in
terms Of journey to'work and child care facilities.
At a minimum, the Federal government should take.a
leadership role ih determining the extent of the
y'roblem, causes' and possible solutions including `
legislation. e '

oe
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6. 'The government must take a leadership role
in brining about a change in attitude., towards tra-
ditional home responsibilities to increase sharing of
these duties and responsibilities between both spouses.
This can-be- Aceempl-ished by expanding job-sharing programs
and encouraging men and women to participate in part-time
and flex-time program's.

. Corrolary Issues

In addition to child care, two corrolary issues
emerge in discussions of the dual role/dual burden. They
are: special needs of female headed-households and unpaid
work in the household. The problems facing female heads

.

of household are more severe than those'facing dual headed.
,households, and must be dealt with accordingly. Futher-
more, because work done in the hove is not recognized in
any way by ouiq society as worthwhile, i.e.; .unpaid, it
is extremely difficult for women to be recognized as

t

contributing, productive citizens. M ,netary worth is the
primary measurement of value by our society. it is
essential that government examine and implement a method
of counting this-currently unpaid labor at the same
standard used for assessing value cin other,sectors
of society.

. Enforcement of Inter-Spousal (Alimony) and Child
'

Support N,

Women lack the money to support their 8hildren.
6ecause women have a'lower earnings capacity than men, 59
nts to every dollar men earn, it.is important that

spousal contributions be made regularly to the household.
In 1975 only 4% of 4.5 million divorced women received
alimony and only 25% of all women with dependentphildren
actually receive.- court ordered child.support-payinents.
The mean amount received annually was.$2,430.00. The
poverty rate for those women who received child support
payments was(12%,compared to 32% for those who -did not.

Ineffectiv and 'costly legal procedures have in the
pa made'col/ection ofchild support difficult or im-
posslole. The transien't nature df our popula0on makes
thb location of. delinquent parents.difficult.

The 'problem is compounded since inter-spousal-and
child' support 'is, generally awarded by sfate-courts; -

collections of .delinquencies must\be protested through
those courts. It is sidifficuilt to obtain jurisdiction over
the delinquent parent and even more'diffitOlt to enforce a
judgement.
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There is no national or even state syste which
.provides for an earnings lien or paycheck,all cation for

t, inter-'spousal or child support. Further, they are no
current systems that automatically require an arnings
lien even after frequent delinquency or sUbsta tial
arrears. As the statistics reflect, many wome are p0hed
into poverty by the non-payment of child suppo t.

Two recent pieces of legislation, P.L. 96-265 and
P.L. 96-272, offer some,additional commitments by Congress
and the he President to improve enforcement of support. P.L.
96- 72 authorizes the IRS to collect, support payments in
arrears for non-Aid to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC)'families. Previousl' this system was only avail-
able for AFDC families. Pet. 96-265 makes avaiilable
.additional "resources, up to 90% Federal matching funds,
for states to develop, implement and improve child support

* , in some
management systems. More states are ta a hard look at
this -issue and trying to solve it. -How
cases, particularly those receiving AFDC, government
intervention is seen as more *.'armful than helpful, as it
may bring violent retaliation ...gainst the woman and
her children.
,.

rt
Federal Action Recommended

1. A system of let. 1 incentives is needed t6-
.

,

.

encourage states to provide for an automatic earnings
lien after an arrearage occ rs or there are frequent ..,

late payments. '

4 2. Publicity campaigns must be launched ex-
plaining the options for enforcement of inter-spousal
and child support dcrees. Women must be encouraged
to take advantage o these programs without fear of
retaliation or coer on. -

4

. Corollary Issues

Once again child care is important hete, because if
can be the single biggest determinant of a woman's earning
poXential in the paid labor. force, thus giving her the
needed income' to support her" family. In addition, the
issue of domestic and family violence becomes crucial when

for her life and the well-being of her family. Domestic
support payments are not colletted because a woman fears

relatiops law is a matter of state jurisdiction.. However,
certain standards oarr,be adopted by the Federal government
as model laws, and programs can be implemented that
incorporate these principles.
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r EqualaPay eon Woik o C< arable 1.78lue.and OccuPat onal
SegfegatiSh

f. A,

Women compribe Al% Of the pai4 labor. force. They.are:' 98% of all secretaries; of all typistsr and, 95,% of
all bousehold-wprk4s,. ess than 10% 'of all skilled
workers are women A l s than 5% of all managers are'
women. Women earn 59 cents for every dollar men earn.
Women are segregated into lower paying occupations
charactetize46 as "traditidhaIly female".

`? Title 4TI,of
discrimination in
entials, ofi,the'b
specific011y prop
and women who pet

the 196A avil Rights Act prohibits
including salary differ-
The 1963 Equal Pay Act

different salaries to men
equal skill, respon-

em lo merit,
is of "Sex.

bits Oying
rm s of

sibility and effort der similat working conditioas: .

.However, the law, although it does,not-precludeequal pay
efor work of.coMparablvalud,Aoes not specifically

mandate it.- .The crux of the problqm for-woMen is bocupa,-
tional segreg4idn. As longas ,women are:vying against

Q'eacbother for paid employment, no signif*icant clgange
-be seen in pay dIEferentials. What is ,needed is all.

types of.skills, iespons -rities'ancl-ef

examination ofjobs of Vous cl-assifica ns to. see v?h
hey rdqu e. ,

Ohly when this type of cross,referencifig compiish A
'Will there,ever be any change in ,the' an.

. . T
A : :-.....* The statistics prove there hap been little "or,;

p ognets in remedying-this pi-oblip.

.
eAPOIf federal Action Recs:iinmended

.%
r,"--,, ,0 . ' 2 I . ,. , -

*
1. The President should.propose%legislation by ..---amendmenr-to.Title VEI and/or ,thfl 1963 Equal Pay Act

to provide specifically for equal, pay 'for work of
,

4

comparable valUe. .

. . 2. e Preeidenb Should dbntimue to sappQrt and .
exPand,Oepartmentkft'Labor programs'de%igned to
reduce ocdu tional segregation.

.4
... - -

.

a43.4f-All agemciesWtiodid.a op
regulations requiring contrdotoe 'to takeaffirmative
aotion with and timetables toeMplby:women in
nom-traditional jobs.:!,

.,,. ,:
`
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1

Economic Security. for Older Women -

Women constitute the overWhelming major-ity of the
eldemly poor, havO.ng incomesso restricted that their
quality of life is greatly reduCel,.. This situation is
largely a result of retirement .systems which do not

-In provide women with.adettate incomes.. Women 'live longer
than men, but earn less than men. In the past'," women
tended to have fewer years of earnings in tilt paid labor

-force and that 'accompanied by their lower eaYnings put
them at the bottom of any retirement or social security
payment scales.

Many of the blatantly discriminatory provisiOlof
the Social Security law have been Solved through legisla-
ition Ancl, litigation. However, the central problem still
exists and various proposals have been suggested to solve
it.'Primarily,Aph, issue concerns women, being penalized A

for remaining at home caring for the family and losing
. important earnings quarters which, when coxented and

computed, will of ct eligibility or phange the amount Of
babe Social Secur "payment when claimed. In order to
remedy. this', the Department of Health-, Education and
Welfare--now the Departffient of Health and Human Services --
issued a report entitled "Social Security and the Changing
Reles of Men and Women.", This report sets forth the
three.optiqns facing policy makers concerning Social

Refovm:, (1) implementing earnings sharinas, (2)
minimum benefit, and (3} homemaker credit.

The Social Security system was never intended to be
he sole source of retirement income. The benefit levels
it provides are generally sufficient to raise retired
people above'tthe'official, povert 1 vel, but do not
approach .full repla ment of pre t.- irement income. The
gap between Social ecurity and a quate replacement fates I

is'intended to be illed primari by the private pension
system. /

4the private pension system is ,regulate by the
Federal-government under the. employees Retirement Income
Security Act (ERIS*, ,Private pensions are an'important

,,part-of the American retirement income system, but many
aspects of the, rules. they use in allocating benefits
produce results that may be considered inequitable. .

Women, in particular, .are; adversely affected kw private
pension plan requirementS.

e.

42
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The majo problems that affect women concern deferredI s vesting, backl acing and theAlack of portability. Thesystems favor -term workers over short-term workers;d, once again because Mbst plans are based on a' propor=tion of earned incomend women earn so much less than
men, women tend to coltect smaller amounts.

Federal Action Recommended

1. The PreSident shoul recommend to Congress a
plan to' make the So;Li,"1 Securi y system aid private
pensions plans -&)mp ible with women's work habits.Both should take into'account shared responsibilities
within the home and deal with labor force mobility.
There has been extensive research done on the various
problems and substantive 'recommendations have been
made. 'It is time for specific action to be asked .dfCongress.

EDUCATION:
a.

f,
The major 'education issue internationally'is Lj.-

teracy. MoreNthan hirds of the worldislpomen andgirls are illiterate, ifi some countries this figure gbesas Nigh as 90%. In-the United States illiteracy is not
considered as pressing a problem. Our country has
compulsory education for both girls and boys and althoughthere is increasing concern about high-school graduates
not being functionallpliterate, the problem is considered
one of'teaching aid not access. Furthermore, edubation is
traditionally witrin the dorpain of local government so theFederal role is,somewhat lifilited.

4' A

4wThe recently established Department of Education does
monitor eddcational trends_and recommends pertain pro-grams. Additionally -therDepartment grants monies for

'such as curricula/re ision and affirmative' action.

jvSpecial programs to Jvercome sex discrimination problems

. .
The problems moot discussed in the'United States

concerning'women and education are: coLlege and univer-
sity admissions, faculty and administrative hiring, text et

book, curricula and revision, tracking,, support services
for mothers, vpcational trainin4, and enforcement of Title
IX. For purposbs of this report, two issues will be

.

examined: sex stereotyping in educational currialila'and.
. materials, and Title IX enforcement.

,
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. Sex Stereotypingin Educational Curricula and
Materiels

,

Establishing roles models' for girls begin's at the
primlry school level and coptinues throughout' education.
Many Illextbooks and other educational materials pdrtray
girls and women in,traditional roles as mothers and
homemakers. It is important that sex stereotyping is
removed from all educational materials and that gird' and
viDmen are encouraged,,,,to enroll in various study programs
including .those still considered non-traditional.

Thus far, progress,,has been slow in redeveloping
,,curricula and educatienal materials. However, the Federal
government through Iptr Cobmission on Civil Rights and the
Women's Educational Equity Act (WEEA) program has begun
the arduous task -of reviewing and changing school mate -
fials to 'remov x bias. The Commission on Civil Rights
initiated a R A'which'reviewedmany different mate-

Weatication and recomAended numerous changes
-to ,remove'oselrbios. The WEEA program, admjeistered by the
Department of EAucation, gives grants to organi;ations to. ,

help them re,444,-,,,vsdhoePilf cui:ricula and materials. and is

scurrentlyginfilng Phase II, which grants monies to
edutational,institpti90 to help them incorporate these
changes. ...,Ahe're are4xtremely good, publications

througli the,WPA office. suggesting various ways to
change teachers' attituded'and the educational materials.

Federal Action Recommended

COntinu:and increase support for the WEEA
andjithei programs which are developing and promoting ,

non sexist.materials. %

,- 2., = 4Pequest'each igencY to, require thdall .

. publications,of the agency be systematically screened,
to psure that they are non-sexist in orientation.
Thi 'includes both text, and graphics.

-S. Many,'.agencies develop specific educational
matreibials unqer.dcntract. Rechire that a provision
be included in all such contracts requiring a non-,
sexist presentation in text and graphics.

C Provide incentives tolocal governients to
incorporate changes into their curricula and educa-
tion.tmaterials as well es promote.teacher'sf aen-
siiiviy to the problem. f
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: Title,IX Enforcement

sk, Title IX of the Civil Rights Act. of 1964 was enacted
to prohibit sex discrimination in educational institutions
which receive feder#1 funds. This includes discrimination
in hiring practices, admissions and use of facilities andservices. The law was pasped when Congress realized that
women were being discriminated against in educational
institutions'on the basis of sex.

The legal framewqrk for epforcing the prohibition on
sex discrimination in educational institutions is in
place, however, as is the case ikith any enforcement
mechanism, litigation is costly and lengthy. Further,:
proving sex discriminationois very difficult', since the
stanaardof proof is vague; there are usually many justif-
ications for. an action Other khan solely sex,discrimina-
tion.. Particularly,. in the case of hiring practices,
it is yeti, difficult to prove sex discrimination.

41,

Federal Action Recommended

1. Continue suppoft for staff and resourdes for
enfOrcement of Title IX and other anti-discrimination
laws.

2.. The Department of Education provides-only
approximately one-half ofthe Federal support for -

education. Other Federal agencieS are required to
either enact regulations implementi1ig the provisions
of Title IX in their programs, or to endorse those of
the DepartMent of Education, ye't many have not done
so. ,Those which have not yet done so should be
required to take such action immediately.

3. The Federal govAnment should actively
.monitor all aspects of education for possible il-
legalities and:publicize these practices. *here
affirmative action plans are required, they Ohould be
suhmitted immediately and no extejsions should
be granted.

4. Strong enforcement measures should
followed by the government. Many times, even, when
practices 'of dIsciimination are found, -the remedy, a
cut off of Federal funds, is net utilized.

45
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HEALTH:

Health issues as they relate to women are often
the, forgotten problems in sex discrimination discussions.
Although there is a very strong, cohesive women's health
movement i the U.S.; during the national outreach pro-
gram, health workshops.had the lowest, registration rates
ampng all workshops offered. Perhaps this is due to the
perceived tenuous relationship between health care and the
more immediate economic security issues such as employment
and social security. .Furdiermore, it is a proven fact
that in time of economic hardship, women tend to neglect
their own health in order to use that money to purchase
Other goods and services. Among the health care issues
which do receive the Most attention are reproductive
health, breast cancer an6maternal and child health--the
health care issues unique to women. The Copenhagen
Conference was seen as an important catalyst for improving
the perception of women and health in the United States.

There are 'a myriad_of.problems related to women
andhealth, most of .which stem from the overwhelming'
domination by men of all health care related fields. They
concern unnecessary surgpry, over prescription of drugs,
the continued lack of safe and sure contraception, occupa-
tiopal health hazards, inaccessible and/Or unavailable
health care, insufficient nutrition and the high cost of
'health care. In addition, the low percentage of women as
health care profeebionalsdn'policy making positions
contributes to the overall insensitivity of our health
care system to women's deeds.

There has been some progress in specific areas of
women's health. For instance, increased research is being
done and publicized about the effects of certain sub-
stances on women's health, i.e., smoking, alcohol abuse,
as well as the effect of 'certain prescription drugs.
Specifically, the Copenhagen Conference did make an impact
on_the recognition of women's special health needs.

Federal Action Recommended

1. SincemUch of the progress needed involves
chahgesin the attitudes and practices within the
medical system, the Federal role-must..beone of
suppotting researdh, eduCation and measures which
will directly or indirectly bring 'about a greater

xsitivity to.women's health needs within the
ical systemt
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2. Support ongoing research on health problems

unique to women. Such support develops the expertise
andpeer respect necessarj to make progress. An
example is the. ork of the Breast Cancer Task Force
of theiNational Institute of Cancer which was respon-
sible for the research Leading to early detection
programs, anti-cancer drugs, and recognitionof the
validity of less radical surgical procedures.

3. Appointment women to high .positions within
the Federal health-related establishthent'including to
peer panels reviewing research proposals.

4. Increase the number of neighborhood and
rural health cljncs to insure More accessible health
care.

,

5. Continue educational efforts on all health
related issues including: nutrition, preventive
healthicare, pre- and post-natal .carel.and free or
low cost government health care programs. ,

6. Develop or expand programs that use.health
care professionals other than physicians, such as
nurse mid-wives, nurse practitioners and para-medics.

INTERNATIONAL AGENDA

Women throughout the United States have increasingly
expressed interet in foreign policy matters, both those
that are specifically related to women and those that Ire
characterized in. more general terms. Wor hops,'were

4 offered at each regional conference on int rnational topics
-ranging from comparatiwanalyis of health care to the
effect of favorable tariffs on women's empl yment to
Middle, East issues.

Federal Action Recommended

1. The Federal government should take a leadership
role in preventing adverse effects from actions
overseas by'United StateA' firms Which:, (1) sell
products abroad that are not considered safe for
consumption with. the United States, and (2) operate
overseas industries in a manner not allowed in
the United States, particul ry with respect to
pollution andlwork Stan s.
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2. The Department of-State and other agencies
concerned with international issues 'should actively
seek the opinions and Suggestions of women's organi-
zations in all foreign policy matters.

3. The U.S. 'contribution to the-UN Voluntary
Fund for Women must be increased.

4. U.S. Women and.Development,activities should
be expanded and integrated into all areas of develop-
ment assistance.

ACTIONS OF OTHER INSTITUTIONSJAND ORGANIZATIONS:11)

The purpose of defining problems and recommending
solutions in this report is to provide policy makers and
programs directors with suggestions for action. he
Federal government alone cannot bye held responsible, for -
systematic discrimination practices, nor can it be called
upon to single-hancredly'remedy tOem. Our society has -
many different organizational facets--Federal state and
local governments; private sector business; educational
institutions; and foundations. Each must affirmatively
take steps to insure that discrimination is abolished or
else the Decade goals of Equality, Development and Peace
will never be reali7s43.

. State and -fit-cal Government

The various organizational units of state and lobalk144,
governments can undertake the same type of systematic
review of their activities as was dtitlined for Federal
agencies. Many Federal programs are administered through
state departments and agencies. States appoint persons to
various professional licensing and review boards crucial
to changing attitudes in the medical and educational
systems. State Boards of Education influence textbook
selection

States contract for constructidil projects and other
sefviCes worth billions oD.dollars. Those contracts can
be awarded and monitored to further affirmative action _in
reducing occupational segregation. States control the
vocational educational funds and programs which are
crucial in providing opportunities and encouragement
for girls' to enter nontraditional occupations.

ti
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Local governmentt control land use, which determines
whether housing, public transportation and facilities such
as child care will be conveniently located.' Local Boards
of Education have the major responsibility for enforcement
gyritle IX.

/ Universities and Schools

These organiZations are responsible for implementing
all aspects of Title IX and for utilizing -non- sexist
curricula. alley also are responsible for broadening
women's occupational choices through design of courses and
career counseling. They have a major opportunity for .

proxiding preventive health education-on such matters as
drug and alcohol abuse, sexually transmitted disease,
Tental illness, unwanted py-egnancies,'smoking and general
grOentive hdhlth care.

In addition., universities. fund and conduct much of
the.research relating to social, economic and political
attitudes. They should be sure that all research projects
assess the effect of the particular situation on women
and/or that all data related research breaks out informal
tion by sex..

. Private Sector Business

The Federal government takes a leadership role,
mainly through tax incentives', to encourage the private__
sector to incorporate non-discriminatolk,practices into
theifloperationsr this is in addition to enforcing anti-
discrimination laws.' Unfortunately, monetary incentives
are necessary to bring, about change, because success or
failure within private business is measured first,
and usually s ely, by productivity and profits-and not by,
social respinsib ity.

Of course-, not all private sector enterprises conSuct
their business without regard to social responsibility;
some in'fact have exemplary records of affirmative action
and community' service. But, because of the enormous
influence the private sector has 'on society and because
government's releis-limited, the private sector must
increase its efforts to abolish discrimination; these
effortg1 should be commensurate with their influence on-

-0.society:
-AL
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tpecifically the private sector must:

(1) continue and ipciease affirmative action
programs in both hiring and promotion;

(2) publicize through various industry-wide
campaigns the results of these programs;

(3) examine the impact on women of all develop-
,: went and expansion plans; and

(4) encourage non-discrimination attitudes among
employees and managemeKt. 4

4

Foundations

, Foundations provide a large source of revenue to
organizations and indiqiduals; While the areas addressed
by foundations differ drastically - - institutional donations
to zoos, hospitals and.theaters, to special, research
projects on human rights--they do support many important
societal needs. In the specific' context of the Program of
Action, foundations(can play a significant leadership
role, because they-can tund the programs and research'
called for in that document.

All foundations should `review their current programs
and priorities to' assess how these programs and priorities
respond to the actions called for in the Program. Bounaa-
tions should then undertake the respo5sibility of funding
project's which, in their-ektimation, will advance not only
the goals of the Decadewbut also the actual work required
to mAke those goals a global reality.

'Note: The U.S. negative vote on the Program of
Action relates to three specific paragraphs in that'
document: /21 #5 and $244. All other paragraphs have the
agreement of the U.S. GOverthrient, and the recommendations
in the rest of the Program are in accordance with U.S.
Government policy. While foundations are independent and
may fund whatever they wish, it is within the purview of
the U.S. Government to encourage fundings'of those pro-
jects which is supports.,

Media

The medta is a hybrid of the private sector.and
government. Most communications buOnesses are privately
owned, but licensed by the Federal Communications Commis-
sion and/or other government bodies. AlL -means of public
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comAunication are guaranteed certain rights under our
Constitution; nevertheless, a "free press" does not .

mean an irresponsible press.

At all levels of media, electronic and print, ad-
iertising,entertainment and news, the communications
industry must be reeponslible in portraying women and
minorities positively thout resorting to invidious
stereotypes or demeaning characterizations. Furthermore,
the media must responsibly'cover news_ items 'and not just
media events. The overwhelmingeinfluence of the media'on
attitudes cannot be understated; and to ignore and, at
times, to allow ie to perpetuate discriminatory biases is
both unconscionable and irresponsible.

c'Ei. DELEGATE SELECTION PROCESS:

Delegates were selected by the Depa ment of State in
consultation with the Executive Office of the White House
from among individuals who met the criteria as developed
by the U.S. Secretariat. There were no restrictions on
what was to be included among the criteria, othei than
that a proposed candidate must bd-a U.S. citizen, have
some expertisV in one or mote items to be discussed,
and ultimately pass the security clearance.

The U.S.'Secretariat actively solicited additional
criteria from interested individuals and developed the
list which follows below. Concurrently, a letter was sent
to over $,000 persons inviting individuals and organiza-
tions to make nominations in writing for evaluation by the
selecting officials, The U.S. Secretariat received over
500 letters of nomination of individuals for consid-
eration as possible U.S. delegates to the World, Conferent
of the UN Decade for Women, 1980. Resumes were .carefully
studied and evaluat'd. The initial screening within the
Secretariat produced a list of approximately 90 names,
from whic the final selectidh was made by officials of
the Depar ent of State, and the White House.

The goals and objectives-of the U.S. Secretariat in
selecting the delegation were embodied in the folloWing
criteria:

(1) Members of the delegation should be capable of
participating in substantive discussion of the agenda
items and issues before the"Conference;

(2))The delegation as a whole should be, representa- .

tiveofthe diversity of American women:,
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(3) The delegates themselves should have- a position
or constituency through Adlich' they Could carry the deci-
sions and results of the conferenCe deliberations to those
who were not able to attend, and also thrOugh which they
could help bring about implementation of the Program of
Action and the resolutions;

(4) Persong selected for the delegation sPokild be
able and willing to participate for the duration of the
Conference; and,

(5) At least some,ofothe delegates should have some
prior experience with United Nations activities or Other
international meetings.

In the initial screening process, the evaluators
looked first for expertise in one or more areas directly
related to the subject matter of agenda items to be
discussed during the World COnference. In particular,
experience in One of the subtheme areas (health, education
and employment) or in one of the international Aspects
(international economics, women in development, the
Middle East, southern Africa, refugees) was considered
critical to establishing that an individual would pe able
to contribute substantively to the work of the delegation
during the deliberations in Copenhagen.

Concurrently with consideration of the subject matter
competencies of the nominees, the evaluators-noted the
particular constituency which the person represented and
what perspective and viewpoint the person might bring to

the deliberations. Attention was paid to whether the
person Wdrkedzfor the Fedeial government or might serve as
a spokesperson for state or local goyernment, whether
the individual.possessed the perspective of a shall
business owner or the leadership of a major labor union.
To ensure that the delegation would be truly representa-
tive of the plurality and diversity of American women,the
evaluators looked at the- racial and ethnic backgrounds,
the economic and educational levels, the aces of re-_

sidence and employment (geographical regio 's,well
as whether urbapor rural).

As stated above, the third major `area lob concern in
the ,delegation selection process was how the decisions of
Copenhagen would be implemepted in the United States. For
this reason, an effort waS made to select persons in
polidy making positions in the Federal government. Akso,
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delegates were chosen from among the leadership of major
national women's non-governmental organiza'tions, persons
who would be sure to enlist the aid of their memberships
to bring necessary pressure on all-sectors of business

government to achieve the goals of the Conference.

The delegation which emerged from the selection
process performed as a cohesive unit;, spoke knowledgably-

.

on the -issues, and was truly a credit totthe United States
difting.the Conference.

See Section V of this report for Delegate/Advisor/
Staff List and Delegate assignments. Tab 4 contains bio-
graphical information on the U.S. delegation.

C. POSITION PAPERS AND CONTINGENCY PAPERS:

In addition to the Scope Paper prepared forrU.,$.
delegation use, see Tab 5, the following issues were
addressed in specific position papers or contingency
papers. Many were prepared within the Department of
State; however, on particular issues within the expertise
of other agencies and departments, those offices prpared
the papers. We wish to.,, gratefully acknowledge their
.contribution: the Department'of Education, the Dep&rtment
of Health and_Human Services and the Department of Labor.

Issues- Addressed iff-nitition Papers and Contingency
Papers

1. Palestinian Women's Item

2. Mideast: U.S. Attitude Towards the PLO

3. Mideast: Autonomy Negotiations

4. M 4st: Israeli Settlements

5. Jerubalem

6. Women and Apartheid

. Namibia

8. The Institute for Namibia

9. Trust Fund for Sltth Africa

0

104-UN Educational and Training Programs for Southern
Africa (UNETPSA)

11. Women Refugees

12. Afghanistan.... .53
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13f Cuba

14. Cyprus
_/- r

15, Iran

16. Mh.cronesia

17. New World Information Oztr444WIO)

18.- North/South EconomiC Issues:
nth,Special Session of the UNGA: International

Development. Strategy; Global Negotiations

19. 'Puerto Rrco.

20. Western Sahara

21. Kampuchean Credentials

tt'22. Draft Programme of Action for th4 Second Half of
the UN pecade for Women: Equality, Development
of Peace, 1981-1985, designed to implement the
World Plan of Action

23. Follow=up by Thirty-ThirdtWorld Health Assembly
on Infant and Yound Chili' Feeding

24. Female Circumcision /Gential Mutilation

25. ReprOductive Health .

26. Corporate Dumping of Contraceptives Issue

27. Sexually Transmitted Diseases: Their Health Burden
on Women

28. Wife Abuse

29. Smoking and Alcohol Abuie by Women.

30. Abuse of Leghl and Illegal Psychoactive Drugs

31: The American Family: A Continuing Cornerstone

32. UN Water and.Sanitation Decade 1980-1990

33., Overcoming Job Segregation

314 American Women in the Labor Force

54
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.
,

5. 5. ArWrican.Wpmen'as Part-Time and Part-Year Workers
t .

.
. .

- -. ,

36. Review and Evaluation of Progres% Achieved in the
Implementation of the- :World plan of Attion:
Emplftykent ,

,- ? :

),, . .

a7.
11.

Equal'Opportunity and Treatment of Women in
Employmeit v .

'

., I * .1
A

':38. Value of Women's Work in the Home

39._.° Combining Paid employmellt,w4,WW Respo ibilitieS.
'7- in the Home*

40.- Women3s:Full ParticipatiSoi dn the Nation's Political
.

. Procest -

..
. 41.' Pay.EpiltY: 04ercoming Wage Discrimination

- ,4 .

42... The' transition from Special Protection for Women
,

..:e0 :to Ettlphasis on Equal Opportunity and Improved

?

WorX.ing Conditions for Men and Women
..-',-

41'3. 'R.ecommendation§ Relating to Women and Developme" . .- Emetii*ng ftomConferenceV.held under the Aasp
of the UN or the Specialized Agehcies

. :

.
41

44.'i Non-GoveAsmebtal Organizations 4

.
;:17'.. ;-, ,

. .4'5. }Influence of the Mass°Communicatiohs Media on
t

' ;.Attitudes Towards the Roles of Women` and Merrin
Prepent DaySocietY' . ,

. N
.

. '
.

G / . 46. Alternate Declaration on the Participatiori of Women
-' in the Strengthening of International Peace and
. Security vok '.

'...., J

47. Voluntary Fund fqr the UN Decade for Women

48. ReView and Evaluation of National Machinery k% I

the united States

'a.

't

49. Partkcipation of. Women in Political Activity

1* An End-of-the-Decade World Conferende for Women,
and the Taming of 1986-1995 as-a Second Decade far
womet

.0-
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PUBLICATIO11

Summary of Con6rencd'on the Older Woman: Continuities
and Discontinuities, September,14-161 1978

47
alP

The Earnings. Gap Between Women and' Men

Fact - About Women, Heads of Households and Heads -of'
F- ilies 7

ON.
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V. DELEGATES/ADVISORS/STAFF
4 0

The following lists the U.S. delegation, advisors and
support staTfo'for both Copenhagen and Washington. Also,

;7 a list Of,the various assignments is included; For more
specific biographical information on the delegates, see
Tab 4.

DELEGATES/ADVISORY/STAFF

I. DELEGATION IN COPENHAGEN

Co-Heads of Delegation -

Donald F. McHenry
Sarah Weddington

Representatives

-Vivian Lowery-Derryck
Arvonne Fraser
Alexis Herman
Koryne Horbal
Sarah Power

Special Ambassadorial Advisor

Warren D. Manshel-

Congressional Advisors

I

Barbara Mikulski
Mary Rose, Oakar

Congressional Staff Advisors

Maura Corrigan
Margaret E. Galey
Margaret Goodman
Anne Lewis
Janean Mann

Delegate Advisors

. Virginia Allan
Ingrid Pabbe Bauer
Mary Bitterman
Barbara. Blum,
David Cardwell

izabeth Carpent
car*

Nicholas W .IDanforth
. .

4-
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I. DELEGATION IN COPENHAGEN
P

Delegate Advisors (Con()

gunitomi"Edbrey
Sister Isolina Ferre
Eunice Fiorito
Barbara Good
MOry A. Grefe
Dorothy Height
Barbara Herz
Ruth'J. Hinerfeld
Perdita Huston
Mary King,

8 Odessa Komer
Esther R, Landa
Mary .W. E. Natani
Bea Pdterson
J. Dan Phillips
Vel Phillips
Maureen Rafferty
glandina Cardenas Ramirez
Lynda.16hnson Robb
Roma Stewart.
Anne B. Turpead

Advisors `to the U.S.' Delegation

Kathryn Cade
Naxparet.Carpente
Marjorie Bell Chanbers
Vern Goff
Abigail Hav*ens
Carolee Heileman-
Alberta benderson
ArthUr qughes
John KriEndler
Lillian- Levy ,

,

Patricia M. McDonnell
Clyde Nora
Deirdre Ryan'
Jrll Schuket
Saha Shtasel
Elizabeth Sullivan
Csanad'Toth ,

Mae M. Walterhouse
Maureen Whalen
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I. DELEGATION IN COPENHAGEN

Support Staff

Tom Pettit
Millie Carter
Christine Gantt
Mary Hart
Bette Lowengrube

II. DEPARTMENT. OF STATE
IN WASHINGTON

U.S. Secretariat

Judith Rooks
MarielBurba
MargaretNannes
Thomas Prince
Peggy Wireman
Dorothy Hawkins
Patricia Kennedy
Joan Schilcher

Bureau of International
Organizations Affairs

Richard McCall.
Peter Bridges.
Philip Kaplan
John Kimbell
Melvyn Levitsky
John McDonald
Michael Newlin
Michael Peax
Laurence Pope

Bureau of Near Eastern and
South Asia Affairs

. John girsch

AMERleAki EMBASSY IN COPENHAGEN

Vanessa Brooks-
Mariolo Gribble
Jean Louis
Mdjor Don Mosely
Michael PoIt
Charles Skellenger
Hazel Sommer
Lilli Zilstorff

4
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IV. INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION AGENCY
(COPENHAGEN AND WASHINGTON)

David Arnett
Csaba,Chikes
Hanne Ferguson
Betsy Fitzgerald
Inggbjorg Fegletted
Jorge Stahnke Hansen-

, Marianne Jessen
*John Ludin

. Li Lundin
Grethe Madsen
Rudi Mendiola
Ole Olivarious
Charlotte Spangenberg
Liv Tvermpes

9-.

Plenary

ASSI6MENTS

'Sarah Weddington,AChair
Donald F. McHenry,,Chair
Warren D. Manshel
Sarah Power
Sug'an K. Embrey
Sister Isolina, Ferre
Ruth Hinerfelgl
Vel Phillips

Political Advisors Rothtin Assignments
, A

David Cardwell
Arthur Hughes
John Kriendler
J. Dan Phillkos
Csanad Toth

Committee of the Whole

Vivian ,L. Derryck., Chair
Maureen Whalen 4

,

a
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V. ASSIGNMENTS (Cont)
\

First Committees

Alexit Herman, Co-Chair
Koryne Horbal, Co-Chair
Marjorie B. Chambers, Coordinator
Ingrid F. Bauer
Vern Goff
Mary W. E. Natani

Health

Eunice' Fiorito
Maureen Rafferty

*.EducatiOn

Mary A. Grefe
Blandina C, Ramierz .

EiPloyment

Odessa Komer
Roma StewArt

Apartheid

Dorothy Height

Palestinian 'Women

Esther Landa
Sana Shtasel

National Machineries

Lynda J. Robb

Second Committee

Vivian L. Derryck, Co-Chair
Arvonne Fraser, Co-Chaiti
Margaret Goodman, Coordinator

'Judy barter
Margaret Galey ,
Ciro,lee Heileman
Patricia M. MCDonnell

er
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V. ASSIGNMENTS (Cont)

'Health

Barbara Herz
Perdia Huston

Employment

Nigholas Dailfotth'
Bea Peterson

,Refugees

Katperyntade
Margaret Carpenter
Mary King
Janean Mann

Palestinian Women

Esther Lana
Sana Shtaser

Apartheid

Anne Turpeau

00"

I

International Machineries/Specialized Agencies

Barbara Good

Resolutions

Arvonne Frser
Kofyne Horbal
Margaret Galey
Ruth HinerYeld

NGO Liaison

Virginia Allan, Co-Chair
Barbara Blum, Co-Chair
pizabeIhjSullivan
Anne Turpeau
Mae Walterhouse
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V. ASSIGNMENTS !Cont)

Press

Elizabeth Carpenter, Chair
Mary Bitterman
Lillian Levy
Deirdre Ryan'

Logistics

Abigail Havens
--Alberta Henderson
Maureen Whalers

C
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VI. THE COPENHAGEN CONFERENCE
41

The World Conference of the United Nations Decade) for
Women: Equality, Development and Peace, was held at
Copenhagen from July 14 through 30, 1980, in coolformity
with. General Assembly Resolution 33/191 adopted on January..

2 '1979. There were 21 plenary meetings during the '

Terence, f. 0,

Nig

A. Conference Agenda

At its first meeting on July 14/ 1980, the
Conference, adopted the provisional agenda recommendid
to iE by the Preparatory Committee/ namely:

1. Opening of the Conference

2. Election of the President

3. Adoption of the rules of procedure

4.' Adoption of'the agenda

5. Election_ of officers other than the President

6. Other organizational matters

(a) Allocation of items, to the Main Committees
and organizations of work

(b) Credentials of representatives the
Conference

4

Appoiatment of the, members of the
Credentials Committee

(ii) Report of the Credentials Committee

7. Effects of apartheid on women in southern Africa

(a) Review of the situation
_

cb) Spec' measures for assis wite t& women in
sou rn Africa

8. Review'ana evaluation of the progress made and
obstacles encountered in attaining the objectives
of the United,NationIs Decade for Women: Equality,
Development and ,Peace, at the national; regional

64
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and international levels from 1975 to 1980, in
keeping with the World Plan of Action for the
Implementatiori of objectives of the International
Women's Year

411,,

(a) Review and aluation of progress made and )
obstacle encounter#d-at'the national level in
attaining the minimum objectives s forth in
paragraph 46 of the World Plan of ion

(b) Review and evaluation of regional global
programs of the United Nations System of or-
ganizations aimed at promoting the objectives
of the Decade

9. Program of Action for the second half of the
United Nations Decade foroW4men: Equality Deve-
lopment and Peace, 1981-1985, designed to imple-
ment the WorlPlan of\Action

(d) National-'targets and strategies for women's
integrat4.9n and partitipation in economic and
sociA1.--4e.relopment, with special emphasis on
t seiSubtheme "Employment, Health and Education"

fi) Planning and monitoring

{ii) National machineries

(b) Regional and international targets and stra-
tegies, taking into account the subtheme .

"Employment, Health and Education"

(c) The situation of women refugees the world
over 4

10. Effects of Israeli,occupatiori on Palestinian women
inside and outside the occupied territories

(a) A review of the social and economic needs
of the Palestinidn women

. (b) Special measures for assistance to Palegtinian
*Women inside and outside the occupied terri-

. bories

11. Adoption of the( report of the Conference

65
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B. Conference Documentation

Extensive'documentation was made available to par-
.ticipants by the UN Secretariat prior to and during the
Conference. For a list of the documgpt titles and re-
ference symbols see Tab 6.

, \

C. Oivanization of Work

- Pre-Conference consultations open to all states
invited to participate in the Conference were held at
Copenhagen on Jay 13, 1980e-tio cdnside? procedural? and
organizational matters. TheSe4and other informal consul-
tations were chaired by Ms. Maimouna Kane (Senegal), Chair
of the Preparatory Columittee for the Cpnference.

The Conference decided to establish two main commit-
tees: The First Committee, or Committee I, with a nAndate
to focus on matters at the national level; and the Second
Committee, or Committee II, at the regional, and global
levels. Accordingly; at its first plenary meeting, the
Conference decided'to.allocate deliberation of agenda
items as follows:

(1) Items 1 through 6 and 11.would be considered
plenary meetings:

(2) Items 7(a), 8(a), 9(a) and 10(a).would be con-
sidered by the First Committee; and

(3) Items 7(b), 8(b), 9(b), 9(c) pld 10(b) would be
considered by,the Second Committee. In addition, at the ,

same meeting the CoAference decided to establish a Commit-
tee of the Whole whose terms of referende would be to
consider Part One (Historical Background and Conceptual.
Framework) of the draft Program of Action.and to report to
the plenary. vs*

Conference Participants

The following 145.states were represented at the.
Conference:

Afghanistan
Albania -

Algeria 7
Angola
Argentina
,Australia
Austria

66
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Bah;plis
Bartladesh
Barbados
Belgium
Benin
Bhutan
Bolivia
Botswana
Brazil
Bulgaria
Burundi
Byelorussian Soviet

Socialist Rep.
Canada
Cape Verde
Central African Republic
Chile
China
Colombia
Comoros
Congo
Costa Rica
Cuba A
Cyprus
Czechoslovakia
Democratic Kampuchea
Democratic People's Republic

of Korea
Democratic Yemen
Den rk
Do nican - Republic
Ec ador
Eg pt
Ethiopia
Fiji
Finland
France
Gabon
Gambia
German Democratic Republic
Germany, Federal Republic of
Ghana f .

Greece 4
Grenada
Guatemala
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau

41w
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,Guyane,
Haiti
:Holy See
Honduras
Hungary
'Iceland
'India
Indonesia
Iran '

Iraq
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Ivory Coast
Jamaica
Japan
Jordan
Kenya

`Kuwait
Lao PeOple's
Lebanon '

Lesotho
Libyan Arab
Luxembourg
Madagascar
Malawi
Malaysia
Maldives
Mali
Mauritania
Mabritius
MexiRo
MonOglia
Morocco
Mozambique
Nepal'
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
Norway
Oman
Pakistan
Panama
Papua New Guinea
Paraguay

. Peru

Oft
0

Democratic. Rep.,

Jamahiriya

68
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Philippined
Poland
Partugal
'Qatar
Republic of Korea
Romania
Rwanda
Samoa
Saint Lucia
San Marino
Sao Tome and Piincipe
Senegal
Spychelle.s
Singapote
Somalia
Spain_ '

20 Sti Lanka
Sudan
-Suriname
'Swaziland
Sweden.
Switzerland
Syrian.Atab Republic
Thailand
Togo -

'TrPnidatond Tobago
Tunitia
Turkey
Uganda
Ukrainian, Soviet' So ialist Republic
9l ion. of Soviet Socialist Republics
United Arab Emirates -

United Kingdom of Great Bkitian.
and Northern Ireland

United Republic of Cameioon
United Republic of Tanzania
United States of America'
Upper Volta
brugday
Venezuela
Vietnam
Yemen
Yugoslavia
Zaire
Zambia 1,

Zimbabwe

4
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The Uft-ited Nations Council for NaMibia and the
Specfal Committee on Apartheid,were represented at the
Conference.

.

The following organizations an national liber-a-t4dn
movements attended the.Conference in the-capacity ofd,
observers:

Palestine Liberation Organization, South West Africa
People's Organiiation, Africa National' Congress
(South Africa), Pan Africanist Congress of
Azania

Members of the secretariat of the Tollowing United
Ng ons offices were present throughout or during part of
th onference:

Office oAkthdiDirector-General for Development and
International Economic Co-Operation

DepartMent of International. Economic Social Affairs----
Department of.Techn,idal Cp-Operation for Developmfrit'
Department of Political and Security.Affairs

The secretariats of the following regional commis-
sions were represented at the Conference:

Economic-Commission for Europe (ECE)
lcdnopi6*Commission for Latin American, (ECLA)
.Economic and Social Commission for Asia'And

the Pacific (ESCAP)
Economic CoMmission for Africa (ECA)

41

Ecodomic Commission for Western Asia pCWAa

The following United Nations bodies an'd prpgrams were
also represented: .,

United*Natitns Centre for. Human Settlements (Habitat)
. United Nations Children's Fund
United Nations Conference on TradeAand Development
United Nations,Development Programme
United Nations Fund for Pdpulation Activities'
United Nations In4userial Development

Organization 'P.
International. Research and Training Institute,
for the Advancement gf Women

United Nations Institate'for Training and
Research

'United Nations Sudano-Sahelian Office
.

United Nations University
World Food Programme
-Federation of International Civil Servants

4Associations'
.40
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Representattves of the following specialized agencies
and related Organizations particiiated in-the work of the
Conference:

International Labour Organization.
Fo d and AgriculturJe Organization of-the United

'ions

United Nation6 Eduoational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization4

forld Health Organization
'World Bank

,

The following intergdglitnmental organizations wore
representgd by .observers:

Caribbean Community4SeCpariat
Commonwealth SecretaK4a
Council for Mutu4,Ebonotkc Aycistance
Council of Eurbpe
European Economic Community *
International Center for Public Enterprises
-in Developing Countries

League of Arab States
Nordic Council
Organization of African Unity,
Organization of American States (Inter-American

Cotmission of Women)

A large number of non-governmental orgalifizations in -

consultative status with the Economic andSocial Count114
or on the Roster,.' attended the Conferenp 4te. Theist,of.
participants is given in document A/CONF-94/INF: 3 and'Add
1 in the Addendum.

. E. Conference Officers

The Conferente elected Al'adclamatiOn M&Q Lise
Os rgaard, Minister 'far Cultural Affairs of. Denmaiip and
head the delegation of Denmark, as Preiident of the
Conferente.

At.its second plenary meetirig.on July 15,#.1080, the
Conference elected Ms. Helga Horz (German DemocrAic
ilepublic) Vice-President in char0 of co-ordination and
the following 23tates as Vice Presidents: Australia,.
Austria, Barbados, China, Congo, Cuba, Cze oslovak'ia,m
Ecuador, Ethiopia, France, Ghana, Ira , ya, Nigeria,
Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Syrian Arab Republic,
Tunisia, Unflan.of Soviet Sopialist Repyblics,. UnIted
States of Americas, Venezuela, Zimbabwe.
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Ms. Anasixta Gonzales de Cuadros (Colombia) was
elected Rapporteur-General.

The 'Conference elected Ms. tlaimouna Kane (Senegal*
Presiding Officer of the First Committee and Ms. Shiela
Kaul (India) Presiding Officer of the Second Committee-.

The First and Second Committees elected their Deputy
Presiding Officers: and Rapporteurs: .

Fi5st Committee

deputy Presiding Officers: Ms. Rafidah Aziz
(Malaysia)

Ms. Leonidas Paez*de Virgili
"(Paraguay)

MS. Maria Groza (Romanfa)

-Rapporteur:

-Second Committee

Ms. M. Van Hemeldonck
( elgium)

-Deputy Presiding Officers: Ms. Maria de Lourdes
C.H.S. de Vincenzi (Brazil)

Ms. Chavdar Kiuranov
A 40 (Bulgaria)

Ms. Nermin A dan-Drat
(Turkey)

Rapporteur: Mr.\Ali Benbouchta
(Morocco)

The CoNmittee of the Whole elected as its Presiding
Officer Ambassador Ifigenia Martinet (Mexico). It elected
Mr. Umayya Tukan (Jordan Lips its Deputy Presiding Officer

lraand Ms. Idonga Lewanika mbia) as its Rapporteur.

^eV
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VII. REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE

. The Committee of the Whole (COW) was established by
consensus at,the second - plenary meeting,_Julx15, 1980, on
the recommendation of the pre-conference consultations.
The initiative for establishing this committee-
came rom'India,.as Chair of the G-77. The COW's mandate
was to examine the, first 37 paragraphs' of the Draft
Program of Action, (A/CONF. 94/22), entitled Introduction,
Historical Perspective andkConceptual Framework. This s

Section One of the Program and deals with the islues o
the roots of women's oppression, lessons learned'during
the first five years of the Decade and the interreli ion-
ships between women's economic situation and the purcfses
of the Third UN Development Decade.

lt the first meetinaeof the COW, the following
officers were elected by acolammation:

Presiding Officer: Ms. Ifigenia Martinez (Mexico)

Deputy Presiding
Officer: Mr. Umayya Tukan (Jordan)

Rapporteurs Ms. Inonge Lewanika (Zambi a).

It also-was .decided at the f irst meeting that the
matters woul7be discussed in an open-ended informal
working group: Eight meetings were herd in the informal
consultation format under the codrdfnation of the'Deputy
Pre'siding Officer. A report of these consultation,
was submitted to the formal committee at its-second
meeting, July 5, 1980.'

At the third and fourth forTal meetings of the, COW;
the delegates agreed on ailof the paragraphs 'in the
relevent sections, with the exception of paragraphs #2 and,

001' and recommended that the plenary do similarly.

The informal consultations were held in English.
Nations that participated with regularity were: Argentina,iiig
.Australia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, China;r4116a, Denmark;

1 Federal Republic of Germany (FRG)', France, German Demo-
cratic Republic (GDR), India, Israele
Jordan, Mexilt, Netherlands, New /ealand', Paraguay, Peru,
Poland, 'Port al, Senegal, SNeden, Switzerland, USSR,
United kingdom (UK), USA, and 'Yugoslavia. Many African
nations'did not maintain constant participation and this

4 yused many problems, throughout, since it was difficult to

1
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obtain consensus without adequate representation from the
,'Afrbtan group. Lesotho, Zambia and Kenya did occassionally
send representatives.

Many amendments wereltabled for consideration by the
COW, some written, others Oral. A significant numberwere
tabled by India,on behalf-of the G -77; in large part 4hese
amendments raised issues of the New International Economic

( Order'(NIEO) and the Middle East. Australian and New
Zealand delegates played an active role in the informal
consultations raising in particulatr.issues of feminism.

The United States worke8 diligently at its purpose,
to keep the Draft Program of Actions as free from un-
friendly amendments as possible. Although unsuccessful on
paragraphs *2 and #5, all other paragraphs, ultimately 46
in number., were accepted by the U.S. In particdlar, the
U.S. worked on negotiating acceptable language on the NIEO
issues.and the feminist perspective. For further substan-
tive discussion of these issues,.see Sectiots XIV. E. of
this report.

V
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VIII. REPORT OF THE FIRST COMMITTEE

Organization of Work'.and 1'ramework for Debate

At its ,first plenary.meeting on July 114, 1980, the
Conference established the First Comitfee on the redommen-,-
dation of the Preparatory Committee and.assigned to. it
responsibility for the following items:

Item 7(a): Effects of apartheid on women in Southern
Africa: review of the situation;

Item 81a): 14'0iew and evaluationot the progress
made ana obstacles encountered in attaining the objectrives
of the United Nations Decade for women: Eguality,7,De-

vok. velopment and Peace, at the national, regional and inter-
nAional levels, from 1975 to 1980, in keeping with tIr
World Plan of Action for the Implementation o
Objectives o'f the international Women's Y r: Review and
evaluation of progress made and obsta s encountered at.
the national level in attaining the minimum objectives set
forth in paragraph 46 of the World Plan of Action;

;tem 9(a): Pro am of Action forktire second halt
of the United Nation Decade for Women: Equality,De-
velopmenrand Peace, 1981 to 1985, designed to implement
the World Plan of Action: National targets and strategkes
for,-women's integration and participation in economic and
social development, with special emphasis on the subtheme
"Employment, HeaWl and Education": (i) Planning and
Monitoring; (ii) National machineries;

Item 10(a): Effectsof Israeli occupatidn on Pales-
tinian women inside and'outside the occupied territories:
A review of the social and economic needs of theoPales-
tinian women.

The Committee; composed of representatives f 1
the participating. countries considerep these ite s at its
various sessions held from the 15 to '29th of uly, 1980.
For its consideration, the Committee had before,it the,
documents mentioned in the relevant sections of the
Annotations to the provisional agenca (A/CONF: 94/1), a
number of backgroUnd documents and over 400 amendments and
11 resolutions submitted by member nations.
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Madame Maimowna Kane (Senegal), elected by acclama- .

tion at the first plenary meeting of the Conference, July
14, 1980, served as'the First Committee's Presiding

:Officer. Madame' Kane is known in the UN, and worldwide-as
, a forceful and highly competent Chairperson. She more
than exceeded this reputation;

At its first meeting, July 15, 1980; the Committee
electedk the following officers;

Ms. Rafidah Aziz (Malaysia) .

Ms. Leonidas Paez de Virgin.
(Paraguay)

Ms. Maria Groza (Romania )

Rapporteur: Ms. M. Van hamelaonck'
(Belgium)

Deputy Presiding' Officers:

During the same session, the Committee deciaea to
request each regional group to designate two persons to
serve as "frigndg of the Rapporteur" to assist Ms. Van
Hemeldonck in her work.

At its second meeting, July 16, the Committee. decided 0
to establish a drafting group, consisting Of two repre-'
sentatives from each regional group, to consider aAnd-

t
ments proposed to the Draft'Program of Action. The:.

membership was as follows:

African States: Ms. Farkhonda Hassan ('Egypt)

. Ms. Rokiatousow (Mali)

Asian States:

Eastern European States:

Latin American States:

Ms. Ginko Sato (Japan)
Ms. Charma Wanita Gandi

(Indonesia)

Mr. jaroslav Havelka
(Czechoslovakia)

Ms. Aleksandr, Biryukova
(USSR)

V.

Ms. Shirley Fiela-Ridley,
1Guyana)

Z's. Ruby Betancourt (Mexico)

Western European ana
Other States::' Ms. Gabriele holzbi (Austria)

Ms. Jacqueline Abitboul (France)
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The elected officials' roles were pivotal. As in,simtlar meetings conducted in the atomosphere of politi7,cally contentious agenda items and high tension, these
persons set the tone and determined the dispatch withwhich debate progressed.

From the outset, Madame nne sought to avoid the
acrimoni6Vie political debate present in other committees,by, focussing the agenda on substantive deliberations ofcommittee items while maintaining their import A the.wider context in which'alk6social change must occur.,

Representatives were encouraged to analyze the
Program of Action from the point of view of how it applied
to their particulars government. Thus the debate wasconfined to insertinglangpage ch es to make a specific
point more applicable to. the is variety of political
systems or to add a new point which had been overlooked inthe °visional program. Madame e worked_for consensus
and, deliberately avoided recorde notes. whenever a
Othotomous disagreement develoed, as many did due to
'sharp ideological, cultural an economic differences, shy
sought-- through?the "friends tv the Rapporte*ur," the
drafting group or the informal' working groups--to prepare
the necessary compr6mise or synthesis to achieve general
acceptance. While this was a useful strategy, it often
had the effect of delaying the debate process.

In connection with its consideration of item 9(a)
(draft Program of Action), the Committee decided to dealwith the relevant part of the draft Program (Part. Two)
paragraph by paragraph and at the same time.w4h amend-
ments proposed to these paragraphs. In addition to
written amendments, other amendments were proposed
orally. The proposed amendments were considered also in aworking group composed of the "friends of the Rapporteur"and the draftidg group. The Working Group was chaired by
0eRapporteur. Again, while this strategy had its advant-
ages, it also had the disadvantage of delaying Committee.
Astion resulting in the necessity of extra Committee
TrAsions.,,

It was agreed that the Committee would consider the
items alioipted to it without a general debate. It was'
further agreed that items 8(a) and

-
9(a) would be-discussed

.concurrently.
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Whenever the planks were unsuite to a nation's.
particular form of government, such a the U.S. federal
system wherein many powers are reserved to the states or
the British system which operates withoUt a constitution,
a nation simply requested that the paragraph be starred
and a reservation noted. Unfortunately, the Conference,
Secretariat failed to record a number of these,resekva-
tiong which had been acknowledged orally during the
sessions. The U.S. delegation repeatedly made oral and ,1
written statements to the Rapporteur to remedy this.

ven the debate on apartheid and Palestine, while
loaded with the to-be-expedted propaganda tirades, was
,handled with dispatch and was even cut in time to allow
the drafting committee more time to meet. In the end, the
United States voted in favor of Part II of the Program of

10,
Action.

Atmosphere

The chair, when occupied by Mrs. Kane, and the
.Sec're'tariat, under the direction of Ms. M. Van Hefeldouck
of Belgium, worked' well together and seemingly impartially.
However, at least twice, and one of thoseAgmes was
crucial to:the U.S., Mrs; Kane abruptly left the chair and
Deputy Presiding Officer Ms. Maria Groza from Roman is
replacedeher. '

At times there was blatant failure to observe UN.
parliamentary rules, particularly in the case of Eastern
European officials and Arab UN officialS. This was

sinexcusable and was a source of great protest as the
practice caused much confusion and tension.

The U.S. delegation to -the First Committee was
'skillfully led by Alexis Herman; Employing parliamentary
wizardry and subject Matter expertise, Ms. HerMan cata-
pulted the U.S. to a promipent role in consideration of
the issues and helped the U.S. capture the support of
allied and non-Allied nations. L

Doroth, Height.represented the U.S.during discus-
sions of the U.S. sponsored resolution""Women and'Dis-
crimination Based on Race. ". Eunice,Fiorito, a blind
member of the U.S. delegation, occupied the U.S,-Chair
to speak to the U.S. sponsored resolution on "Improving
the Situation of Disabled Women of All Ages." Marjorie
Bell Chambers'filLed the U.S. chair for the remainder of
the First Committee's work and held the U.S. Chair
when its report was presehted for final debate and 0
adoption in the Plenary.
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It was stressed that to ensur hat benefits of
technological advance became acce sible to women, women
must make a substantial input int tellanological design,
choice and control.

It was also stated that in both developing and
developed countries new technologies had too often been
introduced without sufficiently careful consideration of
their full impact on women. This had therefore also
sometimes resulted in the disi4acement of women from their
existing occupations. The introduction of such.techno)Agy.
should include built-in arrangements for training women in
its use and for their full participation in the new 1,

employment opportunities which were thereby made-available.

With respect t,o employment in developing countries, a
large number of delegations said that the great majority
of women workedin the informal, Unorganized sector. -
Employment in this sector peeded-to be covered by'legisla-
tive and other measures, in order to ensure the protection
of women workers, including improvement in their working
conditions, higher wages and increased economic returns.

In many developing countries, self-employment ac-
counted for end would continue to account for a large
percentage ofvmen'aPharticipation in the labor force,

. However, as several delegations noted, women lacked_access
to the necessary information and training. They also
expeijienced difficlty in obtaining credit. Measures to
provide th=is information and training and to provide
access to these facilities would be an important factor in
increasing women's participation in economic activity.

G

Some delegations'referred to the role of educated
women or women in influential positions. Future efforts
to organize and mobilize women should include strategies
which would'make the most effective use'of these valuable
human resources. Governments should recognize the im-
portance of these groups'. Women's organizations should
consider strategies for the best use of their talents and
capacities towards the promotion of women in high-level1-etwork decision-making positions.n
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weekEarly in the first week before the Committee of the
Whole was underway and the Second-Committee had become

Koryne Horbal shared responsibilities
with Alexis Herman, but her talents we soon needed
elsewhere. Vern Goff ably served as documen -5-officer,
throughout. ROMa Stewart, Maureen Rafferty, Odessa Komer
and Mary Grefe served as rapporteuts for the United States
delegation to this Committee. The other U.S.delegates
assigned to the First Committee helped primarily with
drafting amendments and lobbying on behalf'of U.S. spon%
sored resolutions.

Summary of the Debate

The es;encrof'the discudrIon on he basia,themes,
which emerged is reflected in the pass ges Which follow.

Alf delegations which spoke-ad-POI tical partiCipa-
tion agreed on the overriding need to crease women's
participation .in decision-making, esp cially in thos.e
areas which were of central iMportan e to the planning and
governing of their societies. Often important decisions
were made in bodies other than popularly elected ones --'
Such as public counci s, boards and committees ancrin
these the proportion f 'women members-was too often even
lower than in ele bodies.

A number of delegations referred to the important
role of the media in accurately depicting women in present
day society and thereby helping to change the way women
are viewed in society.'

.`
ft

There was a brolad, measure of.agreement on the need to
redefine the roles of women and men in relation to their
societies, and more especially Lxr the family. Women and
men must learn how to Share responsibility for their
families. Such redefinition of roles would require not
only changes in the attitudes of the individuals and the
societies but also structural changes, at every level
and, most especially, at the family level.

A majority of delegations expressed concern about the
\frequently negative impact ot technological advances of
wo employments opportunities and living conditions.
It noted that in developed Market economies and in
dev oping countries women workers in unskifle or semi-
-skilled jobs were among the first victims of labor-saving
technology.

t,
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There was unanimous agreemvrt on the essential r
which educat,ion played in the advancement of women, an
the urgent need -'promote female literacy, which still
lagged behind, particularly in the developing countries.
There was also a need to abolish existing differentiayls in
the over-all educationaloattainment rates of boys and
girls.

SomejOelegations referred to the importance of
educating-omen to make them aware of4existing.legislative
and other piovisions concerning their rights and duties.

1

Some delegations stressed the need to give higher ,

priority to peace, as'one of the aims of the Decade.
Peade was a preconditidn for real eqUality and aevelop-
ment. It.was suggested thatb6th educational systems and

thenti

s meaia should be more involved in the positive
on of peace. The media should be urged to stop thepro

glorification of "might and power". There,should be
programs of the respect of human
rights-at every level, beginnin with the 'primary schools
and, going on to the universittes. %

A nurrAr of representatives stated that the descrip-
tive.list of national machineries (A/CONF, 90/11/Add..f1)
was incomplete. Thk representatiVe of -Japan regretted that
paragraph 127 of the-report on employment (A/CGNF. 94/8/
Rev, 1) did not reflect accurately thecurrent debate in
/Japan -concerning labor legislation.

01 The debate on Annex 1 The Program of Action at the
National Level provided instructive techniques and na-,
tional strategies for accelerating the full participation
Of women, national development plans and policies; na-
tional"mach,inery.and legislative measures.

Effects of Apartheid on Women in southern Africa: Review
of the.'Situation

In the First CdMmitteels deliberations* on Agenda Item
7(0; Effects of apartheid on Women in southern Africa
Review of the situation; four major themes eme4ed from
delegations' statements. The first (1) was ths condemna-

'- tion of apartheid and the affirmation of solidarity with
the.liberation struggles in general, and southern women in
particular. The second (2) Was the identificatiop of
the special nature of oppresgion suffered by-blac1.southern,
African women 'as a result of apartheid. The third (3) was

0
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recognitIon of the contribution of 'the liberation wove-.
ments to the struggle The fourth(4) was condemnation of
the international links with and, support of the Republic
of_.South Africa. 0-677

Delegations unanimously condemned the apartheid
Tpolicy of `the Republic of South Africa. They reaffirmed

their-solidarity with the struggle against apartheid and
racism and many welcomed the newly independent State of
Zimbabwe as a participant for the first time in a United

-1" NaE'ions Conference. The oppressive. effects of apartheid
AP" On all black men,....wdren and children were generally

recognized; and it was agreed that the black women of
southern Africa were .ore -of the most' oppressed grpups.
Many delegations emphasized that the time had come to take
concrete and practical measures to ,alleviate the plight,of
.these women. The was expressed that the Conferebc
-would succeed where others had; failed by agreeing on
significant measures of assistance foriblack women
in southern Africa.

0 .#4 I

Referring to the documents before them; many delega-
t,iOns described different aspects of the situation of the
black women in southern Africa. Reference was' made to the
detrimental implications for' women of the migrant labor
'system, pass laws, mass populat4pn removals and the
relegation of wives and children. to the homelands,
which together had contributed to the break-up of many
families.

All delegations who spokeon this item expressed
their admiration for the courage of the black woman of
southern Africa im their struggle for fundamental
The Special mmittee against apartheid made special
mention of the standing leadership of women in the
trade union movement and in the struggle for national
liberation, and assured the Committee that it would do all
in its pOwer to promote the implementation of thOLConfer-
ence'A recoipmendations-m-.44*istance to the women of South
Africa.

1st
Many4elegations commended th ,,contribution and

leadership;of.the southern African rtbsTation movements.
The observArs for the African/National Congress (ANC),
Pan African Congress (12$C) an the South West Africa
People's Organization,JSWAPO) made statements in the
Committee. The ANC referred to the important role played
by %filen, arbng'side men, in the liberation movement;
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- through this participation inthe struggles for national
libetation; equality with men was being forged. The ANC
stressed,,howeverNothat this equality could not be a-
chieved except in a favorabIeAosio-pdlitical and economic
environment.. In South Africa'thddenial,of equal rightspah
to black women was inherent in thee policy of apartheid.' --

ThyPAC deacrjbed its role in'thehstrugglecOgainst apart-.
heid and emphaSizea the important? of measures of assist- :

ance.".R.APO drew attention -to the deteriorating.. situation
of women in Namibia and made an .ippeal for special mea-
sures aimeaa at.the elimination of racism.

Deploring the continuing economic political;
de ihaluding sport --' and Mi ary.links main-

taihed bymany.countries,with the-Republic of South Africa
in breach ,of numerous resplutions_adopeSd-by United

a Nat'ions bodies and in'defiance-Of,a broad current of
international, opinion, many delegations stressed that
those links Are a Major prop to the r/ac4st regime. 'They-
taged Gbvernmehts to sever such lihks. ;Ivthis regard,
the policies of some NATO countries, asst as lsraelef.
were severely criticized j a mumber'bf,seregations.
*response, the represehtatives of Israel strongly deni,
claim that it has military relations.Uith the Republic 9t
South Africa. The representatAve ot. Luxembourg4 speaking
_on *behalf of the nropeaA Community, pointed Ott that its
member.. states strictly applied the Security Council
sanctions with regard South Africa' and adopted a code
,of.conduct-for their e oMic actiN'titie6 in South Africa.
The represent4tive:of e lederal Republic of Germany
consideree that the sev ranCe"of relations with the

16/4

a

Republic of'SoUth Afric was not the best method of 10,
A

fighting apartheidt. logdp represented * more effective
ppliiiiiirth. Many.dele

.

oRs,e 'retsed grave concern at the
increasing militarizat of e'RepubliC of. South Africa,

-.4,, , yhiqh they asserted posed a( hreat to international peace
' and7-seciirity. In this rega0,.they noted 'South Africa's .

recent steps Ln developing nualear weagonS, ,and' its re-
4 Peated militaey aggression against the front -fine' states,

especia,llyssAngpla.--, 6-.
. ..

re :,;'.
On a' point of- idterven qp,the U.S.Repreentative

. -. , /

..
spoke eloquently of the pArnicious effeCts of the apirt- ,..,...

Ai; qo Ileid system etpecial4 the triple burden of discrimination. .;'.,
aged on sex4;race Wili,class:. The delegate joined other

meit6er nation in an appeal, for greater'aigiStance hea-
turekto combat.ihe en iansionpf repressveL,*ctione- and

. /. %.l e6 that have resulted in the persecutj.i4n of
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inc;..e.dsing numbet:e of women, i.e., pass laws and ettsident
apts: Concern wts'expressed also for humanitAFian And
material assistance to the gtowing number of fefugees;
integration of women into leadershili and support positions
_and the necessity to vastlyexpand the: access of women in
.southern Africa to education and training, employment
'including pay opportunities for farm and garden indus-,..i6. 0
tries and availability of hpalth and nutritional care end
food production.

4

Although the agenda sub item don,cerning special
measures for assistance to women in southern Africa was
not before the Committee, many delegations stressed the
,importance of.such.assistance and addressed the issued in
general terms. One delegation, supported by.a number of
others, Observed that hitherto international efforts to
eradicate apArtap had proved inadequate and that there
was an urgent nra to 'adopt new.ind innovative measures .if
efforts were to succeed: ,Specifically, the focus of
international assistance and attention needed to bee

redirected to the front-line states'supporting the libera-
tiod struggle. The economic hardship faced by these
countries due to thelarge influx of refugees from southern
Africa, and the destruction caused by South Africa'smilitary aggression,'hadfsetiously compromised their
'development and had limited their-ahilkity to cOntinue
supporting the liberation struggles.-

.

at, was proposed that,a new approach wasneeded in the
provision of'internCtional assisttnee.for the edlleation
and training of black South AfricanS, especially tilt 1=
wdmen. For such education .and trai44%to be of rel4to the-needs-and real of-Southe4Africa, it need
be :provided in developing, rtther th$*developed
tries. In this regard, i4nternational.assistanca i
this area needed to, be directed' toward thos dndloping
countries which had demonstrated their...w* ingnees and
Ability to provide °such education and t ining.

Referring to the issue of meadurelpsssistancg,
-one delegation noted' that.it was import to ensdre that
women'as well aspen'benefited from the assistance given.
by United NatiOns bodies,in support of thelptruggleagainst apertheidJin southern Afrisc.- In the Rattle this

1P had seldom been the case. o,
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Effects of Israeli Occupation on "Palestinian Women Inside-
and Outside the Octupied'Teritories: A Review of the
Social.and Economic Needs opmPalestinian Women

In the course of the First Commitee's discussion'of
item 10(a),the majority of delegations stressed that the

' social and fconamid neebs of PalestiniAn wor,en could not
be digcussed in.isolation, but only-within the wider
context of the.-.Struggles of the Palestinian people for
Self-determination. They affirmed that a political.'
settlement in*-ti* middle Eatt s a precondition of
an improvement the'situat on of Palestinian women and
that siicf a settlement could nly be achieved with the
full realization of the right of the Palestinian. people

? under the leadership of the Palestinedberation Organi-
zation. Theie AelegatioArs condemned s ael's,policies,
towards the PalestinianaVeople and expressed their soli-
darity with the. PanstThians, in the occupied territories
and eseyhere, in their struggle for s.olitiCal indepen-,
Zlenc. In .this yontextt 'many delegations condemned the.
United States for itsi saPport of Israel and criticized the r
Camp David agreements4444eh-they-rejected-as-a7denial of-
the legitimate rights of, the plestinians: A number of
delegations dretw atitatTOn,to the Aimilarities op the
policies of the Govgrnments of Israel and South-Africa.

The representative'of,the Palestine'Liberat -ion
prganizationAPLO) saia idleto discuss the rights
of the Palettinian women One the entire Pal,Astinian
lkople were denied batic, humanrights, and Stated that the
struggle of Palestinian women for their own liberation was
inextricably linked*with t1 'struggle for the liberation.
of theirhomelana. She' described the detrimental effeVos
of.lsraeli occupation ot Palestinian'women: the break-up
of thousanas of families; murder, imprisonment ana tor-
ture; confiscation of illand; and discrimination in employ-

\ment, health care and education.

The ettpresentatVe of the League of A States trans-
tto tan appeal from.Palestinian women i e occupiedfitted

for an understanding of thei use and .for

that' mig lay their full in economic and
.i8bistance .struggle to" regain their territory so

e
social development.

*

The repre'sentativdoi Itrael vigor sly rejected
,

.!,

these charges,particularly.thOse of,the LO, 'describing
them as an atteip to diyert the,atterition of the Con-

.

4 ?'
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fi

ence from its main objective "amt introduce Political
debate that belonged in othe-r fora. In th4 view of the
delegation of Israel, document A/CONP. 9441, the report
of.the Economic Commission for Western-Asia on Piaes-
tinian'WoMen, was malicious, tendentious and inaccur4te.

.She stated that zion'isiii was the national
movement of the ,ewish people'and that t
was the ro f.th-ir culture. In denyi
Israej. altreatmentibf Palestinian wom
the c
ec o
th

'the

liberation
e Iand'of Israel-
g the chaOges of

she referred to.
siderable impebvements in'aspects,of their social,

is and cultural. life in recent years. *.Israel hoped
1 women would call for peace and co-operation in

iddle East.

Th- -.elegation of the Syrian Arab Republic recalled
tha a numberof,Arab.delegationt had referred to the
eff cts of the Istaeli occupation 'on Palestinian women
ins .e and outside the occupied territory and had criti-
ciz the methods of the racist entity. and the Camp David
acctde, the principles of which were intended /-.to liqui-
date the Palestinian cause. They refuted the claims put
forward,by the representative of the racist entity,
Israel, and exposedthe violations being coritted against
the Palestinian people in general and Palestinian women leo
particular inside an0- outside the other occupied Arab
territories and in"South Lebanon and the'expanisonist
policy being implemented through the establfshment of
settlementS, thereby confirming that zionism was not a
national liberation movement, as claimed'by the represen-
tative of the racist entity, but rather a movement that q
was eacist inQptIth its structure and its pr4ctrices.

The represent'tive of eke ited &Aites-, irPattempts
to dispel the increasingly ex sive direction of the A
dialogues, reiterated the vi w that,tWe. complex probldms
of. the MiddJ NEast could be discussed productivejy. in4
other Unite Nations fora, particularly in the current
special session of the General'AtsembrY,'but expressed':
willingness to.discuss the problems of Palestinian women
in a spirit of compassion and understan'd'ing. The United
States supported, Israel's' view that the documentation'
was distbrted and,inappropriate and Israel's right to.
'respond to the, unfair, exaggeratedjcharges levelled
against it. In response to,criticism of the Camp David
sagreements, the United States characteiiszed them as a step
,towards peace and tOwardskra just settlement.of the cOn-
flict for both the people of/Israel and'the Palestinian
people. AVI 4 1

O

, I '
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4,7,.

44,'Other delegations expressed sympathy for the plight -

of Palestinian-women and said their countries were willing
to extend specific assistance to them through the appro-
priate channels. In this,context, reference was made to
the important role of UNRRA. These political and'humanii.
tartan aspects of the projoiem if effective'humanitarian
,assfstance was to be given'to.Pdlestinian women. The;.

Conference should, not enter intq a confrontational and
divisive political debate, but should rather concentrate
on practical measures of assistance on which.agreement was
possible. They also expressed stiohg reservations on
document A/CONF. 94/4, m

In making a reply the representative of the Palestine
Liberation 'Organization stabd that improvements in the
status of Arab women in the occupied territories were -not
a substitute for self-determination. That view was'
supported by other,delegations. In exercising its eight to
reply, Israel reiterated that it had not =sought to mini-
mize'the political problems inherent in the conflict or to
present improvements in life-style in lieu of a solution
to lese problems, but to .condentrAte on issues of
'cone rn to women. .

Responding to accusations oPcoljusion an( treason
for its country's role in the, Camp _David agre,ments, the
representative of Egypt stated that the position of,Egypt .
on the right of-the Palestinians to self-determinatIon and
independence was clear and that Egypt would continue to

- safeguard the rights of elle Palestinians, despite un-
justified criticism. A number of other delegations ,

reiterated their earlier alfatements in the exercise
of the right of reply,

U.S. Contributions

The United States delegation was able to introdUCe d
,number of American feminist concepts into the Prograp of

(-41r

Action ebate on the floor, in concert with WEOG pafthers,
and in he draftift group to.which a O.S. delegate was

4 later ap ointed by Mrs. Katie. These includeck

4et

1

A. n the Politica?' Areha

It

1. devernments and political partie9 should
take affirmatives action to increase the
number.of women in elective and appointive
offices at all'levelsv Paragraph 71.

.4

0
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2. G6 5ernments shOttld recognize NGOWomen's
groups as being- critical to. enhancing the _

status of women.. Paragraph,102'.

Th Employment.

1. Equal renumerationor wo rk of equal
value. 'Paragraph 109.

2% Increased involvement of males in domestic
life 'and child care. Paragr9ihs 114, 136,
338, 159:

3. Protect men and women equally from repro-
ductive hazards. Paragraph 123.

4. Rec6gnitiont9f womeht9dounpaid work.
'Paragraph 128.

5. Childcare Centers. Paragraphs 129,,,138,
159.

6. Training and access lo non-traditional
jobs and careers.. Paragraphs 130, 140.

AP
7. Part-time workertitreceive proportional pay

and benefits. Paragraph 132..

8.' Flexi-time. Paratirdth 138.

9. Mugagement career 1, dders for women.
Paragraph 140.

4.
COtIn Health.

1. Protection against domestic violence.
Paragraphs 141, 163.

2. Promote mental well- being. Paragraph 147.

3. Emphasized irresponsible promotion of
breast milk substitutes. Paragraph
153.

4. Elim nation of occupational health hazards
likel o affect reproductive unctions'.
Paragraph 159.

'

88
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5.

6.

7.

8.
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Encouragement of parental leave to enable;
women and, men to carry out their parental

es. Paragraph 159.

eedi of elderly women living alOfte.
aragraph 160.

Needs of handicapped women. Paragraph
160.

Full Medical,attention for adolescent
women. Paragraph 161.

9. Protection against alcohol, tobacco and
drug abuse. Paragraph 164.

Education

1. Promote develbpm nt of non- sexist resource
and curriculum materials. Paragraph
-182.

2. Include courses on women's issues in
. uniOrsity degree programs. Paragraph

114..

3. Encourage parity of men and women in/
teaching and admidistrative.positions at
lfft--1-leve icrn:--P(aragraph
188.

A

, .
.

Unfortunately two U.S. ideas which were-ac epted
earlier are missing in the final program:

1.. Recognition of non - formal

2. Recognition of need"to
to decrease girls unpa
so,thby can remain i

4

/
(89
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tion.

omote strategies
'domestic service
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REsOLUTION5

The United States initiated and/or co-sponsored four
resolutions in First Committee: 0

b
1.' "Improving the situation of Disabled Women of All
Ages" (A/CONF. 94/I/L. 2q4 under which it appealed to
all men and women .of the weld to support and contribute
to the success of the. International Year of Disabled
Persons 1981 and the implementation of the Plan of" Action

rfor the Year; requested that programs of all member
nations and specialized agencies of the United Natio for
Ce International Year of Disabled Persons should

take into consideration the special nee of
isabled Women'of all ages for medical, social voca-

, ional rehabilitation with the object of assu itig the
revention of genetic, congenital and acZid taldis7

a ility through education; enlarging the s ale o voca-
.onal skills and training ficilitieb; a nowledgag.the
pecial needs of worsen who have disabled children and

_ encouraging special attention_to_the sartigular problems
of disabf4d women of all ages in study and research
rojects designed to facilitate their practical participa-'
t ion in daily life as well as in training and in the labor
mark4.

1
- Eunice' iorito, a blind member of the U.S. delegation,_

sat in the U.S. Chair to speak to the resolution.

The resolution was adopted.

2.. "Elderly Women and Economic Security" (A/CONF. 94/I/L,
.23) under which an'accolint was taken of the value and
worth of the elderly pdpulation tif the world and concern
by reports of'neglect and denial of basic economic secu-
rity for the expanding elderly population of the World,
including women; recalled General Assembly resolution
34/153 of December.1279 calling for a World Assembly oh
the Elderly in 198'2 and the regu4V that the Secret
General and "relevant agendies collect data on the elder
fncorporatin% specifically data on elderly women and'
submit these data to member states parpipipating in
the World Conference of the U.N. Decad Womerr-to the

\\world" Assembly on the Elderly, to the Commission on the
tAtus of Women at its 29th Session, with a view to

recommending"necessary action related to the plighf of
elderly women throughout the world. The measure also
requests member states of. the United Nations, to ensure
that women are included in the planning process for and 4

are appointed as members of their delegations to the World
Assembly on the Elderly' in 1982.

- 81
.4

The resolution was adopted.

-At
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3. "Batteredslvomen and Violence in the 'Fa (A/CONF.
94/I L. 24) 'under w is it is considered a violence in
the homes in,the family as.well as in ins ktutions -- in
particular phydi&d, sexual ark other fo ms of abuse of
women,, children and the elderly constit tes an intoler-
able offense to the'dignity of human b ings as well as a
gfave problem for 6+e' physical and me tal health of the
family and for society; recognizes that cloomeStic violence
isa complex probler for which the causes vary byt whose
contributing factors include: geographic or-social isola-

. tione financial difficulties, irregular employment,
alcohol or drug abu'se ana,low self-esteem; requests the
Secretary General.of the .U.N. and relevant organizations.,:c
of the U.N. system to prepgre a study on the extent and
types of abuse and existing resources available foY
relief,burges member states to consider, where appro-
priate, establishing family courts staffea wherever
possible with personnel, including women trained in. law
and in relevant disciplines, as well 'as those with special
experience and expertise further urges member states to
,adopt Measures to protect,the victims of family violence'

to IMpleffefit programs whose aims are to prevent such
abuse 'as well as to provide centers for treatment shelters
and counselling of victims, of violence and sexual gssatat
and proyide rehabilitation care.

4

4

The Resolution was adopted.

. 4. "Women and Discrimination Based on. Race" (A/CONF.
94/I/L. 2'6) The resolution was adopted:" However, due

'--t7o unacceptable amendments--by Syria who added language
denouncing. racist regimes and all countries who co- operate
with those.r.egimes in economic, military and nuclear
fields, and 'by the German Democratic Republic who added a
referende to the -Declaration of Mexico and claimed that

, the World Plan of Action discussed woRem of color ade-
quately and 'cited the Convention on the elimination of
all forms t racial discrimination (a convention to which
the U.S. as a signatory but has not yet ratified)
--the Uni ed States was,forced to withdraw its original
ipdnsorship aria vote,against the amended resolution as
reintroduce.; by Angola.

See.Section XIV. D. of this report for further
discussion.

A
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.Recommendations

The FirSt Committee recommended to the Conference the
adoption of Part two, Chapter III of the draft Program of
'Action for the secohd halfOf the United Nations Decade
for Women as amended in the course of the Committee'S
deliberationsland as set out in Annex-I of the Committee
Report. The text of this Chapter entitled "The Program
of Action at the Rational Level -.National Targets and
Strategies for the Full Participation of Women in Economic
and Social Developmentrcan.be found in-paragraphs 47-105.
of the Program Of Action.

It :is important to note,that the text embodies many
Of the'ideas, issues an strategies identified in the
National and Regional Wtreach Conferences, co-sponsored
by the U.S. SecretaKiat, as of interest to United States
women and reviewed is Critical to the advancement of women
,worldwide.

Discussion includes:

National St
tion of Wom

egies for Accelerating the Full Participa-
in_Economic and Social Development

The improvement of the status bf women requires
action at the national, ldcal and family levels. It Also
requires a change of men's and women's attitudes towards'
their roles and responsibilities in society. The joint
responsi,biliiy of men")nd women for the welfare of the
family in general and Ule care of their children in
particular must I* reaffirmed.

.,,aovernments should explicjtly, state their firm
commitment to accord higb priority to legislative ,ant
other meatures fpr, accelerating the equal and full'per-.
ticipatign of women in econom±e- and social development
'with a view.totr eliminating the ;existing inequalities
.between men and women in all "sectors.

Nationa.1 strategies should as a matter of urgency
integrttte women into their efforts towards.the Nlw Inter-
njtional Economic Order'and a new internationOrievs.lop-
ment strategy for tie Third United Nationg Development
Decade by: 6

1'

`-a

".
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(a) k studying and id ntifying new areas national s

projects that would accelerate socio-eco is growth and .

at the same time en ance the social-econ mic participation
of women by,fostering economic and technical co-operation
among countries; ,

,

- 84

(b) providing advisory services for accelerating national_
self-reliance in co-operation With United Nations organi-
zationsvalso ensuring that women assist in determining
that technology transfer has a positive impact on the
socio - economic situation and health-of women, as well,as-
on their working conditions;

A .

(c) adopting measures to. make equal opportunities for
development and servioes available to women in rural areas
and to women in urban areasiby reversing processes of
unequal economic growth, impleuenting special investment

"and'incentive programs4in disadvantaged sectors (con -
trolling mechanisms).for the transfer of resources from
one sec=tor to ancither"and, where possible,, preventing
the rural sector from being impoverished to the advantage
of the urban sector.

National Development Plans and Policies

Governments-shoulstundertake the followi7cg:

(a) the.establishmedt of qualitative and quantitative
targets for the second, half of the United Nations Decade
for Women: Equality, Development and Peace; projections
for the planning cycleof 1985-1995 should be made where
appropriate,*and reviews conducted in 1985-and 1950.
These shoula especially seek to remove, the gap between the
attainments of men and women, between rural and urban
women and between all women in. underprivileged population
groups, and other women in.all sectors and particularly in
the sections of employment, health and education.

.(b) systematic and sustained 14cing of efforts to inte- :1

grate.wo4en into national development planning and policies,
particularly in the sectors of employment, education and
health, and, in the allocation of adequate material,
technical and personnel rest) rces within each sector of
national development;

Ikt

,1
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(c) the estalishment-Of appropriate provisions fOr
monitoring and evaluating the extent to which women
p.rticipate in and benefit frodboth general and.sectoral .

development programs: /reliable data should be collected
and technical services provided for periodic reviews of

'the ptogress made at all levels of society in eveper
koajor sector of the national development programs;rta'rgets
should be established along with the allocation of physi-
cal and finaCial resources in every development program,
in order do ensu e a more just.distribution'ofbenefits to
women;

(q) the development and_ imprbvement of infrastructural,
technology, basic services and incentives, particularly
for the rural sectors of the OopulAlon and the urban
'poor; wmeri should 'be given equal rights of land-
ownership, equal.access to-credit-and,financing, basic
sanitation, safe water and energy resources, and the
skills to maintain and build community self-reliance.,

(e)' the organization of working women, hl 'all the unor-
ganized sectors, for protection against exploitation, for
sociotoccupational mobility through, education and training
and necessary supportive services for children;

(f) the establishment of incentives and concrete programs
-----------for increasing the participation of women in decision-

baking processes at-all levels and in all spheres of
`national development;,

for the achievement of, paticula bjectives.
Wherever possible be establish d

r

National Machinery

Where it is appropriate but does not exist, national
machinery sho be established -- and preferably at
the highest- ev 1 of government. By national machinery
should-be u erstood central institutions at the national

el and fu thermore, where approptiate, a comprehensiiie
jnetwo extensions in the form of commissions, officqs.
or posts at ifferent levels including the local adMini-

.
strative level ecause of its better capacity for dealing-
wit---ipecific local situ 'ons as well as working units in'
the relevant braricifes of dministration, in order tO
.ensure the effective impel entatiOn of action prOgrams
ensuring the equality of men and)women with a view_tol,

94
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(a) upgrading the capacity'and role of national develop-
ment plans,

(b) conceptualizing women's problems in an integrated
manner within each sector of development and at the same
time developing effective methodologies; policies and

,

mechanisms for affirmative action, where appropriate, to
ensure an inteated approachand

(c) ensuring ase full participation of women in measures
taken by government or other agencies.

it

Effective institutional links between national ;

machinery and national planning units as well as national
women's organizations, should be established with a view.
to: increasing their decision-making powers; increasing
their technical, financial and personnel resources; and
advising on riew,apprOaches to accelerate the - full partici-
pation of women in every sector of the development
process, according to national priorities.

The national machinery should increase the Participa-
tion of grass-roots organizations, such as women! .and
youth associations, rural workers' organizations,._ community
organizations., religious grOups,-neighborhood associa-
tions, as well as trade unlonS>Nboth In depision-making
and in the implementation-of proje4w and in,this regard
should serve as a liaison unit between appropriate -govern-
ment agencies and grass -roots organizations.

The national machinery should implement effective
programs aimed at ensuring that women participate in and 1

benefit from the implementation,'4t the ngtiOnal, regional,
and international levels, of thp relevant recommendations
of such'MajOr United Nations conferences as the World
Conference on Agrarian Reform and,Rural Development, the
United Nations Conference on Science and Technology for
Development, and the international Conference on Primary
Health Card:

Action Taken in Plenary'on,the Report of the First Committee

At the 20th plenary meeting on July 30, 1980 the
Rapporteur-,of the,First Committee introduced the ComMit-
tee's ,report' in which the Cotmitted recommended to the
Conference the adoption of Part Two, Chapter III of the

Or
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draft Program of Actionl as revised by the Committee, and
eleven drafts resolutions (Nos. Ito XI). *

At its 20th and 21st plenary meetings on 30 July 1980
the Conference took action on the recommendations of the
First ComMittee.

At the 21st plenary meetiV the - Conference adopted
without a'vote Part.Two, Chapter III of the draft,progam
dfAction'as recommenced by the First Committee.

At the 20th plenary meeting the Conference adopted
without a vote the folldwing draft resolutions recommended`

4 by the Committee:- '

Draft resolutionrentitled "Famirf Planning'

Draft resolution II entitlea "Impioving the situation
of disabled women of all ageslw

Draftresolution-III entitled "Migrant women"]*
% as

Draft resolution IV entitled "Elderly women and
;economic security

Diaft resolution V entitled "Battered women and
vidlence in the fairtily"

Draft resolution VI entitled "Review and evaluation
of. progres§ made in the implementation of the ilorld,
Plan o'f Action at the National Level"

At the 21st pleb meeting the Conference adopted '''

4-,-w-ithout a vote the fol owing draftwesolutions recommended
by the First Committee:

Draft resolution VII entitled "Special measures in
favour of yoUng Amen"- t.

lli of discri(nin'atonsaga,t ,

Draft resolution VIII entitled "Conivention on the
Elimi tion Of All Forms ins
Women"

DraftresolUtion IX entitled " omen living in condi-
tions-of extrAre poverty"

f
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IX. rPORT OF THE SECOND COMMITTEE 1
41

Organization of Work

The Conference at its first,plenary meeting on July
14, 1980 allocdted the following items tp the Second
Committee:

Item 7(b): Effects of'sPartheid on' women in southern
Africa: specidl measures for assistance to women in
southern Africa; -

.

Item 8(b): Review and eyaludtion of the progress
made.and obstacles encountered in attaining the objectives
of the United Nations Decade for Women: -Equality, De-
velopment'and Peace, at the national, regional and inter-
national levels, from 1975 to 1980, in keeping with the
World Plan'of Action for the Implementation Of the Objec-
tives of the International Women's Year: 'review and
evaluation of regional and global programs of the United
Nations system of organization at promoting

)the objectives of the Decade.

.

.Item 9(b): ,.Progra m. of Actin for .the second half of
the United NatioriDecade for Women: Equality, Develop-
ment and Peace, 1981-1985., designed to ,implement the World
Plan of Action: regidn 1 and international targets and
strategiei, takingin unt the subtheme "Employment,
Health and Education".

Item 9(c): Progcab. of Action foi the second helf of
the United Nations Decade for Women: Equality; Develop-
ment and Peace, 1981-1985, designed.to implement the World

or Plan of Action: the situation of women refugees the world
over.

.

Item 10 (b):'Effects,of ISrieli occupation on Pales-
tinian .women inside` and outside the occupier ;territories:
special measures for assistance to Palestinian women
inside and outside the occupied territories.

VP r
The,Committee'bontidered these .items at meetings held

feom July 15'to 29-, 1980. For its consideration of the
items the Committee had before it the documents mentioned
in the relevant sections of the annotations o the pro-
visional agenda .(A/CONF. 94/1), which also eferred to a ,

number of backgroupd documents.
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entitled "Women and Discrimination Based on Race".

-89-
, .444,....0

Draft'iesolution X entitled "Promotion of equality in
education and ,'training"

At the same meetli Aim Conference adopted by a
roll -call vote of 78't 3, with 39 abstentions, the draft
resolution XI recommend d by .the Fitist ComMittee and

4
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The P`re iding Officer of the Committee was Mrs.
Shiela Kaul (India) who was elected by acclamation at the
1st plenary meeting of the Conference.

At its 1st meeting July 15 the Committee elected the
follow* Olicers:

40
Deputy Presiding Officers: Ms. Maria de.Lourdeb. C..E. S.

de Vicenzi (Brazil)
Mr. Chavdar Kiuranov (Bulgaria)
Mso Nermin Abadan-Unat (Turkey)

'1\

1

Rapporteur: Mr. Ali Benbouchta (Morocco)
4

)
. * ..

International Situation

The Second Committee not only dealt With development
issues per se, but also key politichl issues whidh were
.introduced during the Preparatory Commifttee meetings.
Although the National Strategies section ot'the Program of

, certain.international
II caused trouble for t

,

e
genda item 10 ("Effects o _

ian Women") and agAnda i em

Action was adopted by con
issues scheduled for Comm
United States, particularly
Israeli Occupation on Palest
7 ("Effects of Apartheid. on W,' en in southern Attica.")
In addition, the issue of women refugees-item 9(c) rayed'
political questions.

In the end, it was India's amendment to thelProgram
of Action which called for "assistance to Palestinian'
women in cooperation and consultation with the PLO, the
representative of the Patestinianipeople", which was the
major reason why the U.S. along with Israel, Australia and
Canada voted "no" on the whole, Program of Action.

Ironically,, it was the nations who believe themselveth
most committed to women's rights and equalitrof oppor-
tunity=who were fOrced.to vote no or abstain on political
grounds." And it was those governments who are not known
internatiOnally for their stands in favor of human, civil

. or women's rights vhd "politicized" thW conference and
then,voted overwheliingly gor the Program of Action,
a document Which containgfstrong recommendatfong fot
promoting women's roles in development.

. iioweVer ,. when the section on essAtance to' women
refugees was passed, the United States was applauded for

,:. its diligence in bringing together many nations in beha]r
of a strengthened, humanitarian section.

Ski
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The Program of 'Action

The Second Committee dealt with amendments tothe
draft Program of Action and Resolutions related to,theo,,
international and regional, agencies and to bilateral
funding agencies. Many paragniphs in this section con-
centrated On women in development problems and activities
and the major items in this section' dealt with the ro15-"bf
the UN tem in providing' assistance to and analyzing the
pro f women in developing countries.'

o

e International Targets and Strategies section
begins with the statement. that "peace, security and
national independence" are "essential-prerequisites for. an
environment where, the rights, responsibllities, and roles
of woman can be prombted." !t further_ reinforces-the
commitment to a new international ecotic order and
identifies'the strengthening of regio 1 programs as an
important aspect btrestructuringthe United Nations
sysra to.meet this goal, noting the importance of the .

regional Plant, of Action for the irltegratiOn of women.
The responsibility Of the United Natiors in,takeing "dyna-
'mic international action" to proloterwomen's full and
equal participation in development is .affipmed.

,
To assist in, that process, the document seeki to

outline essential strategies and areas of action. The plq,
should cooperate with intergovernmental and non-govern-',
mental Organ zatipps to implement women in development ,

programs, inc ding revising and redefining concepts and
policies, if necessary. Development programs, should take
,account of the contributid and interests(of women,
'leading to appropriate prog ams Which)will iicreas
women's .productivity while guarding against adversi
impactt. Among the' ew approaches for mobilizing women's
resources, paragfaph #221 specifits the deNreloppent of -

' "cooperative mOvements,and community self reliance" in
iqateri-energy, health; sanitation and housing, day
care centers, an4 other b.34ic services."

.As part of the emphasi.s(on (deceintralization` and,
sharing of technology and information.4tong.the de4eloping
countries, the Program ,argues that all development pro-
grams should utilize loc4ly available t?:pertise to
improve the quality of project design anb'results. The
activities of the UN Voluntary Fund are commended. the
paragraph which 'argue.that stuoiee thoulde undertaken
to seek new ways andmeans to integrate poor women
into the development mainstrqam, including st4ries of .the '.-

effecti of wage policies,,tadegreements and.inter-.
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national commodity prices, Ay, paragraph suggested by the
U.S. delegation, requests UNESCO 4 study omen's access */

to primary, secondary and postsecondary education, both
formal and nonformal and Wg0.tpaaptess 'progress .made
by women in gaining access to primary health care.

Paragraph #225 ,speciically calls. for the comliation
of comparative data on-national-legislation aimed at
,promoting sex equality "by,way of,gener4in'g ideas and

, exerting persuasion." .A further section urges support for .
"national machineries" such as women's bureaus, while
another speaks to women's, organizations and grass roots
participation ifer.the preparation and implementation
of programs And projects. The special session of he
General Assembly on development', the forthcoming UN
Conference on New and Renewable Sources of Energy, and the
Water Decade' fot Safe 'Potable Water are askedbb look at
woMen's issuslin their, sectors.

Further, the United Nations in coopeptiOn-with
'national governments, is called upon to increase partici-
pation of women by':

(

1. reducing the burden of traditional tasks through chila
care and appropriate technology ana the fair division
of labor between vomen and men;

2. counteract factors which tend to keep girls and womN
,out of schools and training centers;

3. create new employment and occupational mobility
opportunities for women-,

4. increase the economic returns to women for their
labor, and implement the principle of equal pay for
work of equal value;

5. recognize the important contribution' of women to
'economic development, raise the productivity or
women's labor for their own benefit and theobenef,it of
their families, and at the same 'time undertake appro-
priate structural changes . to prevent wome s unemploy-
Ment;

6. recognize the vital role of women in agric Lure ana
guarptee them,equitable access to-land, technology,
water, other natural resources, input ana service's
and equal opportunities to develop their skills;
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)
I. promote equal participation of women in the indus-

Ltrialization process, counteract negative effects of
industrialization, and ensure that scientific and
technglogical development will benefit both men and,
women; and ,

1.4

8. ensure women's a'ctive participation in and accpss to
primary healthcare consid$ring their, specific health
needs.

The above list'represents the difficulty of isolating
"women" as a special Issue. Clearly a focus on women
affects our, viers of all issues from health to employment,
chilecare, and the concern for male involvement,in
conventionally."female" concerns. This also makes it

*,'difficult to set priorities, though the education of
girls, employment and increasing women's productivity-='in_
both the "household" and what has conventionally been
viewed as the "economic" sphere are important first goals,
particularly when they are related to!tood production
issues.

The Program of Action then identifies five areas for
intepationalotprograms and policies.

The first is technical cooperation,' training and
adviibry-services. .Paragraph #241 states: "technicar
cooperation silould be conceived in the context -of overall
development and not as welfare programs.") The Program
recognizes that women's low access to.technology and
techqical arid scientific training is Centro]. both to
the low productivity of, work and to the absence of women
in sciprifific,,technical and pdlicy fields. Paragraph
#233(d) gives support to the International Research andp
Training Institute fora the Advancement' of Women (INSTRAW)
to improve women's techniCal and managerial skills. The
UN Deve,lOpment ProgOm J,,UNDPr is ,asked to continue
its support.for'the 701untary Fund, to promote regional,
subregional and national pAdects for research and
training, ,and to make guidelines for the implementation of
the Piqgram;of Action pal.t of their development coopera-
tion policies.-,

The second area is mobilization of human, resources,
which begins with the, statement that UR,effortsishould be
intensified "to involve more men in programs for attitudinal
change', particularly id,employment, health, education,
rural pevetopment'and'palitical partfcipation." Both the
UN system and national'governments are asked to appqint
more women, Alclude women,in,the4r delegations to inter-
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national conferences, and develop items on women's issues.
to be includes in such conferences P_Be're again-the link
is made to the lack'of science and technology training as
a barrier to women's access.

The third, area, is "Assistance to women in southern
Africa." RecommendatiOnS are addressednot'only to the UN
and member states, bu,t.also NGO's and other groups to give,
the.following assistance to southern African liberation
movements: (a) legal, humanitarian, moral, and political

\pssistance; (b) training'for women in. positions of leader",
ship; (6) training for roles after the 'struggles; (d)
'international support for the sotithern African womens
struggle; and (e) dissemination'ofinformation about
apartheid and racigm lo involve women. Women's sections
of national liberatioli'movements are to be encouraged and
supported; and member states Are called on to ratify
the 19-73 Convention againgt apartheid.

The fourth area for special attentio0,1s the issue'of
,assistance to Palestinian women. The draft Program of.
Action did not introduce the Palestinian. Liberation
Organization (PLO) as the appropriate-agency through which
to channel assistance. The Indiant Amendment,. however,
called upon the UN,-national governments.and all groups to
"provide assistance in consultation add-co-operation with
the PLO, the representative of the Palestinian people",
-and emphasizes the need for data,, the need tQ support the
General Union of Palestinian Moment and the dissemination
of information as well as,hcalth,'employment and cultural
measures. This amendment was passed in a chaotic,after-
noon session in which many nations protested-the oonfusion
and abrogation of the rules of procedure allowed, by. the
Indian' Chair.

1.0

0

Another special agenda item which tared .ber was
that dekirig with women refugees. The U.S. delegation
spearheaded the effort toiredraft this section and suc-
ceeded in developing a consensus on a 'draft which dealt
with the humanitarian rather than the, political aipedts of
the situation of women refugees. Theicentral.point off-
this section is that women and .children form the bulk of q e°,
refugees in many parts of the world and suffer ailpro-'
porationately--'the 'traditional disadvantages of many
women in society are intensified in refugee situation".

0
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In this sect ion the 'UN High '.Commissioner for Refugees
is requested, to forhulate specific,, prograMs +relevant to
women in all phases of refugee life and to give senior
level personnel responsibility, including monitoring
.internationaltagencAes involved in refugee relief.

.The section on refugees openb with this statement, a
U.S, amendment:

) Humanitarian assistance to and resettlement of refugees,
regardless pf sex, race, religiOn or national origin, and
wherever they may find themselves, 'is an vinternational
responsibility which all nations concerned should help to.
bear,''Because the overwhelmtng_proportion of refugees are_
women, who generally suffer more radical changes in role .

and status than male refugees, the United Nations and
other international organizations are urged to address
tl?emselves specifically to the problems and vulner-
abilities of women. A

The section gOes on to call for:

(a) Legal,'humanitarian(and moral assistance; ensuring the
fullest respect df....their huMan, civic an4 political '
rights; (b) special relief efforts to reach %/Oen and*
children, and particularly handicapped persons; (c)
assistance and counselling in the country of asylum, with-
emphasis-on self reliance;, (d) special health care. ,

measures, including family planning services and Supple-
mental feeding programs for pregnant and lactating mother;
(e) training -to prepare women for employment and self-

ficieney; (f). and special etforts to facilitate family
eunion: , 2

Also included wasan item which called' on "the UNHCR
to ehcourage governments 'in whose territory abuses of
women refugees-take place to bring to justice the per-
petrators of such abuses." .Host country governments were
also encouraged'to allow sufficient internationalersonnel
in refugee camps to discouragO.exploitation or any attacks
upon *omen refugees.

The role of women refugees in the operation and

1!
It:

administration of refugee camps and in the desig of
training and oridntatiom prog-ams is encouraged Further-
more, the UNHCR is urged to d elop policies s,A1 h ac-
tively involve'refugee !Amen: ' self help programs
in an, effort to fully utilize .heir skills and -,talents.
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After4ts discussion of these issues, the Program `of
Action.prOmdsto'the diS9uhsion of international stan-
dards, research and data diaseminationof-infbrmation., and
review Arid appraisal of

e *
I

On international standards,'thle Program of Actibn
calls .foi ratification or accession to the Conventiop on
the Elimination of All. Forms of giscrimination Against
Women, adopted by the General Assembay jnyDecember 1979, .

and to support all the special conventions' which relate to ,

women.- The Committee on the Elimination'of Discrimination
against Women will monitor repor,t4ng systems under the
Convention, and the UN Commission..vn the Status of Women
will monitor the 'reporting system for the implementation
of the grogram of Action. There is special attent4.oh to
the UN eddies with appropriate responsibilities tormopitor

'the conduct 'of transnational corporations and the transfer
,of technology.

The issue of data and research received attentn as
a key element* of policisand programAhplementatioh. The
UN -system was called upon to give "high priority to
action-oriented research in areas where informabdon.does.
notalready exist on ways of integrating women in develop-
ment with a-view to formulating development objectives,
strategies and policy measures responsive to the needs'o
women and men." The research is.td be aimed at developing
effective methodologies evaluating:

1' -

. the,health status of' women
. the double buiden of working,women , °

the_degree of absence of Women from employment because
of maternity %

.

. edubatiollal opportunities or lack thereof for women

. factors-kontributing to illiteracy %
,

. full access of women, including drop-outs, to all
types and levels of education .

. conditions of the female- headed househdld

. politfcal participation. of women .

.

.. nature of the pontr.ibutions of women's organizations
more systematic analysis of'interrelationships between .

women's participation in development and demographic.
phenomena' ..

,
'

A final sentence in this section calls for research
. . on employment, opportunities projected ten years eyond the

UN,Decade for Women and on trainplg and educati nal
programs needed to meet "the need for the speci is Work-

.

force so identified.'" ,
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Another item calls special - attention terwcimem's
participation in international migration which is called *

"4n enduring profess" and "suggests that researdh'be
conducted into the "economic functions,*the legal arid
social status, difficulties arising from language barriers
and the education of the.second generation".
.WHO, UNESCO and FAO' are ali Called upon to ,continue and to
develop studiewon the health, employment And educational
.-conditions of migrant ..,women including theirlrelationship

social security, hod-ging and social welfare policies.

As to dissemination of data, the UN' is asked to make
available compendia of dtaiistids'with the most recent
data, time trend analyses, and measures designed to
improve the situation of women. is is recommended that
the Directory of,Intetmational Statistrps . include a
special section to measure, where data exist, ,progress
toward the economic equality of the sexes. .

\s- ,
.

1 .

.
.

Further, methods of coliedting atlatics shoUld be
examine and revised *to encourage st istical operations
ftee from sex based stereotypes and sensitive to the .

participation orwOmen. The Program of Action also Calls
on the UN regional commisions in Collabokation"with the .,
specialized agencies to:

!, .

- -help'countroies to establish indicators to measure
,',progress toward*uality;-

- -prepare a "rdgional inventory of social, economic and .

-demographic indicators relevant to the/analysis pf the
status of men; and data-should tie made available forof
use in de lopmentA implementation and evaluation of , ..

programs.
.

.

- - increase the household survey'capability; and

- -increase/the level of investment in long-range"fundar.
mental research.

The UN system is caljied upon to insure that informa-
tiln on women be a part of international data banks and '

thqt the Joint United Nations information Committee -

(JUNIC) take into consideration- women's participation' in
information activities such as press, film and television
projects, seminars, etc.

1
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UN and specialized agency prograMs in a nuiber of )
areas--inclOdift4 health, hutrition, food production, --
.4re -also called on to increase thpir infoEmatioh-on
matters affectingswomen, with emphasis on, reaching moss
audiences in rural and isolated regions where women tend
to be cutoff from the'main media channels. Simtlarly,'ON
'radio programs and UN films.shod10 include more materials
on "women; and_ all UN information networks and publicStions
should' increase their coNferage of women. Communication
components should be built into development programs,.,,and
bibliographies pf studies on, women in the development- 0 "
process are also.reCommended'tcrbe widpay disUpibuted.

iht.united lations system is asked to review ,every
two.years',10e.Progress achieved in implementing -41e World.

---% Plan of Actiontand_the Program of ACti6h for the second
half of becadg': This f4 to be monitored,py the
-Commission on the Status of Women.by,-setting;hew priori -,

ties within existOg bucikethry limits.f
4 Aa

Finally,*,the Program of Action turns to the issUe'of
-" 'policy and program for the'regional organizations- and'tO

the need for recruiting women to high evel posts in Alf.
intepational OrganizAtionsfinclilding.the Wsystelh.
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RtSOLUTIONS 2, 111*.

.. t., 4,0'

if , e . Z fb 1The United' States, initi-etetianci/or ect.4vey .co,7*...
sponsored fikre reeolution8 'discussed. in the Second CoMmit-'

,.
'

- , ,...,.. 1tee.. , . , .,,. ) .i ,,
,.. I. $./.,

.., .

,*. -
$

44. "'- 1. "The situation eloinen" rl-lugees e'rid displaced woinen.
the world over' IResolut ion 412, A/CONF. 94/3$ Addo r) . '.

. ......

'99" 1,

.,$

The United State n to Copenhagen firmly. committed
to insuring an 4pen and ductive discussion Of the
s . .ituation of women refuge s and- prepared. to .sgonsdr a .-
esolutiori on this issilel. \Uk rtimately, two esolUions .

kith. the same title. wet a led, and adopted by Conference '
delegates'. The first"; 412 cited above,, was adopted. in the

.Second Committee by cohaellS4ivel--the-s* cond 'Resolution
#13, A/CONF. 94/34.,Add. 1, was adopted iby roll call vote ..

t .. , ,

. , ....- t"-- 'I-,
. / * -

.,
. . \-- . ,

, BOth resolutibne, Speak It the ptessing global, refugee.1 problem, highlightking the spe c ill-affects .`on women
and girls. . Both, cell for UN and bi ateral .hurfidnitatian ,

. assistanas and call for protective nd preventative
- measures to 'Curb physical' abuse Of Omen arid children

refugees., Furt ermord'o, both resol tions call on the UN,4,..
High Commission r for Refugees' to increase the number ot
women. in all. 4eve'ls of re);ugee assistance prograns.

*

The major. substantivei.difference betw
that the U.S. sponsored resollition does not

two- is

suggest, any of thq possible' root ,causes 'of la ge regional
or global refugee situations.' whereas' Resolution #13 site
foreign aggression, racism, oppression, opartheid, colonial-
isr6,-neo-colonalism, the use of inhumanb weapons and '

methods of war and ine4scriminate hcsstil ities as causes

tion is silent. lloweve -after exteniVe U.S. delegation
for an increase in. the *oblein, the U.S. sponsored tesolu-

e
lobbying 'efforts, Resolution #12 was adopted bz consensus,
followId- by .spontaneous' applause. N

4 IL
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. 2. "Women in Ithe United Nations Secretariat" (Resolution
#24, i/CONF. 94/3.4 Add. 1) . .

. 4

-The-iitue of women in the UN system has' long peen-a
toncern to the United States as it crIo'all the world's ,

,women. :Three separate resolutions were tabled and-adopted
,ori this subject; .-- one on the COmmission on- the Status
of Women, one on the UN Voluntary Fund-and One on the
International Training and,4(esearth Institute for the

, Advancem (INSTRAW).krit of Wdmen
.

.

. ..,
- ,

, . .

i The U.S. resolution calls for a review of current
.. ,

. UN practices...ip the7recruitment,/promotion of women and.
renforcement of antidisciiminatidn mechanisms elatiw to

(women's employment.

'.0,?"

_(--

,

The!,resolut.ion was adopted-10y consensus.

3; "International Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation
Decade" (Resplutkon #25, A/CONF. 94/34Add. 1)

Bedause of the basic need for safe and potable
'drinking water, and understanding thpt women usually
are tasked with carrying this water to their homes,
sometimes,spending up to 25% of their' day doing,it, the .

U.S. went forward ,with tabling the above resolution, which-
passed by,consensus.,

"Zxploitation of ,the 'Prostitution of Others and
Traffic ori."Pep:sons",(Resolution443, A/CONF. 94eS4 Add.
1)

This resolution, co-sponsored by the U:S., passed
by consensus. Its purpose was to highlight the deplorable

4 0 alexploltatioon of women and children worldwide and' to /
increase awareness of these persons as victims and not
pgrpetrators of crime. It is the U.S. hope that this
resolution will provide the necessary impetus to the UN
and other-intergopernmental bodies, specialized agencies
and NGO's with cahsultative status to develop both re-
search and actiocitprograms to address this situation:

S. "Women in Agriculture and Rural Areas" (Resolutiori
#44, A/CONF. '94/34 Add. l)-

The U.S. was an active co-sponsor of thi resolution
primarily due-to the strong sense of identity, among

/ the world's rural women, incluOng Americansr'ral women.
The resolution speaks to the need for getter technological
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transfer between countries, portrayal ot eUtal wOrpenvi
the inbrase in nig tion'fromirural to urban areas,'
,jOb-training acc ss 6 education, health care and credit.

This resolution wIladopted by cogtensild*

ConcrUSions
'

Despite a heavey loa of nal politics,
the Copenhagen-Conference of the Unite .Nations Decade
for Women moved women in development a giant step forward.
The Program of Action developed at the Conference contains 4
excellent guidelitps and suggestions for women .in-develop-
ment policy and activities at the national, regional and .

international levels. These guidelines and suggestions
are directed at national governments, multilateral and
bilateral development agencies, the/ UN syst6m and private
Organizations. Since the Onited.NationS4-membership is
doMinated by Third World, countries,' it is not surprising
that the guidelines and suggestions are development
oriented./

Each country's delegation'to every U.N.conference
protect its.gpreign policy interests first and deals
with the subject matter of the conference second. Women's
conferences are not difterent-in tact, because of the
broad range.of subject matter of women's conferences,
they are, perhaps, especially susceptible to international
'politics. The-Copenhagen Conferende for the UN Decade for
Women had three "political" items on its agenda. These
political items creftted most of the media attention and,
in fact,'dominated the discussions at Copenhagen. However
when the final Progran of Action was adopted it was
womerqs issues.and development questions! riot the politi-
cal questions, which dominated th document.
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. REPORT OF THE PLENARY

The Plenary convened for the first time July-140'980
for Conference opening ceremonies; twenty subsequent,

, sessions were held for a total. of twentrone plenary
-meetings.. The Conference officially was opened by Kurt
-Waldheim, ON Secretary General and Her MajestylQueen
Margrethe' II of Denmark. Ih addition, His Excellency,
Mr. Anker Jorgensen, Prime Minister ofDenmark aaressed
the delegates and Mrs. Lise Ostergaard, Minister for
Cultural Affairs of Denmark thanked the delegates for
electing her President of the Conference. .-

. .

All t hetopening,cpeakers streshd global interdepen-
dency and women's potential contribution to the develop- .

ment of society. Secretary General Waldheim stressed the
importance of "Equality, Develgpment and Peace", the
objectives of the UN Decade ftr Womenm and further out-

' lined the need to proCeed toward eacH"simultaneously.
% Her Majesty Queen Margrethe II noted that societal atti-

tudes towards women and men should be flexible-and that
women are actively seeking't shape development of those
Societies in which they live Prime MinistersJorgensen,
in his address, stated that the Conference offerecan

v impoitant opp4tunity to bridge the variedconcepts of
"Equality; Development and Peace." Mrs. Ostergaard spoke
about the economic situatiomof women, citing many of t e
horrendous effects of poverty, illiteracy, poor health nd

P

lack of access to paid employment. She further voiced h
hopes that'the delegates,.would move forward in their wor
looking for universally / /acceptable conclusions which would
produce effects worldwide.

The last mator event in the opening ceremony was
deliverance to_the Secretary General of a petition signed,
by more than half a million Nordic women. The petition
urged prompt action to achieve ,disarmament and peace, an
and to all aggresaion and tothe power struggle of the
great Powers, in order,that the resources so released
might be used for constructive purposes. ,

During this same session, delegates adopted0he rules
, of pr9cedure and the agenda. In its second meeting,
delegates elected officers other than the President,
allocated work to the Conference Comhlittees andestab-

' lished the Committee of the Whole.

Sr*
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From July 15:-25, delegates. heard 137 national
speeches, 11 addresses from Cbmmissions or specialized
agekies, varibus,epeeq0es from official observers,
messages from Heads of Btate and-37 rights of '"reply. Most
od this speeches concentrated on assessing national pro-
gress in the Conferepqe.subtheme of "Health,. Education'

`'""wand Employment,". as well: as "Equ4lity, Development and
-Peace." Sarah WeddinOon, co-head\of the U.S. delegation,
delivered the'b.St:Jspeech, which was interrupted five
tides by applause. (See Tab 7 forNa copy of this speech;
Tab 8'for President Carter's message delivered by U.S.
Delegate Judy.Cgrter7JfUt topical contents of other
speeches see Chaptf,..0V of the UN Report on the World
Conference,Tab

,-

.There.were a small number of orga nized protests
throughbut the national speeches. Duringthe Israeli
speech, Leila Khalidr-PLO observer and known hi-jacker
-and terrorists, leda walk-out of some Soviet Bloc and
Arab. states. On the same-day, between 26.and 70 (reports
are cOnflicting4 nations walked Out in protest of the
peaker from Democratic,Kamputhest(DK). DK had been

officially credenfialed by the Credential Committee.
There was a small walkaut during Egypt's national speech
delivered by Mrs. Jihah Sadat:

On July 18, thetHead of the B Vivian delegation
was invited to a dress ;the. Conference. She denounced 4lthe Bolivian coup wh had just taken place attacking
"the most reaction r orces in-my country." Her%inter-
vention came after hou.s'of demonstration in front of the
Bella Center by symPathizers of the felled Bolivian
regime, and after 'an unfortunate incident between the, .

2gonference security,fdce, an8 the demonstrators.

Polemics and .rtietoric weie'present during the speeches.
While the UrSrtinfrequently came under dirett attack,

,

. there were numerous references to imperialism, colonialism,
negrcordnialism aritkitile global, tensions instigated by the

egplye^ In particular attacks came
world's super powers.. When appropriate, the U.S. ask
for, the right

1...,

North Korea, dof the PLO, Iraq, and the African
National. Congress'of Smith Aftice. There were, of course,
numerous attacks ,on Israel.

)!'

.
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911 July. 304,the 20th and 21st Plenary sessions were
convened. During the '20th session, delegates partially_,
approved the work of the First and Second Committees.-
Because of alJelaY in Conference documentation"transla-,,
tion and reproduaion,,the organization, ot work became
somewhat confusing. In the 21st session, Conf e

delegates completed their work, adopting th Agram of
ction and 48 Resolutions. ge°

° , In thefinal Moureof that st session, paragraphs
#2 and #5 were still to be,settled, and vote on the

In' of Action as a whole was still to be takeit.
Paragraph #2,-refers to the Declaration of Mexico, which
equates zionism and racism, and the Conference of Non-
Aligndd and Developing, Countries dn the Role, of Women
in Development, Baghdad, May 1979,' which'repudiates the
Camp David accords. Although there were many attempts
for compromise language on this paragraph, none were
satisfactory. The paragraph with the above references was
adop 'ted 89-7(U.S.)-23.

/'
Discussion on paragraph t5, whiah'incluaes zionism

tgr.
in a list of "isms" as_impediments to the world peace
process and cooperation among .statesw caused a great aeal
of confusion. The amendment adding Zionism'-- tabled.
by India on behalf of the G-.77 -- was called for a vote.
However, the'rgpxesentativ from Senegal expressed the
opiriion that adding the wora-(concept) zionism was.
procedural and not substantive, thus making it possible'
'to adopt the, amendment by a simple majority rather than
two-thirds The representai4e of Israel contested this
view, where upon the representative of the Netherlands
suggested a vote be takv.on whether or not the amendment
WasA.n fact procedural. Legal counsel Was callea ana -

his opinion was that the amendment was substantive,
however' under the rules of procedure adopted by the
:delegates, the delegates could determine by a vote whether
any matter wacirocedural or- substantive; such_a vote is a
procedural matter,. only a simple majority is-tequired.
For a while chaos ilqaped, and the representative of
Sweden stated that if zionism was to be considered proce-
dural, thenhe would like a vole to determine whether or
not colonialism was procedural. Finally, there was some
debate on whether the Program of Action at a whole was
procedural yin nature, not at `all substantive. 1t this
point, Ms. Ostergaard inteivehed.as President of the
Conference asking that the proceedings not turned into a
theater of the absurd. Egypt called for closure of the
debate. .By a- vote of 59-37-(U.S4-13 the amendment was
considered ptocedural. -Paragraph #5 was adopted in its 1

entirety, 69-24(0.94025.
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%After,a few explanations of votes on paragraphs #5,
,tie _United States calltcrlor the vote on the Program of
Action' as a, whole. t was adopted 94-4(U:S.)-22. Imme-
Idiately, the representative of Canada received the floor
to explain Canada'S "no" vote. She spoke movingly, about
Canadian women's expectations -of the Conference, and their
disappointment. She protested against they unnecessary and
counterproductive politicization that -had taken place
stating, "...strong disapproval of the mockery and farce
which the conference had made of serious proposals tp end
women's irlituality." She then ledged the continued
commiment of CAnada to working or the equality between
women and men.

,Sarah Weddington,. -Head of....the U.S. delegation,-
tank the floor decrying t lack of real discusdioh',of
Women's status and.womet's ncerns and instead the
frustration of political. polemics in which women's true

ivinterest in political affairs,had teen ignored. Ms.
Weddington concluded by saying tilat the United States
would continue to strive for. the achievement of 'the,
objectives of tileTecade and in particular for the true
and full equality of omen throughout the world. Sub-
sequently, ma* other nations took the floor to explain
their votes.

The Plenary concluded at 2:35 a.m. July 31, 1980.k

%
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XI., COPENHAGEN CONFERENCE OUTCOMES

op

C
During the two and one half' weeks of the Copenhagen

Conference, thtee significant events took place. The
first was the adoption of the Pcogram of Action for the
second half of thp UN Decade_fo?41Women: Equality,, Devel-
opMent and Peace. The second was,the.adoption of 48 .

resolutions. 'The third was the signing of the Convention
on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against
Women by 52* UN member states.

The Program of Action was adopted in a vote of ,9'4 -4
iU.S.)-22. 'The document contains287 paragraphs covering
broadly the historical oppression of the-investiga-
tion'of,women's status an the national el and the
international leve4 and sUggestioni,for future action by
both national. governments and international bodies.

The United States' voted against the Progrirof Action
because of three-paragraphs which refer to the Middle.East
in whys which -are ant4thetical to U.S..- foreign olicy..
However, this vote doesnot limit or afypt U.S. upport
of theWorld Plan of Action adopted in ekico Cit 1975.
The t.S. still remains, committed to, the goals of he' UN
Decade, for Women bOth nationally and internation ly.

r4

Forty -eight resolutions were passed by Confe ence
delegates, 32,by..-consensus; the U.S. voted against 7
resolutions, abstained on47 additional resolutions and
!expressed reservations on 2. These resolutions address
issues pot specifically mentioned in the Programeof Action.
,nd/or give special emphasivrto,isauds of importance to , /
the wpelcl's women. The reasons for,U.S. negative voteg.or
abstentidns are as varied as the tropics of the resolutions
which were considered.

4

*As of D cember 17, 1980, 81 UN member states have
signed the Convention on the Elimination of All Ft:MS of
Discrimination Against Women;8 of which have also rati-,
fled ortacceded to it as well,. The Convention goes into

:61effect when. 20 countries have deposited ingtruments of '4

ratification or accession with the United Nations.

X15
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41Resolutions Initiated by U.S. Delegation and Passed .

tItproving the tituation off disabled women of all, ages
rhternational Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade.

Rural women's needs and.concerns throughout the Wbrla,The situation ofwomen refugees the world over
1 Elderly women and economic security
$attetea women and violence in the .family '

Resolutions Co-Sponsored by U.S. Delegation and Passed j
bCo-ordination of status of women'S\issues within the

United Nations system
Women in the United Nations Secretariat
EkplOitation of the prostitution of ottierstand

traffic in petsons

Resolution Sponsored by,U.S. delegation, Withdrawn becauseof. Unfriendly Amendments: Resubmitted and Passed with
Amendments--U.S. Voted Against

)
iWomen.and-discrimination based on race. , ,

Resolutions Co-Sponsored 121, U.S. Delegation-and Passed
..e"-

(

Co-ordination of status of women's issues within the N.

United Nations system
r

Wome# in Uriited Nations Secretariat.
-

Exploitation othe prositution
,

of others and traffic..
-/ - in persons ,.

i

Resolution Sponsored by U.S. Delegation, Withdrawn because,
of Unfriendly Amendments: Resubmitted and Passed with

.,----\,Amendments-13.:S. Voted Against

,Women and discrimination based oniace

One of the most historic events during the Copenhagen
Conference was the signing of the Convention on the .

Elimination of All Fgrms of Discrimination against Women.
This Copvention was adopted by ehe UN General Assetbfy in
december 1979 and made ready for signing in early 1980.
The United States expedited,the prerequistes needed for
signing. On July 17,41980, Sarah.Weddington, representing
the President. signed the Convention on behalf of ,the
United States.

.

Following complgti of an interagency review involv-ing six Federal agenoes, the Secretary .of State trans-
mitted the Convention to the" President on October 28,-
180. On NoVember 12, 1980, President Carter'submitted
the Convent ion to the -Senate to obtain its advice and
consent in fi ordance with the,ratification procedures.
prescribed b the U.S. constitution.
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.,The Convention is the most coffiPreh6fisive interna-
. tional instrument regarding discrimination against women

writt'n to date, and stands as a cleat example of the
impact the UN Decade for Women has on the United
Nations system and member stateET--

A copy of the Convention is attOchqdrsee Tab 10. ot

*IL
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XIi.r UNITED NATIONS GEgtRAL ASSEMBLY ACTION'

t
Neither the Program of ACtion nor the resolutions

adopted by Conferenct delegates are self-implementing.
Further UN action is recinired. The 35th Session of
the UN General Assembly began in September 1980. Disdus-
sion 'of the Copenhagen Conference commenced in. the
Economic and Social Council, the Third Committee, on
October 15', 1980 upon the presentat,ton by-Lucille Mate,
Conference Secretary General; of the "Report-of the'
World Conference of the United Nations Decade for Women:k.
Equility, Development, and Peace". (See Tab 9.)

Vgnezutla, on behalf of the G-77, tabled a resolu-,
tion entitled World Conference on the United Nations
Decade forWomen, 1A/C. 3/35/L. 23/Rev.- 1). There are
eleven preambular paragraphs-and eighteen 'operative
paragraphs., The resolution' endorses the Program cf'
Action adopted in Copenhagen and calls, upon all govern-
ments-, regional commissions, organizations in the United
Nations system, intergovernmental and non-governmental
organizations to formulate pfograms for implementing the
goals of the Program of Action. 'Furthermore, the resolu-
tion calls for the converting of a world conference in 1985
to review dnd,apptaise the achievements of the Decade.

,

The vote on this resolution contrasts strongly with
th4 vote taken in Copenhagen.on-the PrograPof Action. In
Copenhagen the final vote was 94-4(U,S.)-22; in New York
the vote was 132-3(U:S.)-7; Canada andIsrael_maintained

their negative .votes alohg with the U.S.; however Austra-
lia, which originglly voted "A", changed to an absten--
, tion. The following changed from abstentions to affirma-
tive votes: Austria, Bdlgium, Chile, -Denmark, Finland,
Guatemala, Icpland, Ireland, Luxembourg, Norway; Paraguay,

.5 Peru, Sweden, Switzerland and-Thailand.
k

The statement by Ambassabor,Join Sper6,-United
States Representative to ECOSOC, in explanation of the
U.S. negative vote follows:

9

Mr. Chairman:

The negative vote o the-United Statet Delegation on
draft Resolution A/C.)./35/L.-23, Rev. 1 reiterates my
Government's concern, disappointment and strenuous
objectioes,e4ressed at the Copenhagen Conference. We
continue to object to the language in Paragraph 5 of Part
-I of the Program of Act yon and in the Declaration of

118
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Mexico City which groups zionisr6ith other terms

a

of
opprobrium such as racism,,colonialism and neo-colohia-
lism. Also, while the United States sympathizes with and

4consistently has ce6tributed to humanitarian assistance
for Palestinian refugees, we cannot accept the- concept
that assistance be provided in consultation-with the
Palestinian Liberation Organization' as stated in Para- 4,

graph '244 of the COpenhagen Program. My-Delegation hasp
therefore voted with a heavy heart against draft Resolu-
ti @n L. 23, Rev. 1, .because it endorses and reaffirms

-2.. documents containing these positions. /
'

My Delegation nevertheless wishes to assure the
international community of women, thht the United States"
will be unstinting in its support and participation in
national and ._international endeavors aimed at fulfilling
the solemn promises/enshrined in the 'objectives of 'the
World Plar4of action adopted by consensus, at the Mexico
Cgalference in 1975.

/
r

We dill continue to associate ourselves with Part II
of -the Program of Action at thenational level, which was
adopted by consensus at Copenhagen.

Likewisel.we will Continue our support and_coopera-
40/ tion at the' international leVel, as sylzpolized by our

'sighing of the Conventiod on,the &liminatipn of All Forms
of Discrimination Against Women;'our suppOrt for the

tPiY. International Research' andrTraining Institute; and our
contributions to the success of the Voluntary Fund for
the Decade. ,

to

J

my Delegation stated earlier during the Commit-
tee's'debate on Items 80 and 83, the United States will
continue to take-full part in the struggle of women to

.

_..ashaeve full equality. American women, those'who are
dedicated feminists, alOng.with their sympathetic male
.counterbarts will stand shoulder to shoulder in this
great and necessary effort to sphieve'true and meaningful'
human rights for all humanity on the basis of equality
for the long-neglected female half of the world's,popula,
tign. We will, continue to feel as identified with the' N

_welfare of the female half oft the world, as we do with
the welfare of our own homes and our own nation."

For the,statement'orKoryne K. Horbal, United States
) Representative to the UN Commission on the Status of

Women during .the debate_ on the Copenhagen CAnference, see
Tab 11.
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XIII, POLITICAL ATMOSPHERE OF THE COPENHAGEN CONFERENCE

The World Conference of the UN Decade for Women did
not take lace in a vacuum. The Islamic Summit convened'.
one week 'before the Copenhagen Conference and the.pg.ints
of view and mood of that teeting were surely predent in
Copenhagen. The Organization of African Unity -MAU)

.-completed its meeting:3\in early July, having reaffirted.
Arab-African alliances 44:411-_mutUal support. The UN
'Special Session discussing Palestinian Rigs met inNew
York during the second Week of the Women's Conference.
The reSUlt.of that vote--critical of Israel for its_West
Bank settlements, a vote viewed as a victory by the
Palestinian Liberation Organization--was instantly
telegraphed to Copenhagen. Moreover, nations, were
looking forward to.the 11th Special Sees ion on the New.
International Deyelopment Strategy, held in New York,
August/September'iT80, in preparation for the upcoming
global negeltiations--a North-South discussion on economic
realignments and readjustments. Furthermore, certain
political situations in the world--El'Salvador, the
Bolivian coup which took place during the Conference, and
the Middle East--all contributed to increased political
tensions. Finally, the continuing hostage situation in
Iran, although not-discussed'publically, increased-the
feeling of isolation and vulnerability for the U.S.,.
delegation. These meetings and'events combined with
ongoing global tensions significantly affected the
discussions at Copenhagen, particularly regarding the.
politically contentious agenda items.

*. There have been strong allegations, by'-many, that
the Copenhagen Conference was politicized. The Con-
ference was,a government-to-government meeting. The
delegates, representing their government's policies and
positiont, inevitably were forced to make political-
decisions. Women'e issues are political issues, because
it, is' a political decigs.b6n when one decides who eats, who
goes to school, who goes to the.doctor, who gets what,
when and how. The U.S; delegation understood this and
furthermore, the U.S. delegation felt strongly that women
must pe allowed to discus's all the issues, net just those
that fit easiiy into, the women's issue mold. However,
the U.S. delegation also understood that politicization
is more than discussing political issues in a political ,

context. It JS 'Invidious and unconscionable, particularly
.ip the case of the feminist movement, when the structures
of power that suppress women, use and exploit the women's
cause to assure that these structures do not change.

1
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The united States' /56sition on the Middle Eastiand

.N/E0 differesignificattly with the positions of tht G-77

on these game issues. Although thp.NIEO'lnguage incor-
poratedtinto the Program of action was ultiMately accep-

table to the U.S. (see Sect_ ion XJ1.7.17 of this,report)'.:

the language on the Middle :East wavnet,*(see Section XIV.

C. of this"regort); The United States'faced overwhelming

.odds' at the outset of the Conference; and 'although there .

\was ae'times a, spirit -of compromise/ it became apparent

that the issues considered mdeto'important by the G-77

would be m6Ved forward during the Copenhagen Conference.
SimplyIstated, the alliances within the G-77 voting.
.6locb remained strong throughout the World Conference*

$
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XIV.' CONFEgENCE THEMES

J.)
Throughout the preparations for the tetenclagen Con-

ference and during the actual ,event', certain.themes consis-
tentlywere discussed. They-rare; Equality; D9velqkment and
Peace. Health EdutatiOn and Employthent; the MiddlelEast,.%

.Race, Apartheid and'Discriminatipnbased On Race; the New
International Economic Order (NIE0); and-Feminism.

17'A. Equality, Development and Peace:. .

. 'Du ing the IWY Coriferenceu Mexico City/ 1975, it was
decided that three major thdmes or goals should be,desig-
nated areas of concentration,during the UN Decade for
Women. .These are: Equality, Development end Peace._

Equality,- Development and Peace. were acdepted aS,ihe
themes and goals of the ,LIN Decade for Women by consensus.
These goals remain viable today, regardless of the outcome
of the Copenhagen Conference. During discussion's in Copen-
hagen, it became obvious that. while women do. not disagree as
to the importance of ,the three themes, there is a'diffdrence
of opinion on priorities.

The conventional.wisdom.regarding the specific identi-
fication of th three theme$ is that Equality is a prior-
ity of the Wes rn countries, Development a priority of the
developing countries, andPeace a priority of the Eastern
European countries.

At the first meeting of the 'Preparatory Committee, the
Egyptiah delegate recommended that everytime the UN becade
for 1, men was cite() it should be followed by Equality,
Development and PeAce. This recommendation was accepted.

. The Programs of Action as adopte& by the-Copenhagen
delegates reflects the importance accoraed thege three )
themes. Many of'the paragraphs call for women's active-.

partiCipation in all three areas and cite specificeexAmples
of hoyodko achieve both the participation and, the ultimate

.goals. .
.

B. Health- Education and Emp oymeht:
?.---e- .*, .

e- /IA-drder to better assess women's ,progress during
.

.

the first fivd,years' the U Decade .for Women: Equa-
,

clity, Development and ace, the delegate from Mita at the
iirst 'meeting oethe Pr aratory Committee (PrepCom)

o
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`recommended that a specific subtheme for the Copenhagen
Confefence be des.ignated.- It was agreed by the PrepCom
and later endoiged by the Economia and Social Council
(ECOSOC) that the subtheme be Health, Education and
Employment.

4 'Each nation was requested toipresent a national paper
for distribution to all ,delegations on these three areas..
(See Tab 2 of this report.for U.S. Paper.) In addition,

*the Program of Action, particularly in Part and Part
III, examines4bach subtheme area with great specificity..

,7.:A topic list f011ows which cites those-issues within'the
s9bheme-areas which are specifically mentioned in the
progikvm of Actiohk.

Health

--better primary health care,
- -accessible maternal and child health care

family planning ),

- -more research on women's' health needs
--more women as health practitioners

'--more. data on women and' health
,- -safe drinking water 1'
--more 'information on nutrition and food

preservat*u
'--more health ealcation
- -the special health care needs of elderly

women, teen'women
7-identficaerod Of the problem of family *violence ,

--recognition of the problems. of alcohol and drug
abuse,and their affect on women's health

Education-

a In

.---equal agekss-to all lev of eddcation
-- abolition bf sex role Ste otyping in education 4

the ,links betweeirsohool and work in the paid
,labor force

-- women's access into the fields of science and
tvlinology'

--incFeased girls' and_women's literacy
- -encouragment of women to return to school
,,I-more women in education administration
--improved data.base-917Wctinen and education
--more women's studieS'programi .4
,--approach education as a life-long process

a

e
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Employment
3 '

-- equal pay for work of comparable,,value
--childcare ,

,
.

- -occupational segregatiOn
--rfural women in agriculture
- -more women in management positioris ,

. 7-more jobs training, including non-traditional
job training . . .

knowledge' of women MOrkers' legal rights.
- -women in policy planning-positions,
-.-identification-of sexual harrassment onthe-job
- -ptegnancy'disability .;

.

. --occupational safety and health
--recognition of women's unpaidlaboi in

.._

the home ,

- - development of infrastructures,'housihg, s

safe water, etc.
- =part -time and flex-time work schedules

/,
-- recognition of women's dual role, dO e burden

The above listed issueb-are dpalt with in the ProgramThe
of Action in various ways. Some are merely recognized as,
obstacles to women's achievement of full'equality, while
others -are identified' and discussed with specific sugges-
tions for-overcoming tgem. Finally, some are listed as
spec4a1 priorities for women.

, 4
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C. TBB MIDDLE EAST:

The Middle East was by farthe mos t contentious
issue disqUssed in Copenhagen. Even when delegates were
discussing other agenda'items, the mood of the Conference
was affected by the expectation of what would happen when
issues of the Middle East came up. Furthermore, the
Middle past issues were.those that finally became the
determining factor for the United States'vote.on the
Program of Action.

B inning during .the PrepCom meetings with the
introd ion of agenda item, "the Effects of Israeli
Occupation on Palestinian Women both within and outside
the. Occupied Territories"I'continuing_ with the submission

. of the Economic' Commission for Western Asia document,
A/CONF 94/21, and following through with the introduc-
tion, on behalf of the G-77, of certain amendments
concerning- the PLO, zionilm and repudiation of the tamp.
David accords, el* Middlevitast was alyays present. .

In the final hoUrs of tie Conference, two para-
graphs, ID wand #5, were still unsettled;.both,concerned
the Middle_East. In paragraph #2, the Declaration of
Mexico and the `Conference of Non-Aligned and Developitrg
Countries on the Role of'Women in Development, Baghdad(
1979, were cited. In the former, zionism is equated with._
racism and in the later, the Camp David accords are.
tepudiated. In paragraph #5, zionism is cited along' with
imperialism, colonialism, neo-colonialism, racism, racial
discrimination, apartheid, hegemonism and foreign domina-
tion, occupation, domination and oppression, as an impe-
diment to world peace and cooperation,among'states.

0
The third paragraph that includes a reference to the

Middle*East is paragraph #244 which states that UN
bodies and specialized &gtripili3 that prqyjde assistance
to Palestinian women who live in t1e occupied territories
should render that assistance in coordination and coope-
ration with the Palestinian Liberation Organization, the
representative of the Palestinian people.

All three of these references are antithetical to
U.S. Middle East foreign policy. Thus', the United States
voted against the Ptogram of Action.

125
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The atttption given to the Middle East conflict,was
exacerbated by two.further developments. The first was
the outcome of Special Session on Palestinian. Rights
being held simultaneously:at the UN in New York -- the
outcome positive to the PLO. The second was the large
PLO observerdelegation supplemented by non-accredited
PLO sympatheziers7 While the former was definitel a
moral.e booster for PLO obserVers, the latter tender to
increase the,4isibility of those concerned solely wi
the Middle East.

4,
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D. ,DISCRIgINATION BASED ON RACE:

There are few words to describe the high drama and
political will exerted by ,the U.S. delegation,. other UN
member nations and. U.S. representatives to the NGO Forum
on behalf of the resolution "Women, and Discrimination
Based on Race."

From the polemics surrounding its or submis
sion, the critical 'Third-World alliances and lobbying
efforter'to tht dichotomies of the vote--the closest of
the Conferdhcethe issue Was A contentiously poli 'cal
item.'

Iditially, ninety Black U.S. women began to cauctis
with the singlet-specific purpose of altering the Confer-'
ence's consideration of racial discrimination from solely,-,
apartheid to .the broader concept of. racismVsexism when
discussing the roots of the oppression of women, Several
days'into'the Conference these women held a press confer-
ence announcing that U.S. women, of color had ,submitted on
July 19th a historic dotument* to the U.S. Delegation
calling upo7; the U.S. Delegation to-Introduce a resolution
on the "elimination of all forms of institutional and
individual racist practices which are obstacles to imple-
menting the goals of the qv Decade for Women." Con-
currently unanimous suppoitt of this concept was'advanced
by-a coalition of Blacks Hispanic, Native and Asian
American representativekof the U.S. delegation.

Though the U.S. had recently avoided any involvement
in the United Nations on the issue of racism because of
the certain 'link with zionisMt.the U.S. delegation agreed
to table the resolution.

From the Caucus text, the U.S. Delegation proposed a
shorter version and cleared it with the State Department.,
The49.S. 'Government accepted the position that while race
related issues are usually discuesed,in the context of
southern Africa and apartheid, the Copenhagen discussions
needed to be broadened to focus on discrimination baked on
race as a problem for two-thirds of the women of the
world- -women of color.

Accompanied by over 100 signatures representing a yide
diversity of U.S. Non-Governmental organizations.

12)
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The U.S. sponsored resolution n Women and Discrimi-
nation Based on Race underscored the fact that race and

"sex'discrimination impose,a double b rden on minority
women throughout the world.-The resol tion discussed
discriminati n based on tace as a problem existing both
in the devel ed and develops natio s.

Furthermore, the resolution stated that since
discrimination based.on race is a worldwide' phenomenon,
it merits singular- consideration The dr.s. Government
realized that-tabling such a resolution would leave the
United Statesvulnerible to unfriendly amendments attach-
ing Zionism, making a racism/zionism equation. The U.S.
delegation struggled with the mounting tension as they
sorted out the most strategic maneuvers by which to table'
the resolution. However, it was the unanimous view of the
U.S: delegation that ieVas better to -b uch a
tesolUttion and bear the consequenc f withd awing it or
casting a negative vote rather than to nore major
problem facing women of color.

In tabling the Resolution, Alexis herma)1, U.S.
Delegation Co-Chair -- Committee .I, made an eloquent and
compassionate appeal to,member nations to stain from
amending the resoldtion inways that change its
original meaning -- a global resolution that, spoke to the
issue of racial discrimination in)both developed and
developing countries. Given the virtual impossibility of
avoiding consponsors or amendments, Ms. Hellman, time and
again, employed skillfulparlimentary maneuvers to avoia,
amendments. .

There was initially, a groundswell of Support for
the U.S. sponsored resolution partially the'resUlt of
skillful lobbying by the U.S. delegation and .the affinity
t4at developed between the Third World Women and the U.S.
women of color. This momentum, however, was broken by an
abrupt change- of the ComMittee's Presiding Of from
Maohme Kane of Senegai,"who had worked well and with
some impartiality, to Madame.Groza, a vice-chair from
.Romania who definitely ruled in- favor of, the Eastern
European Bloc and" their alliels among the Thira World
delegates. The debate thus went into overtime and was
continued to. the next sessiono' C

At that time, the UN sponsored resolution was
amended by Syria which added language denouncing racist
regimes; Egypt which added langtage on sexism; the German
Democratic Republic' which added a reference to the.
Declaration of Mexico of 1p75 and claimed that the World
Plan of Action adequately discussed women of color; and
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Cuba which.reforred 00 the Convention on the Elimination
Of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, a Convention to
which the U.S. in a signatory, but has' not yet. ratified.
The U.S. Delegation as able to support the Cuban Amend-
ment, the others, 'however were-indefensible.

,
.

. .

Before a rote was called on the above amendmentb the
United Statesiiith Dorothy Belght holdIng the D.S.
chair, speaking padsionately of the universal dream--

g was forceid to withdraw its sponsorship of the resolution
. rather than see ;it amended a escribed above.

' 'The withdrawalrthrew mmittee I into urmdil as

It

delegates-of other member nations realized hat, a rpsolu-'
. pion on racism was being withdrpwn from th floor as.ehey
stood by helplees.to prevent it. There wab an outcry!
tinder rule-27 of the rules of procedure the delegation of

p oposed amendments. The U.S: then orally
Ango the reiniroduced the former U.S. resolution wit.b...LLL
its prpviou
introduced a 4.;.th amendment V) the draft resolution calling
for the deletion of the, first four amendments thus reversing.
the resolution to its original U.S. form. In the ensuing

. ----- donfalon there was a call to adjourn and then a c0.1 to
reassemble within two hors; Neither call.Was translated as'
the debate had again gorip.-into overtime and the translators
retired. The. resulting high, absenteeism worked against the..
U.S. In the evening meeting, the U.S. amendment was put to
the'vote and lost 43 to 45. -Upon a Committee t revote of
the resolution as amended by Angola the resolution carried
by a cothfortable margin of victory.

/
Significance

The vote on the U.S. amendmept inicatedthat strong
lobbying cpuld affect results. The U.S. dele ation had
been actively contacting `and workittg Vith African detega-
tionslo that African representatives would understand
the nature of the resolOion and the importance of its
being .adopted 'without amendments. ;

The narrowly divided vote; the closest of tie
Conference, also indicated that on some matters of

'principle women were willingto deviate.from stated
government positions'and traditional voting blocks.
Finally, the resolution was precedent-setting; it'was the

'first time U.S. has ever tabled a resolution On racial

4
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discrimination. Since much of the original language was
retained in the Angola-sponsored resolution--(disc urina-
tion based on race coupled with discrimination base on x
imposes a double burden on two-thirds of the women df t
world)--at least the concept is now docuthented in the U
annals of the WOmen's ConferenCe. The its.q,. delegation hopes
that in five years the U.S t Government-will reintroduce a
similar resolution and that is will carry.

1
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NEW INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC ORDER:

e

Continually at the Conference issues of the New
International Economic Order (NIEO) were raised. These
included the inequitable distribution of resources,
inadequate credit and credit restrict:;erc, the influence
of trans ational and national corporatiohs, p_ices of
commodit goods, development and export industries, and
and land wnership, both industrial and agricultural.

. Because t ere is a difference of opinion on the methods
and procedures for readjusting the world economic order,
such discussions_reinforced tensions between developed and
developing countries. For exartle, mat-Ix:developing
countries maintain that social sights, human rights
and women's rights cannot proceed until these crucial
economic problem are solved.

The United States and other developed countries
believe that more equitabl onomic development and

,advancement in women's rig is and must proceed to-
, gether. Otherwise too many women Will be forded to rem

victims both.of discrimination and po rty Until all th
economic ills of thekorld are solved.

The Program of, Action includes many references to the
world economic order sometimes referring to it as unjust,
at other times referring.to its' as a crisis. Vet-4 cane
no dOubt that developing countries place highlhportance
on changing the situation. 'Particularly in Part I of the
Program, statements concerning',NIE0 are bothprevelant and
specific.

Women throughout the world-, both in developed and
developing countries, suffer greater economic hardship. -

They darn less; receive Lower employment related benefits;
and tend td be last hired -first fired. They do not own
land nor do they control the means ofproduction. , Rarely
do they have any bargaining power, and in periods of,
extensive economic downturns, women usu_ 0.1y are forced , .

to work outside the home for sub- stand&d wages under poor
working ccinditieft;\

Women in development specialist have long advocated
integrating women into-development planning models.
Statistics now exists which highlight both the-positive
and the negative affects of the. transfer of technology on
women.. Without this integration, women in developing
countries and to a lesser extent women in developed
countries Will remain victims of economic manipulation,
regardless of.anx alterations in world economic
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Therefore, N 0 issues pose a paradox for women.
Certpinly,it is im rtant to adjust economic systems .

throughout the w dto insure eqtatable treatment for
all. And, it true that a country's' healthy
economic climate woul ultimately;better the quality ofIr
' life for women and c ldren -- what is sometimes referred
to a? the "trickle down effect" -- the proportinate

' distribution of wealth may very well'rdmain the same;
women faring worse than'men.

Thowtituation.of wdstern women clearly demonstates
this possibility, as it is their reality in developed
countries.

Governments differ in their approach to NiE0 issu
and settling these,differehces is the task of the Inte -
nationaltDevelopment Strategy. If women are to really
benefit from changes in the world economic syste
mutt be active participants in all discussions and equal
partners in all'programs,-Otherwise women's situation mill
not change: Finally, the Copenhagen Conference clearly
demonstrated an impoktant 4icotomy among the world's
women. It has long been understood that western women are
motivated by 'quality of life issues and women from de-
veloping counties are .most concerned' with purvival .

issues. Whereas legal rights through active enforcement
of existing laws j.s'a .priority for western women, securing
potable drinking water is a priority for women in de-
veloping countries. This point was cledrly-illustrated'by
the Brazilian delegate participating in the informal
CoMmittee of the Whole discussions when he stated in
response to a comment by''a western delegate on unemploy-
ment benefits, and unemployment and I must
paraphrase, when women in /Air (de loped) country lose
their jobs, they receive economic benefits, perhaps
insufficient, but neverthelessl'they receive some help;
women who lose their jobs in my dountry die." This
difference in priorities coupled with a perception that
all western women are better off, and in certain instances
theyzost assuredly are, make it even'more difficult for
westel-n women to negatively challen e NIEO concepts.

' The importance placed on this i -su- y developing
countreis and resistance tp,NIE0 dem- s from the west
perpetuates global tensions. For women, the problem is
imilar. -Whae western women object to some NIE9 demands

because they do nqt see their achievement positively
affecting women's status in society; womenjin developing
countries cannot but distrust their motives, they see
western women as linked to those perceived as perpetuating
the economy' injustice.'
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This situatipn is not easily resolved. It highlights
the choice between a national agenda'and a feminist agenda
which may be mutually exclusive. But resolution may come
from continued interaction between w stern womi and women

*in Ztveloping countires probablyth ough informal or
non-governmental effortis. Oily through understanding
achieved throUgh this interaction will the dilemma be
resolvAd.
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F. FEMINISM:

4 JEminism could hardly be described as a major theme
of the 1980 World Conference for Women, even in the most
optimistic analysis. It was a mere-whisper in 'the din of
political concerns that dominated the conference, but the
voice of feminism, fr trated though it was., was clearly
present in Copenhagen, ing the proceedings, looking,
for opportunities to assert itself in a system and in .a
political situation developed, orchestrated, and .main-
tained almost entirely by men.

The draft Program of Action presented some of the
best opportunities for incorporating femihist.language and
principles into the UN system, even though most of the
conference time focused on problems not related specifi-
cally to women. New Zealand led the chargé to include in
the long laundry list of political accusations and com-
plaints about the root causes of women's problems', the
idea that those-problems might in some ways be related to,
the fact that women have been exploited, oppressed, and
dominated' by men for thousands of years, and. the idea that'
women's. subjugation, is based to a large degree on their
reproductive function, Those tentative ideas, in care-
fully worded and modified form, **re finally accepted
after three weeks of heated debate. See paragraph #13 of
the Program.

Australia initiated the move to include the wof0
"sexism" in the conference documenks, and this caused
great controversy. A number pf nations insisted that
there was no such thing in their countries; the'Soviets
claimed that no such word existed in Russian:--nifilar
arguments were advanced in 1975 at.the IWY Conference.
The final resolution was to include a footnote after the
sentence which reads. "The unfavorable status of women is
aggravated in many countries, developed and underde-
veloped, by de facto discrimination on the grounds of
sex." The footnote reads: "Which in a group of countries
.is called sexism." (See paragraph #12 of the Program of
ActiOn.)

.There is an increasing controversy among western -

feminists as to the appropriateness of the. word sexism to
define the systematic oppression of and discrimination
against women. A new phrase, "male supremacy" is cur-
rently being advanced as a' more specific definition
of the situation. While this debate ensues, it must be .

noted that the word sexist was used to define the invi-
,

A
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dious and'irtational systematic oppression of and discri-
mination against women-and not to define particular
phenomena relAted specifically to biological gender based
functions.

. Even with sexism only a Iootnote, the Program of
Action and the resolutions passed.in Copenhagen bear a.
distinct fernifiiat stamp; The specific goals and recommen-
dations fOr'better education, employment, and health go
far beyond anything ever discussed for women, by women, on
an international level. The real question is whether
women have the power to gain a full commitment from the UN
arid its, member nations to make those promising words
reality.

Feminism might not have. played a big public role in
Copenhagen, but in the discussionsan4 thou hts of women
who were responsible for representing th o ficial poli-
gies of their countries, feminism sometimes' roduced ay
great deal'of private conflict. Women who ha committed
years of their lives to working for th righ of women,
pushing for reforms of government and in tions and
cultural biases against'women, sometimes felt they were
being forced to choose between uphcading ttWir official
responsibilities, and pursuing the goals of women all over
the world. There were dedicated-and desperate attempts to
keep that choice from having ,t be made.

''ellFeminism was not:yet'powerful ough in the world's
political systems td overborne the politicization that
pushed aside the rea , everyday' survival issues for women
in 1980 in favor of p rely poYitical goals. Women felt
caught:- having worke long andllard to be a significant
part of a pb1,4ical a stem, to change,it, to use it for
women, only to be tra ped by the system and allegiance to
it. There was never question that the U.S-. delegation
accepted its-responsi ility; there wassadness and
frustration t at wome .could not.yet change the systems
enough to mee both t e needs of women and the demands of
the world's pct tics.
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yl. THE MID-DECADE FORUM, INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF WOMEN
ARTISTS AND U.S; NGO MEETINGS:

) y '

The Mid-Decade'Forlam was held in Copenhagen, July
14-25, 1980. This alternative conference pv/iided over-
8,009 individuals an opportunity to meet and discuss aI
wide -range of women's concerns outside the confines of %n
official government-to-government setting,The Forum was
planned by a committee whose members represented inter- .

natioRal Non-Governmental Organizations (NGO's)with
consurtative status. It offered participants over 1,100
workshop choices and produced Forum 80, a d4ily newspaper
containing reports and articles on UN. proceedings, Forum
activities and events sponsored by the International
Festival of Women Artists. Forum 80, considered by many
to be the most important. Conference document, continued

. to fie.published throughout th =e official conference even
thpugh the Forum ended five days earlier.AA

t

'The'practice of. holding an NGO event concurrently'
with official government,conferences, is long-standing .)

within the United Nations system. During the Interne-
tional Women's Year Conference, Mexico City, 1975'., a
similar ;tent- -the Tribane--was held. Other tach meetings
have bedn held during World Canferenpeg on different
topics.. Although the conferences,have,no formal relatidn-
ship, the scheduling of 'they two meetings ultimately
enhanced both gatherings to produce a much richer view of
a particular situation and brings tog er more indivi--
duals from diverse backgrounds.

,

Forum activities were held at Three locations-some
distance from .the Bella Center: ,the.Amag9r University
Center, the Police qpIlegeand the Library SchoolA,,, The
Foram had registrantr.Irom 127 .countries, 64,persons from
North America. While pa;ticipation-at the UNqConfaience .

was restricted to.official delegates selected by their
governmenti, the Fotum was open to.anyone who .registered, .

attendance was free,-and,persons interested in .giving a
workshop were invited to do so. Wotkshops were offeted on
health,, employment, education,.peacel. Child care, rural
women and ,developmpnt, Anterqational feminist networking,
global overpopulation problems, and a host of other
-matterp of-special interest to women.
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lOhnebAtlY,*the
'

fickirs nternatitna Festival of
Women'Attists was held in Copenhagen. ,,Among 'the ac-
tivities offered Were-,exhAbiTto Siterari readings, theat
rical performances, and film shows. The center for these
events Kass the,earlsherg-Glyptotek (Museum) ; however, some
were held outs.ide or at other locations throughout the

.
.

_ The United'States GOvexnmerit has long understood and
encduraged theactive participation of NGO's in the . * 1

1.pol4cy-makingoprocess*, Frovits:inceptidh, the
Secr4tariat worked diligently to establish open communi-
cations between the Department of State and viStrien's , 6
organizations. The purpofe: to establish a,dialogue
between NGO leaders and representsatives; to achieve mutual
understanding of the goals and initiatives to be taken by
the U.S.government at the UN Conference; to-Provide an.
'opportunity to express divergent Ifiewfic-,on-vapious issues
and Conference. agenda items; and to develop a climate,of
cooperation among. NGO's,, the U.S. Secretariat and. the :

U.S.' delegation to encourage support for.U.S, policies
prograks.

'0. -

./

, .'

Beginning with the qational'oUtieach °gram (see.
Section V. B, 1 of this eCport) and c6nt in copen-

-- haven, the U.S. Secretariat worked C.I.C/S 1 h many
interested:representatives ot U.S.. wome 's organizations.
0n nine separate occasions, during-the Cdpenhagen Confer-

--.1.,e, thell.Altdelegation me wi Americanwoten at-
te,ding the Forum and'iRe offia donferende as ac.-*
credited NGOls. ,,More than 400 A erldanevelten attended.

....... .

.'At'these meetings, held in the early aveniAgs,
, -,.

participants were briefed/by various'embers of the UvS.
delegation, including Heads of Delegation Ambassador
Onald McHenry and Sarah Weddington and'Congresewomen
arbefa Miktilsk42 and Mari Rose Dakar, concernilledevelop-
ents and procQfdings taking -place at the offiffal con-
terence, Furthermore"gime was provided, for an'ictive
exchangeof ideas on various issues, questions and
Ahswers, and sugANstions for certain initiatives which the
U.S. delegation might'sponsbr. In addi Ion, theft special

1'1
meetings prekided an'occisfon for Ame can women to share
theiethoughta, _assessments, trubtrat ions and opinions

*

,

abbut the events taking place around them and strategize '

,.
Jor'future'action. ....---

. . . 1
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'The positive communication between the AGO's and title
-U.S. delegation stet a new: precedent for thetobVartmen of
State,' After experiencing a difficult, 'and Gometimes.tense
situation at Mexico City during. the IWY Conference, a
concerted effort was made to enbUrk space ana time for .-

regultr.Meetings./z.Copenhagen. .7gese meetings stand as a

t clear example of the Department* of-State's continued
_In commitment to include

.

ahy constititenikes in the foreign _

., policy decision- making process. 0,
. k_

p
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XVI. COMMUNICATIONS AND PRESS RELATIONS

V

The Media: Bef Copenhagen'

Following the establishment of the U.S. Secretariat
for the.World Conferetle of the UN Decade for Women, 1980;
press releases and other communications were. dist4buted
to the media, about this major international meeting for
women and information was made available with respect to
plans for U.S. participation by the Office of the U.S.
Secretariat. Measured by coverage, interest wss
mal. U.S. preparatiahs for and participation in a confer-
ence on women, even one international in scope, apparently
was not considered newsworthy by most editors. With few
exceptions, press reports were limitep-largely to, specie-,
lized women's publications, organization newsletters,,a
few radio talk shows addressing a largely female audienee,
and very rarely time on TV.

For the most part, the exceptions were, generated by
the *Outreach" effort of the U.S. Secretariat, see' Section
V. B. 1 of.this report. Advance press information gout s

the conferenc'es-in each instance was' distributed to presd
on a regional as well as a local basis. Media, electronic'
as X11 as print, provided excellent coverage. The com-

- munications at these meetings was enlarged by the press
coverage with the result that a growing network of communi-
cations sparking public interest in the Conference began
to, develop. Members of the U.S. Secretariat were invited
to address organi tional meetings and conferences; and
these events rece ed localiptess attention. But getting
press attention, to infant the general public about thb
"World Conference was a continuing uphill struggle..

The Iedia: AtgatalleatrA_

At the UN press office at the Bella Center in Copen-
'hagen where the w6r1 Conference. for Women was held, 1,264

' journalists were*accredited to cover the propeedings. Of
this number, about dne-third were from the United States.
Arrangements-were made-by the U.S. delegation press
officer to have daily press briefings in a room in the '

press operations'sdiction of the Bella Center. In addi-
tion, a U.S. press office-was set up at the. Hotel Scandi-
navia, where the U.S. delegatian was housed, for special
press meetings and interviews with members of th-d---delegar.
tion.

139 ,
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Prior to .the formal opening` of the Conference; the UN
press Office arranged a two-day pre-conference briefing
for the Media entitled "Encounter for Journalists." At
the friefingsi speakers talked, about subjects on the
agenda such as Palestinian women, women as refugees,' and
other controversial topics". Their presentations markedly
were limited to one point of "View. For example, the
Encounter speaker on Palestinian women was pro-P1,01-4,`
anti-Israel and anti - United States. When reporters.
attending the Encounter questioned this one-sided presen-
tation,, they were informed that the selection of Speakers
'was-determined by the Conference Secretariat's office.
Thy Encounter briefings.Amre attended by more than 1.0.4

.journalists from bo electronic and print media and"by
press officers from Ilerious delegations. yi

Despite thel.karge number of journalists from the
united States tifting the Conference, news of ,the World
meeting was Kga:,,t 1.fely meager in the United States and,
indeed', worldOdd:'THe exceptions were reports on "inci-
dents" suBh'ag'the walkout of Arab and SovAt bloc coun-
tries led by ptO/observers.during Mrs. Jihan Sac at's
presentation a Milary Session of Egypt...a na-
'tional speech; t ,prbtest by Bdlivian women of the coup
aneoverfhrow.of, be#40.-§rdsident, a woman, and the stibse-
.quent ro4hi!trea 104..the protesters experienced at the
.hands of therpdlic 'Athe,Bella Center; the peace match
.of wo n febm the northern 'European countries; and the
unsuc siful attemilleby exiled Soviet feminist Na 10

yskaya tO,abdreSs the Conferente. Thes nciaents
all were Oported worldwide while the aubsta ive work of
the Conlerence generilly'was,given little ention with

-the excepgon.of One Danish press and reports.that ap-
peered daTly 4n the San FrancaceExamineNand The New
York Times. k

'The., tembort d the U.S. press cosiering'the Conference
theflectellthe.diversity of the U.S. population and the

po . particul interests and concerns of theenation on women's
issues.: The brOad;spectrum of such issues and concerns
were represented br such specialized publicationa as

.SpokewoMNn Magazine,4New Directions for Women, Black
',Enterprise Magazines Afro-American:Newspaper, tEiFilagara'
oGazette, Good Housekeeping, Rural Women, and the New
'N113110. pere also were repo ters from.Time, Newsweek,
the New York Times, the Christ an' Science Monitor, the San
4rancisco Examiner, People Ma azine, ABC,.NBC, CRS, radio
and television, Associated Pr sa and Unifeff Press Inter-

' national, and Public-Broadcasting.

7
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Interviews were arranged with Sarah- Weddington,
co-ichair of the 43-.S-p--°delegation and w3 other delegates,
all of.whom were responsive to questions froethe media.
As a result, wh.ge:the polit4q,pf the Conference were
criticized ,by' t44 preset the U.S. delegation had good
press, a response to the openness and unity'the delegates
reflected individually and collectively with respect
to U:S. policy and 'objectives.

/ Since funding was not available for a newsclipping
service, it is impossible to provide a full accounting of
the coverage nationally or internationally. However, with
respect to U.S. reporters, it was learned that though many
covering the Conference sent daily copy to, editors and/or
Audiotape reports to radio Stations, their material was
used infrequently with.few exceptions. The San'Francisco
Examiner and the New York flmes carried daily articles ,on
the COnference; and Cox Broadcasting provided extensiv
coverage. 'There also was comprehensive coverage by Voic
of America and by the International CommuniCation Agency
(ICA) for foreign 'distribution. Forum 80, a tabloid size
publication put out daily by the Ria7-15ede Forum, was
distributed at the Bella Center and other gathering places
in,Copenhagen without 'Cost and as read largely by the
.members of the delegations to tle Conference' and the NGO's
attending the Forum.. It is an important,resourcelor
future writers, analysts and historians who will assess
the 1980-Mid-Decade Conference for Wothen. (Copies of
Forum 80 are attached, 'Tab 12.)

Press inforiation on the Copenhagen Conference at' the
Department of State, Washington, D. C., was handled by a
U.S. Secretariat press officer. A report of each days
events as well as political issues that might prompt
questions from the"media stateside was.transmitted daily
from Copenhagen via cable,. The press officer was well
prepared to respond to Any'Aueries about the Conference;
but' there were none.- In fact, during the entire time of
the Copenhagen meeting, not one reporter at the. regular
daily State Department noon press briettngs asked about
the World Conference.

In part, this may ke explained by several newsworthy
events thatoccureed during the Conference (July 14-30,
1980). These included, the return to the United States,of
the ailing U.S. hostage released by the Iranians, the
'Republican National Convention, thedSpecial Session of he
,UN General Assembly on Palestinian ftightts, and the Bo-
livian coup. But it "4111; appears clear that women's new
is given low priorit most of the dairy press, both

4*print and electronic.

.1
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Yet there were U.S. actions taken and positions.
presented which did receive press attention, especially
the signing of the Qonvention on the Elimination of all
Forms of Discrimination Against Wdmen by Presidential.,
Assistant Sarah Weddington, co-chair of the U.S-. delega
tion, July l7, 1980. here was substantial press,
both national and inteihational,,when Weddington addressed
the Plenary Session for the first time on behalf of the
United States. Her remark's - at the end of the .Conference
delineoting'the U.S-..position on the Program of Action
also were highlighted ip the press.'

The'Media: Historic Developments'in Communications at
Copenhagen-

.

The Worldwide Mid-Deca meeting on women was the
spur to a history-making eve Eft in communications. It was
the first international teleconferences via satellite by lir

women, for women and to women, -an effort known as Dateline
Copenhagen: Women's. View.

The proposal for the tgleconferences orginated with
the Women's Institutt for Freedom of the Press'(WIFP) in
1979. Shortly after the U.S. Secretariat was established,
the'officer was approached by WIFP for assistance in an
effort to make the idea a reality. Beginning early in
1980; 'a series of meetings. were arranged by the press
officer of the U.S, Secretariat with WIFP, members of the
media, members of Non-GovArnmental Organizations (NGOs),
representatives_from the International Communications
Agency (ICA), aneseveral,specialists in the communica-
tions field. Ps a_Vesult of these working meetings held
in the Department-W Stoehr the proposal for the telecon-
ferences.gained support. ultimately was judged,
practicable and,desirable;WIFP received a grout from ICA,
the Communications Satellite Cotporatlon (COMSAT), and the
AFL-CIO Communications.NDrkeis of America. There was a
donation of legal time and adV1ce from a communications
specialist prom the law firm of Hogan and Hartsell, the
,services of top broadcasting personnel from Cox' Broad-
casting, as'well as active cooperation from the Danish
'Embassy's press counselor in Washington, D: C. .

yea

On July 21, 1980P,- one week after the Copenhagen
,Conference opened officially, an international telecon-
ference between women ire,, Copenhagen and- women.in the
United States was conducted via satellite. Women in I
Minneapolis, Houston and Los Angeles conferred for
two hou4 directly with six women in Copenhagen, among
them d ates to the al Conference and the Forum, and

V
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discussed concerns of health, edtitation and employment. A
,second two-hour exchange took place on July 28 with
another' representative grout of women from Copenhagen and
women in Boston, Atlanta and Washington; D.-.C.

The women'in the United States who participated in
the teleconferences were reached by the Continuing Commit-
tee of the National Women's Conference. In an effort to
inOrease the potential of the, event, workshops werr.
organized by-the Continuing Committee for both before and
after the peleconferences. The workshop's we're planned to
assess the achievements of women-worldwide in meeting the
goals orthe my Conference,'Mexico City, 1975. In.

addition the agenda of the 1980 meeting was discussed.

An example of the stateside action was revealed by
the Continuing Committee coordinator ins -Los Angeles. She
reported that in less than,20 days more than 60 organiza-
tions were reached and 100 wome crowded into o-the studio

ethere for the dialdque'via sa llite: Following, there
were requests by individuals nd organizations for copies
of the videotapes for use at future meetings of various
groups. Dateline Copenhagen expanded communications among
women's organizations and this expansion is bound to
impact on future actions for women and women's concerns
both on the national and ,international level. The dialo-
gue provided,a better 'understanding of and appreciation
for the issues and obstacles at the UN world meeting, and
,thus.achieved the major objective of the project.

The Media: After Copenhagen

Paradoxically, media interest and attention has
4 intensified since the Conference ended. Requests for

information, as well .ae photographs and interviews with
delegates are increasing and continuing., Organizations
have invited delegates to address their members at large
meetings)thrOughout the United States into 1981. Virtually
every delegate without exception has been interviewed;
and local peess has reported upon each,interidew in
depth.

In September 1980, WGHB, Boston PBS-TV, reportdd or
the Copenhagen Conference for one-half hour. Audience
response was, tremendous with requests from viewers around
the nation for copie's of the WGBH video -tape report.

Othet'TV talk shows i October and November 1980 have
apked for segements of the ateline Copenhagen telecon-
ferences to be used in conjunction with interviews 'of
persons who attended the UN and um meetings-in Copen-
hagen; "and the WIPP now s preparak uch segments
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* for use both by +V producers and various organizations.
. There are TV programs on the Copenhagen Conference that

werelhown in November and December 1980.

Special publications here and in Canada are reporting
on the Mid - Decide meeting; and even in the daily press,
the interest continues. For example,,3 a result of
reader interest in daily articles'An the.San Francisco
Examiner on the Conference.during the deliberations
in Copenhagen, the editor of the Examiner anndUnced the
articles would be compiled in a separate printing that
would be made available to anyone requesting the compila-
tionwithout charge except for poRtage.

Even without the advantage of a clipping service,
from copies of news articles received by the press officer
of the U.S. Secretariat,- it is apparent that interest in
the Conference continues and activities and concerns
are newsworthy.

*Pk
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XVII. CONCLUSIONS

'The World Conference of the UN Decade for Women:
Equality, Development and Peace was a difficult meeting
for.,e4e United States. The Conference agenda included
politiically contentious items wirich have been &iscussed in
othee-UN fora and international meetings, and as yet have
not been resolved. The actual time Of the Conference
added to tension levels, primarily due the the, simutaneous
UN Spe6ial Session on Palestinian Rights and the up-
coming International Development Strategy discUssions.' In
addition, bther.world crises and tensions served to
heighten ,the mood of the Conference.

,The World Conference sparked a great deal_of interest
among women's or4anizations.and feminist activists in the
United States.'American women saw this conference as an
opportunity to draw further attention to the struggle
ag.rainst sexism an& discrimination based on sex and to move'
forward with more progressive changes. The Conference was
perceived as d'catalyst for change and was.initially
viewed with enthusiasm.

As it became increingly obvious that political,
worl.d tensions would impinge upon the discutsions in
Copenhagen, American women became more concerned about
O.S. positions and policies-4z well as their delegate
`representatives: 'Divergent views were expressed at
the regional cpnferences held in preparation for U.S.
partiqpation concerning the', U.S. role at the Conference
regardiAg both leaderShip and substantive positions.

In its preparation,process, the U.S. Secretariat
continually explained the meaning of a government-to-
government conference, i.e., that delegates-are instructed
and, when spe7aking officially, must reflect official U.S.
government positions and policies. Unfortunately, there
were instances when U.S. policies ran contrary to what
some American women.wanted.the delegation to say; ana when
this happened, resentment and frustration grew.

Before going to Copenhagen, the U.S; delegation
understood thati-if .centain unfriendly amendments were
included in the fins? Program of Action, the U.S. would
vote against the document. however, the mood of the
delegation during the early aays'othe Conference was
positive, and th.e.delegates were hopeful that this sitga-
tion would not arise. Various strategies were iMplemented

_ an attempt to keep out the amendmentsfthat could force
a.U.S. no vote..c---
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'initially, Denmar strongly opposed any Declaration
such as the Declaratio lof Mexico, which .could have been

,

the vehicle for'includi g those ideas that are antitheti-
cal to U.S. and Western policies. Later, Denmark changed
,this position; however, py then it was too late- -as

t.the G-77 had the votes to incorporate these ideas into
paragraphs within the Program of Action.

Parlimentary procedures were used-to keep %he ,Con-
ference working by consensus; however the vote on pare-
graphs #183'of the,draft--#244 in the final Program- -broke
the consensus and there Were no real attempts to bring the
Conference back to this system.

The rules of procedure were used, or misused, by G-77
#. Conference officers and officials to ensure their hoped

for outcomes. Several blatant instances of gross viola-
tions occurred during the course of the Conference; parti-
cularly in the Urst Committee's discOsion of the resolu-
tion on Women add Discrimination Based on Race; in' the
Second Committee's-discussion of paragrapli #143; and in
the final Plenary Session during the disciadsion of para-
graph #5, the zidnitm amendment.

This situation caused a great teal of,tension ands
cOnfusion and is a matter of continuing concern to the
United States. No formil protest was lodged against the
Conference Secretariat,lowever, the United States did
refer to the situation in-various speeches given during
the---35tti UN General AsseMbly Session..

U.S. women delegates certainly experienced con-
flicting emotions throughout the Conference. On the one
hand, they had worked diligently to be in the pbsition of,
representing their government at an important interna-
tional meeting, on the.other, they were strongly committed
to advancing the goals oZ the Women's Movement, both
nationally and internationally. At times, it was, imposs-
ible to do both.

For many American women, Copenhagen was their first
exposure to a forum where:anti-American sentiment was
openly expressed. Although on a personal level delegates
and observers interacted in a spirit of friendship and
sisterhood, during formal mesentations and discussions
many statements critical of: the U.S. were made.
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The problem was exacerbated by'the nalseste of some.
U.S. women, particularly those attending the Mid.I-Decade
Forum, regarding world economic relations. While -there

was a cetrain sophistication,concerqng Middle East and
southern Africa issues, the New international Economic'
Order presented many questions. Women were unprepared for
the vehement importance placed upon these ,issues by

.
developing countries and were not well versed in the role

the United States--both,public end prate sectors--
plays in the allocation of,resourcemand the transfer of , or

technology' internationally.

Finally, for American women there was a sense that a
special opportunity was being sacrificed for other con-

." cerbs. The World Conference of the UN Decade for Women
presented the unique chance for the world's women to meet
and discust both women's issues and other important
international issues from a woman's perspective; a time to
find mutual areas of understanding on-common problems.
Because some of the national agendas were not compatible
=with the western perceived women's agenda, and becAse
many discussions and debates at the Conference focused
more specifically-6n international issues, regardless of
women, the event became even more frustrating.

Aiide from international perceptions of what is and
isnot a discuOable issue in the Women's Conference
forum, there is certainly reason to criticize particular
delegations for unduly politicizing the'Conference.
Because the Conference was a government-to-government
meeting, it was difficult to determine when women were
actually representing the views of,the women intheir
country and when they, were representing views of their
government, policies determined by men without.the inclu-

sion of women. However; it was relatively easy to make
this determination whenyuen held their country's chair and
openly scoffed at women s attempts to include feminist
language or issues into the Program. As stated previ-
ously, invidious politicization occursyhen the structures
of power that oppress women, use And exploit the women's
cause to assure that these structures do not change.'
There can be no question but that at certain'times the
Women'sConference was manipulated by,those who had
different agendas not compatible with feminist goals.
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:Because women suffer de facto and de juie sex discri-
mination and becaug6 women are traditioqpilly not fully
represented in large numbers in any national government,
it is impossible to say whether the Program of Action'
reflects the agenda of 'the world's women. When reviewing
the Program of Action and'the resolutions, dne finds many
instances of feminist language. Any intergovernmental
forum such as the UN will always be the scene of political
discussions and to expect otherwise, is both foolhardy and
unrealistic. ,But, the issue-most central to the Copen-'
hagen Conference is not whether or not politics are
discussed or whether or not the Conference was politicized;
rather the Copenhagen-experience pointed to the glaring .

exclusion of women from high level pobitions of foreign
policy decision-makin4.

In the United'States women have historically been
excluded from the foreign policy decision-mdking process
more so than from many other, areas of ,national decision-
making. Whether the actual polies would be different-if
more women had been actively involved over the past five,
ten, twenty years is an academic matter. They were not.
To avoid future criticisms of politicization, the United
States must'take the necessary steps to insure that womenare not only representing their country and government but
als6 that -they have actively participated in the prepara-
tions and policy deteriinations preceding.such meetings. wemust move forward on the Foreign Policl, Directive-on the.
Worldwide Status and Aights,of Women. Only then Will it
be possible to,asbert, unequivocally, that the policies
are tr ly representative of the American people, the
Ame an,government and American women.

The United States' Vote against the Program of Action
generated a great del of uncertainty about` possible
repercussions. Would the U.S. still: be able to continue
participating.in the UN Decade for Women and what does
'that mean? How would our leadership in the international
women's movement beaffected?- Woulctwe be able to parti-
cipate in the End-of-the-Decade Conference ten..= iyely
Scheduled for 1985? Furthermore, thete have ues-
tions raised as to the viability of the Uni ed ations
system as an. agent of changer a vehicle for p ing the
status of women. And, manyILS women have : b--q,ently--

intedly.asked--both in follow-up meetings -- through
orrespondence directed to the Secretary of S ate,
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whether or not the "no" vote stands as a s cif c exam5le
of the trade-off of women's rights and femin for oUr
foreign policy commitment to Israel. Some women actively
petitiOned the Secretary of State and the_tredident to

,o change lbe 04. vote on the Program of Action, to either a
yes or 111 abstention; an equal number of women wrote,

') stressing the importance of maintaining our original
stance and voting no.
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The Department of State reaffirmed storit for the
cause of women's rights internationally by ganajm the
Convention on the Elimination on dll Forms of"pitcrpllina-
tion Against Women to the President; by continuingatne
work of women's issues through support of the Inta4a-
tional Women's Program office; by maintqining its cdfmit-
ment to the UN Voluntary .Fund for Women; 'and by coritinuing
to actively solicit the views of Merican women on foreign
policli matters. r

However, the challenge to our foreign policy oiithe
State of Israel was one that could not be ignored. Any
other action by the United States at the World Conference
would have been construed as a major change-in Middle East
polioy; and that,would have been incorrect and misleadinig.!
Otir continued commitMent to Istael is a long-standblg.
matter of integrity and principle. It is very unfortpnate
that ;t1.ir negative vote has'been be characterized as an
either/or situation, it was not and is not..

/-
mr: Ben Read, Under Sectetary for,Management, Depart-.

ment df State, in his speech at the September 17, 1980
debriefing on the Copenhagen Conference, stressed that the
Department of State,willcontinue toactively encourage
wOmen-to participate'in foreign policy, an Secretary
Auskie has reaffirmed his commitment to th Foreign Policy.
-Directive. -

#

Finally United States plans on contfnuing.
participation in the pri Decade for l4bmen. Although it is
a deplorable situation that we as a goverhment'cannot hope
to support forever-all the docpmentt relating to the
Decade, our support for the goals ofthe World Plan of
Action have not changed;, and we as a government will
continue to work for the attainment of Women's eqUality
both nationally and internationally throughout the re-
maining yeart of the Decade
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XVIII. RECOMMENDATIONS

V

During 'scussions held after the Copenhagen Con-

'1

ference, Ame can women, both inside-and outside of
'government, ave made recommendations to the Departmentof State concerning ways for the United.States to con-
tinue, active participation in the United Nations Decade
for Women. 'While all the subsequent recommendations have

. not been approved by thp DqPartment of State for action
or implementation, they are set forth below for,con-
sidekation now an possible Action in the future. Many
of these recomme datiofis reflect the best tanking of
both the U.S, d legation and hundreds of representatives
of-American women's organizations and should receive
serious consideration, ,

1. The Department of State should expand its institutionall
ability to deal with wompn'S issues by immediately estab-
lishing at the Secretarf or Deputy Secretary level an
0 fice for Women's Concerns.

An ACTION, MEMORANDUM was.sent to the Secretary of State
requesting the immediate establishment of this office.
To date there has been no reply. *,

2. The Department of State should create a U.S. National
ComMission on the UN Voluntary Fund for Momen similar toWe U.S. National Commission for UNESCO.

Women are primarily'concerned with continued and increased
U.S. support of the UN Voluntary,Flind for Women. A
NVional Commission would provide an institutional support'system for this Fund. An ACTION MEMORANDUM is currentlybeing, prepared' on this recommendation for subinIssign.to
the Secretary of State.

3. Women's organizations as a result-of the Copenhagen
Conference support the idea of Convening a second National
Women's Conference prior to 1985..

.

..,--

.
,

The Continuing Committee of the National Women's Conferenceis current explorihg the possibility of convening a
second' nati al women's conference. It is questionable
that such a m eting would be financed by Federal fUnds,
however it is possible that the meeting may be held in-
dependent

.,

of goVer'hment The purpose,of the meeting would
be similar to the objectives of the Copenhagen Conference- -
'review, appraisal and development of progressive strategies.
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''
4:-.The.Department of State and.the.Presidkpit are ''urged
to transmit to the senate, as soon as possible, the

. Convention on't Elimination of AlltForms of Discrimi-

cr1 (.1.,na.E.I6n again omen: ' .

. A

The Convention was submitted to the Senate NOvdmber 12,
1'980. -.--,...,._.

,- 4

11.

.
. ..

-, .

.75. Thp Department of-State 'should allow adequate time
and.resourcds for thorough preparatioiis for the End-of-
the-Decade Conference tentatively scheduled for 1985.

dIt.has been shoWn that the scope of issues which are,
discussed at a igorldConferente for Womernte diverse.,
political and complex. After decisions are made by both
the United Nations and the United States(convening and
participating in the:exPected 4nd-of-the-Decade Conference,
tM Department of State sh uld immediately beclain pre-
pistkons. ,

n

6. AmericanAmericadyomen should be actibely encouraged to par-
ticipate in th6fdreign policy decision making process.

This recommendation has been adequately discussed in prior,
sections Qgthis report and:needs no further elaboration, as
to its importance. ,
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TAB =TB:

The."Report of,the,United States Delegation, to the World
COnference of the UN Decade for Women:, Equality, Develop-
ment and Peace", when formally submitted o the `Secretary
of S .January 1981 was accomp6mied by.a series of
do ents. T ese have been cited in-the Report by Tab Ps.
However, becau e of the ,bulk of this material, it is
impossible to ncludp the .liments in their entirety in
this copy of the Report. Limited quantities of ,some of the
cited documentation is available through the:

t,
InOrnational Women's Program Office
I0//WP - Room ,1427

.

\ U.S. Department of State
Washington, D.G., 20520

.f

Written requests will be honored iflet all possible.
,, , ( 1,

A

A

. , p
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TAB CITATIONS:

:

or Tab #1: U.. Questionnaire Response 4

Tab 12:. U.S. Country Papers:
s4" arHealth

b), Education
c) Employmt
d) Summarized Version .

Tab 3: UNITED STATES WOMEN: issues and Progress in the
UNDecade for Women 1976-1985
Department of State publication #9146

Tab't4: Biographical Information on the U.S. Delegation to
the World Conference ol the '1.111 Decade for Women.

Tab #5: Copenhagen Conference Scope Paper ---

Tab #6:, Copenhagen Conference,Documentation

Tab #1: U.S. National Speech .

Tab #8: President Jimmy Carter's Message to the Conference

Tab #9: United Natione,,Report of the World Conference,
. including the Program Action and Resolutions

Tab #10: Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination against Women ,

Tab #11: Speech of Koryne K. Horbal, U.S. Representative
to the UN Commibsion on the Status of Women given
during debate on the Copenhagen Conference in the
Third Committee of the 35th UN General Assembly

Tab #13: Forum 80, July 14-30.
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